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ABSTRACT 

Electronics technicians are frequently required to diagnose 
faults in equipment but are not provided with adequate training 
in TAFE Colleges. 

Hardware fault simulators currently used in TAFE Colleges for 
diagnostic skill development simulate only a few types of 
equipment and rapidly become obsolete. 

FAULTSIM is a computer-based simulator in which modern 
technology is combined with existing simulation techniques to 
produce a versatile aid to diagnostic skill development. 

In the design of the new simulator, attention has been given 
both to the technical features contributing to its effectiveness 
and to the factors favouring its adoption by teachers. 
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PREFACE 

The concept of software simulation in the form used in the 
FAULTSIM system was formed some years ago and lay dormant until 
the personal computer revolution provided suitable digitizing 
tablets for a reasonable cost. 

In prospect, the implementation o f t h e system appeared to be 
straight forward and in retrospect, the problems actually 
encountered should have been foreseen . The experience gained 
and the techniques developed during the c ourse of the project 
form a useful basis for the further application of modern 
technology to vocational education. 

This Field Study would not h a ve been possible without the 
enthusiastic cooperation of the Principal of Bruce TAFE College 
who gave his permission for College resources to be used in the 
development and testing o f the FAULTSIM system. 

Anderson Digital Equipment Pty. Limited supplied the digitizing 
tablet on which the Field Trials were conducted. 

Special thanks must go t o my Supervisor, Dr. Don Overheu whose 
support and encouragement over five semesters contributed 
greatly to the success of the project. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In this Field Study, a computer based simulator has been 

designed as 

simulators. 

a replacement for existing passive 

The computer-based simulator, FAULTSIM, retains the 

important features of the existing simulators, eliminates 

many of their limitations, and adds significant 

educational and organisational improvements. 

FAULTSIM simulates electronic equipment faults. It 

provides an environment in which technicians can develop 

skills in diagnosing faults in a wide range of electronic 

equipment types. 

Using readily available computer hardware and simulations 

drawn on standard A4 paper, FAULTS IM provides a simple 

and economical solution to a persistent problem in the 

education of electronics technicians. Besides 

fulfilling its primary role as an aid to diagnostic skill 

development, FAULTSIM supports the development of 

theoretical concepts and can be used in both 

teacher-centred and self-paced learning situations. 

The design objectives and rationale, the educational 

applications of the system, and a description of its 

development and testing are contained in this Report; 

the accompanying Software Documentation describes the 

technical details of the system. 

FAULTSIM has been developed from the prototype stage into 

a working system. During the Field Trials it was 

accepted enthusiastically by teachers and students and it 

is now being integrated into the teaching strategies of 

the Schoo l in which it is installed. 
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2. OVERVIEW OF THE SYSTEM 

2.1 General 

Faults in electronic equipment are diagnosed by a 

sequence of measurements at selected nodes in the 

circuit. Diagnostic skill is the ability to select an 

appropriate sequence of measurements from an 

interpretation of the measurands and to identify the 

cause of the malfunction from the resulting syndrome. 

At a FAULTSIM station, an item of equipment is simulated 

by a diagramatic representation containing nodes at which 

measurements can be made, In this environment, students 

are able to develop diagnostic skills. 

2.2. System Package 

An existing computer terminal becomes a FAULTSIM station 

by the addition of a digitizing tablet, a registration 

frame, and the FAULTSIM software package. The digitizing 

tablet is a commercially available device which connects 

------·----· --

Figure 1. A FAULTSIM Station 
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to a Visual Display Unit (VDU) computer terminal. The 

software package contains the simulation program used by 

students and support programs which enable the teacher to 

generate simulations and to monitor the use of the 

system. The registration frame locates the simulation 

diagram on the digitizing tablet. 

Simulation diagrams, each representing a different i tern 

of electronic equipment, are schematic or block diagrams 

drawn on A4 size paper. 

When a simulation diagram is installed on the system (by 

the teacher), the locations of selected measurement nodes 

on the diagram are stored in the computer together with a 

list· of possible fault conditions and the measurand at 

each node for each fault condition. The registration 

frame ensures that each time a diagram is placed on the 

digitizing tablet, the measurement nodes are in the same 

location. 

Principle of Ope~ation 

To use the system, a student selects a simulation 

diag ram, places it in the registration frame, and 

identifies it by t yping the title of the simulation on 

the VDU keyboard. When the student touches a measurement 

node with a stylus, the computer identifies the node and 

displays the me asurand on the VDU screen. 

On each simulation diagram is a list of possible fault 

conditions - a fault menu. The computer contains an 

identical list together with th~ measurand at each 

measurement node for each fault. 

By a sequence of measurements, the student diagno ses the 

f ault condition a nd indicates his diagnosis by touching 

the selected fault with the stylus. The location of each 

fault on the fault menu i s stored in the computer which 
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tells the student whether or not his diagnosis was 

correct before selecting another fault for him to 

diagnose. 

The computer will continue to select faults at random for 

the student to diagnose until the session is terminated 

by the student. 

2.4. New Simulations 

3. 

3.1. 

To generate a new simulation, the teacher uses the 

support programs to create a computer file containing the 

list of faults and the measurands. When this file is 

complete, he simply places the simulation diagram in the 

registration frame and uses the stylus to indicate the 

location of measurement node and each fault. 

simulation is then ready for use. 

CONCEPT EVALUATION 

General 

The new 

FAULTSIM is an application of new technology to an 

existing simulator designed to teach diagnostic skills. 

Transforming a concept into a reality requires the 

concentration of resources deflected from other 

developmental projects. Before conunencing the project, 

the potential of the concept was evaluated to e stablish: 

* The relative importance of diagnostic skill 

* 
* 

development, 

The features and deficiencies of existing simul ations, 

The possible b e ne fits of software simulation 

and to establish guidelines for the design of the system 

if the project appe ared to be worthwhile. 

3. 2 . Diagnostic Skills 

, 
The importa nce of diagnostic skills may be judged from 

.;, 
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the results of a survey conducted in 1978 by the NSW 

Department of Technical and Further Education. Of the 

574 respondents to a questionnaire, 81\ of graduates from 

the Electronics and Communications Certificate program 

and 571 of those from the Electrical Engineering program 

reported that they were required to find/diagnose faults 

daily or weekly. The same survey revealed considerable 

dissatisfaction among both employer and employee groups 

with the quality of instruction offered by TAFE Colleges 

in this important area. The qualitative results from 

this survey support personal observation that diagnostic 

skill is essential to the technician. The development of 

diagnostic skill can therefore be regarded as an 

important element of the curriculum and one which is 

worthy of further study and improvement. 

3.3. Existing Simulators 

The simulator most coll'ID10nly used in Australian TAFE 

Colleges is the Woolfson Fault Simulation Trainer 

(Fig. 2) in which a schematic diagram represents the 

equipment being simulated. Electrical connections from 

Figure 2. Woolfson Fault Simulation Trainer 
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hardware mounted inside the Trainer to test points or 

nodes on the schematic diagram allow students to diagnose 

a fault from measurements at the nodes. Different fault 

conditions are established by different cards inserted in 

the "fault program'' socket in the face of the simulator. 

Many other simulators used by vocational training 

organisations have been designed by teachers to suit the 

needs and budget of the organisation. Although designed 

for different environments, these simulators share with 

the Woolfson system, the following characteristics: the 

fault is not visible to the student, and fault conditions 

can be established with a minimum of teacher 

intervention. 

Woolfson Trainers have been purchased by and used in TAFE 

Colleges for nearly a decade. The principles embodied in 

the design are well proven and teaching strategies have 

been established. For these reasons, the Woolfson design 

was chosen as the benchmark against which to evaluate 

the potential of the FAULTSIM concept. 

3.4 Deficiencies in Existing Simulators 

Simulators currently in use are based on hardware. With 

the exception of the Woolfson Trainer, they employ an 

item of equipment modified to allow faults to be readily 

introduced. Their deficiencies may be summarised: 

* They are expensive, 

* Different hardware is required to simulate different 

items of equipment, 

* Their utility deteriorates as the equipment they 

simulate becomes obsolete, 

* The range of available simulated equipment is small, 

* A teacher is required to verify the diagnosis made by 

the student. 
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The capital cost of even the locally devised machines 

includes both the cost of the equipment and the expense 

of modifying it for use as a simulator. They reguire, in 

addition, a range of signal sources and measuring 

instruments which reguire maintenance and calibration and 

which therefore add to the operating costs of the 

simulators. 

Being hardware based, each simulator represents only one 

item of equipment. This is an important factor 

influencing the cost of the system since multiple copies 

are required for classroom use, and each copy represents 

a substantial capital investment. 

The rate of technological change in the electronics 

industry is such that equipment rapidly become obsolete. 

Aside from the cost of replacing simulators to maintain 

educational relevance (and credibility), hardware 

simulator design and construction is a time consuming 

process which, of necessity, commences only after the 

need for it has been verified. There is therefore, an 

inherent delay in providing new simulators which occurs 

as a conseguence of using hardware as the basis for the 

simulators. In practice, it is the cost of replacement 

that determines the useful life of a simulator. Woolfson 

Trainers designed a decade ago, are still in regular use 

long after the equipment they simulate has become 

obsolete. 

The cost of developing hardware based simulators 

precludes the development of many different models. It 

is extremely difficult to design realistic equipment 

which will continue to operate reliably under fault 

conditions without overstressing the components. For 

many types of equipment, the difficulties are 

insuperable. As a result, the range of equipment for 

which simulations are available is very small; in the 

Woolf son range , only 3 different models have been 

produced. 
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By far the greatest impediment to learning is the need 

for a teacher to verify the student's diagnosis. For 

logistical reasons, existing simulators are used in a 

classroom environment where the teacher supervises the 

activity of 15 to 18 students. The established classroom 

management strategy requires each student to produce a 

written report on each fault diagnosis for verification 

by the teacher. The overhead incurred in writing the 

report is substantially unproductive in the development 

of diagnostic skills. 

3.5 Software Simulation 

The deficiencies of existing simulators arise from two 

sources: the use of hardware to generate the measurands 

and the necessary involvement of the teacher in the skill 

development process. 

Software simulation is potentially able to overcome those 

deficiencies. The capital cost of hardware is readily 

recouped through its use and with all simulations, 

simulations can be rapidly and cheaply produced 

to maintain relevance, equipment is not required to work 

for long periods under fault conditions, and the computer 

can verify the diagnosis of the student without the need 

for a written report. 

Software simulation has one major deficiency - it does 

not provide the student with experience in selecting an 

appropriate instrument with which to take his 

measurements. If software simulation is employed to 

assist students to develop diagnostic skills, it must be 

supplemented by tuition in measurement techniques. 

Considering the relative merits of hardware and software 

simulation for the development of diagnostic skills, 

software simulation appears to have benefits which 

warrant further investigation. 
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3.6. Guidelines for the Project 

4. 

4.1. 

Most of the shortcomings of the existing simulators arise 

from their use of hardware to generate the measurands and 

these are therefore automatically diminished by software 

simulation. To capitalise on the potential of the 

FAULTSIM concept, top priority was assigned to the 

generation of new simulations. 

The simulation diagram, it was decided, should be simple 

and cheap, and the supporting software should enable 

teachers to create new simulation files quickly and 

easily. 

FEATURES OF FAULTSIM 

General 

Given that hardware simulations are already in use, their 

replacement with software simulators depends strongly on 

the inclusion of features favouring their adoption. 

In accordance with the design guidelines, the feature 

chosen for optimisation was the simulation diagram. A 

simple and easily constructed simulation diagram would, 

it was considered, be a ttractive to teachers (adopters) 

who usually like to "personalise" their teaching. 

As the project proceeded, the wisdom of this choice 

became increasingly apparent; comments from teachers 

indicated a particular sensitivity to problems they might 

encounter in adopting the system to suit their own 

situation and teaching. 

The simulation diagram forms part of an integrated 

system which also includes the registration frame and the 

simulation software. Relaxing the specifications on the 

simulation diagram created technical problems in the 

other elements which were not easily solved. The 
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Simulation diagram in place on the 
system 

development of a system which accommodates simple simulation 

digrams is regarded as the major feature contributing to the 

success of the project. 

4.2 Simulation Diagram 

As previously mentioned, A4 paper was chosen as the basis 

of the simulation diagram. Chosen for its simplicity, it 

also conveys the following advantages: 

* It is readily available to teachers - no special paper 

sizes are required, 

* Photocopies of original or commercial circuit diagrams 

can be used, 

* Simulation diagrams can be exchanged between users in 

standard envelopes, 

* Simulation diagrams can be stored in standard binders 

together with other relevant documentation. The 

binders will fit in standard bookcases. 

The problems arising from the decision to use unprotected 

paper diagrams arose both from its dimensional tolerances 
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and instability and from the likelihood of diagrams being 

damaged through constant handling by students. 

4.3. Tolerances 

FAULTSIM depends for its operation on the ability of the 

computer to correctly and reliably identify nodes on the 

simul"ation diagram indicated by the student with the 

stylus. 

The principal factors affecting the identification of the 

nodes are the node spacing on the diagram (resolution), 

repeatability of node location on the digitizing tablet, 

and accuracy in stylus positioning. These factors in 

turn depend on the simulator diagram, the registration 

frame and the software search algorithm. 

To facilitate the production of simulation diagrams by 

teachers, a minimum resolution of 5mm was established as 

a design objective. With this minimum resolvable 

distance between nodes, the fault menu can be typed on 

the diagram using single spacing. The allowable 

tolerances in the remainder of the system are determined 

by the chosen resolution. 

A4 paper has nominal dimensions 297mm x 210mm but 

measurement of examples from different sources revealed 

tolerances of ± lnun in each dimension. To these 

manufacturing tolerances was added the instability of 

general purpose types of paper which exhibit significant 

dimensional change under the influence of temperature and 

humidity. The design guidelines which assigned top 

priority to the simplicity of the simulation diagrams 

rendered these tolerances irreducible. 

4.4. Registration Frame 

The registration frame is the only hardware item 

constructed specifically for the FAULTSIM system. Its 
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purpose is to locate the diagram on the tabl(st in 

approximately the same location each time the diagram is 

used. To suit the requirements of the digitizing tablet 

which will not operate with metallic substances on its 

active surface, the frame was constructed from acrylic 

sheet. After some experimentation, the frame shown in 

the photographs was designed and constructed. Two layers 

of acrylic sheet bonded together form the basis of the 

design; the bottom layer fitting into the case of the 

digitizer to position the frame, and the top layer cut to 

the size of A4 paper to form a recess into which the 

simulation diagram is placed. A hinged window covers the 

diagram, holding it in place and preventing students from 

making notes on it. The prototype frame was constructed 

using only simple hand tools and without the need for 

special manufacturing techniques and the design was 

therefore adopted. 

Figure 4. Simula tion diagram and registration 
frame 
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4.5 Search Algorithm 

The search algorithm is the procedure used in the 

computer to compare the coordinates input from the 

digitizing tablet with the stored locations of the nodes 

on the simulation diagram. 

algorithm may be found 

Technical information on the 

in the accompanying Software 

Documentation in Sections 5.3. and 6.3. 

The design goals and objectives which relaxed the 

tolerance on the simulation diagram imposed stringent 

demands on the search algorithm on which the success or 

failure of the project ultimately depended. 

Added to the need previously discussed for the computer 

to reliably identify nodes on the simulation diagram 

spaced at 41Ill'll centres and to accommodate changes in node 

locations imposed by the relaxation of tolerances on the 

diagrams, were two further requirements: latitude in 

stylus positioning and speed of response. 

Accurately positioning the stylus requires a degree of 

concentration which makes the system difficult to use. 

Some latitude must be allowed the student in indicating 

the nodes so that measurements can be made with minimum 

effort. Ease of measurement was checked empirically to 

ensure that the search algorithm was suitable. 

When the student indicates a node on the simulation 

diagram, the measurand at that node is displayed on the 

VDU screen. Ide ally, the measurand should be displayed 

for the student by the time he looks up to read it. The 

time required to touch the stylus on a node and look up 

at the VDU screen is very short. During this interval, 

the search algorithm must check the stylus l ocation 

against each node location in turn until it finds a 

match, retrieve the measurand, and display i't. 
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The search algorithm adopted for the system was the 

result of considerable experimentation, optimisation and 

testing. It. meets all of the requirements and is 

regarded as a significant achievement which opens the way 

for further educational applications of the digitizing 

tablet, 

4.6. New simulations 

Each simulation is in 2 parts: the simulation diagram 

and the data. The data are the measurands and the list 

of faults. 

The FAULTSIM support software contains programs for 

entering the data into the computer (CREDAT) and for 

installing the simulation (INSTAL) details of which are 

included in the accompanying Software Documentation. 

Entering the data and installing the simulation have been 

separated into two activities to exploit the benefits and 

accommodate the drawbacks of using paper simulation 

diagrams. Entering the data and correcting mistakes can 

be a time consuming process but once it is done, the 

computer file does not need to be altered; it can be 

used with any copy of the diagram and can be transfered 

between computers to facilitate the exchange of 

simulation between users. 

Actual node locations will change from copy to copy of 

the diagram. Installing a new copy on the system only 

requires the teacher to touch each node on the diagram 

with the stylus - a process taking less than 5 minutes. 

The rapid installation process allows teachers to replace 

damaged simulation diagrams with a minimum of effort 

thereby eliminating the major operational problem created 

by the use of unprotected paper diagrams. 
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EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS 

General 

Although it was initially designed as an aid to 

diagnostic skill development, the versatility of the 

system sterraning from the adoption of paper diagrams and 

software simulations extends its utility to other 

educational activities. 

A curriculum designed to fully exploit the potential of 

FAULTSIM will use it to: 

* 

* 

improve diagnostic skill development, 

Support the understanding of system structure and 

terminology, 

Support the development of analytical skills, 

Incorporate elements of student-centred learning, 

Systematically encourage self-reliance in the student. 

In such a curriculum, FAULTSIM would be introduced in the 

very early stages and its used would be woven into the 

fabric of the course. 

5.2 Diagnostic Skill Development 

The ability of a technician to diagnose a fault in a 

system depends on at least two factors: his diagnostic 

skill, and his knowledge of the system, Observation 

indicates the existence of a generalised diagnostic skill 

which distinguishes the experienced technician from the 

novice when they are confronted with a fault in a system 

unfamiliar to both. 

Because of the limitations of existing teaching aids, 

generalised diagnostic skills and system-specific 

knowledge a.re currently learned separately. Diagnostic 

skills are taught in a discrete unit using the available 
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simulators whi le principles of system operation and 

analytical skills are learned in units distributed 

throughout the course. 

Students entering a program already possess diagnostic 

skills sufficient for FAULTSIM but some formal 

introduction is required to make them aware of this fact. 

Si 1 no si l 

---~RF STAGE•i----~rF STAGE--~ 
AUDIO 
STAGE 

MAINS 
Ill"PUT 

Figure 5. 

POWER 
SUPPLY 

power on 

Introductory simulation 

Confronted with a simul ation as shown in Fig. 5, few 

students would be unable to identify the faulty stage 

once their confidence had been established by a brief 

period of encouragement and assistance. Introductory 

simulations of this type can be used to introduce fault 

diagnosis i nto a program even before the student has 

mastered the basic concepts of electrical circuit 

analysis. 
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5.3. Teaching Structure and Technology 

The simulation in Fig. 5 is actually the block diagram of 

a superheterodyne radio receiver - the type of receiver 

used universally for broadcast reception. It is typical 

of the type of diagram used in the introductory stage of 

a unit of instruction on many different types of system. 

While it is essential for the student to know the names 

of the blocks and their position in the signal path, the 

repetition needed to establish this knowledge is 

difficult to achieve in a conventional environment. 

FAULTSIM has been designed to accept "text" measurands of 

the type shown in Fig. 5 to allow simple block diagrams 

to be simulated. A student using a block diagram 

simulation acquires the necessary knowledge of the block 

names and their sequence simultaneously with the 

development of his diagnostic skills. 

The versatility of FAULTSIM and the attention given to 

teacher generated simulations which are features of its 

design allow an individual teacher to create simulations 

appropriate to the learning objectives at each stage of 

instruction. As the system under consideration is 

investigated in greater detail from block diagram through 

sub-systems to circuitry, simulations will use 

appropriate terminology to describe the components and 

the measurand values. 

5.4. Analytical Skill Development 

Mathematical models are used extensively in the 

electrical and electronics disciplines. They serve two 

purposes: 

* They enable expected responses to be calculated, 

* They describe the relationships between component 

parameters and responses within the circuit. 

In the simple circuit in Fig. 6 for example, the 

mathematical relationship between the output voltage (V2) 
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and the input voltage (Vl) describes the effect of the 

resistor values on the output voltage and allows the 

actual output voltage to be calculated if the resistor 

values are known. 

+ 
V1 

Figure 6. 

Electronic 

R2 

Rl 

Mathematical models 

+ 

V2 Vl x Rl 
Rl + R2 

describe the 
relationship between components and 
responses 

circuit analysis is included in all 

electronics programs. The ability to analyse circuits is 

essential to the student's independence from continued 

instruction since it enables him to explore novel 

circuits with confidence in his conclusions. The 

analysis of electronic circuits requires 3 distinct 

steps: 

* The actual circuit is replaced by a theoretical model, 

* Circuit theory is used to obtain one or more 

mathematical expressions or equations from the model, 

* The mathematical expressions are evaluated or 

manipulated to express some new relationship. 

This procedure allows circuit responses to be predicted 

and it produces algebraic expressions which describe the 

relationships between component parameters and circuit 

responses but each of the steps increases the conceptual 
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distance between the final result and the circuit t o 

which it refers. 

In the learning environment, the conceptual distance 

between analytical results and circuit behaviour is an 

inhibitory factor, In the traditional environment,_ this 

"concept gap" is usually closed by the teacher working 

example problems for the students and relating the 

results back t o the behaviour of the original circuit. 

Student experience is limited to quantitative solution of 

problems which, while it develops their essential 

analytical skill, does not necessarily provide them with 

a qualitative "feel" for the behaviour of the circuit. 

Fault diagnosis requires the student to estimate the 

response of the system to the given excitation so he can 

compare the measured response with his expectation. If 

the measured response differs from his expectation, then 

he is also led to consider the effect o f each component 

on the measurand. 

By using suitable simulations, FAULTSIM can be included 

in the teaching strategy for theoretical subjects to 

assist the teacher in "closing the concept gap" between 

analytical results and circuit behaviour. 

S.S. Aspiration-limited Education 

FAULTSIM neither presents information to the student in 

the sense usually implied b y such descriptions as 

"computer aided" nor, if its use is unsupervised, does it 

assess the student's performance (sinc e it cannot 

identify him). It is an educationally passive resource 

which supports and supplements the work of a teacher. It 

should be noted in passing that this passiv ity favours 

its adoption - t e achers are no less sensitive to the 

implications of automation than are their counterparts in 

othe r industrie s : 
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Properly used, the system can add a new dimension to 

teaching which can best be described in terms of resource 

limitations by contrast with the extrema of current 

teaching philosophies as follows: 

Lock-step teaching is "time limited" since the 

learning resources are withdrawn from the student 

after a fixed period determined by the teacher, 

Self-paced learning which is usually associated with 

mastery testing is "objective limited" since the 

learning resources are withdrawn once mastery is 

achieved, 

FAULTSIM is "aspiration limited" in the sense that the 

student ceases to use it when his aspirations have 

been satisfied. 

FAULTSIM can be effectively used in support of any 

primary teaching style on the continuum between lock-step 

and self-paced learning provided that its qualities as an 

aspiration limited resource are recognised and 

accommodated within the overall teaching strategy. 

Because FAULTSIM does not assess the performance of the 

student, the teacher cannot use coercion (assessment) to 

ensure its use. He must therefore rely on the quality of 

the simulations and the relationship with other forms of 

assignment. It would be appropriate for example, in 

teaching electronic circuit analysis, to reduce the 

number of tutorial problems requiring quant itative 

solutions, and to substitute others requiring more 

qualitative consideration of the sensitivity of system 

performance to specific parameter changes. 

FIELD TRIALS AND TESTING 

Prototype trials 

Inititial trials were conducted in May 1981 using 

borrowed equipment. 

to: 

The objectives of the trials were 
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* 
• 

Gauge staff and student reaction to the project, and 

Identify any weaknesses in the design . 

Activity reports generated by the software show that the 

simulator was in use for 13 hours and 20 minutes during 

the one week trial period. The reaction to FAULTSIM by 

both teachers and students was consistently favourable 

.and many improvements were suggested. 

All comments and suggestions were noted and discussed 

with as many users as possible to obtain some concensus 

about their value. Some 11 modifications were made to 

the simulation program during the week so they could be 

included in the remainder of the trial. 

Conclusions drawn from the trial were: 

* The support software was too difficult to use, 

• A more reliable software search algorithm was 

required, 

• The project was worthwhile and should be pursued. 

The trials had achieved their intended purpose: 

reaction was favourable, many suggestions 

user 

for 

applications and refinements had been received and noted, 

some refinements had been implemented and tested, and the 

weaknesses in the design had been thoroughly explored. 

6.2. Subsequent Testing 

Only the FAULTSIM concept emerged unscathed from the 

prototype trials. Structural problems in the software 

required it to be completely rewritten, simulation 

diagrams had been damaged by the stylus and obviously 

required some protection while they were in use, and the 

VDU display format required modification. 
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The system in its final form was completed early in 1982. 

Each aspect of the new system was tested as circumstances 

permitted, using equipment borrowed for the purpose. 

The digitizing tablet ordered for use with the system was 

delivered early in 1983 and FAULTSIM was finally placed 

in service, 

FAULTSIM hardware and software have been thoroughly 

tested but its educational potential has yet to be fully 

explored, During the trials the average time for a fault 

diagnosis was reduced from 

simulators to 90 seconds 

20 minutes using 

using FAULTSIM. 

existing 

Further 

research and experimentation are required to determine 

the extent to which this thirteen-fold time reduction can 

be exploited. 

7 . EVALUATING STUDENT PERFORMANCE 

The simulation program generates a report on the 

activity of each user. Included in the report are: fault 

presented, node interrogated and the interval between 

measurements, and diagnosis given. 

Where the teaching objectives in a subject are directly 

related to diagnostic skills, FAULTS IM can be used to 

advantage as part of the assessment package. The large 

number of faults which can be presented and diagnosed in 

a short time together with the random nature of the fault 

selection process allow valid comparisons to be made 

between students since the average difficulty of the 

faults presented is nearly constant, 

Activity reports can be processed automatically within 

the computer to assess student performance but the 

assessment must be conducted under supervision since the 

computer is unable to verify the name given ~Y the 

student. 
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It is axiomatic that student performance should be 

measured in terms of teaching objectives. Where FAULTSIM 

is used in support of descriptive or analytical subjects 

as described in Section 5, the activity reports generated 

by FAULTSIM are unrelated to the teaching objectives and 

cannot therefore be used as part of an assessment 

package. Whether or not there is a correlation between 

FAULTSIM activity and learning in these subjects which 

could be used for formative evaluation remains to be 

determined and may form the subject for further research. 

8. IMAGINATIVE APPLICATIONS 

8.1. General 

Al though FAULTS IM was designed as an improvement on an 

existing s.imulator, the flexibility inherent in the use 

of software simulation can be used in several different 

ways. During the field trials, many applications were 

suggested by the users; two of the more imaginative 

suggestions included the use of photographic diagrams and 

theoretical simulations. 

8,2. Photographic Diagrams 

A photograph attached to an A4 sheet of paper with the 

fault menu typed on it can be used to create a different 

type of simulation, A coloured photograph of the 

component side of a printed circuit board for example, 

would combine component recognition with fault diagnosis. 

8 .3. Theoretical Simulations 

It is possible to include in 

schematic o f an integrated 

simulation diagrams, the 

circuit or hybrid module 

showing internal nodes not normally accessible to the 

user. This is beneficia l in assisting students to 

understand the function of the module and to r e cognise 

s ome of its f ailure modes and their impact on the system. 
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As modules become . larger (and more expensive), they 

become increasingly susceptible to damage when they are 

removed from the circuit. It is therefore necessary for 

a technician to be able to deduce whether or not a module 

is faulty without removing it. Measurand values at the 

internal nodes can be calculated or a descriptive 

measurand can be used to indicate the status of the 

internal node. 

9. LIMITATIONS 

By its innovative adaptation of the digitizing tablet, 

FAULTSIM opens the way for a range of new educational 

simulations, FAULTSIM itself has deliberately been kept 

simple partly because as an improvement on existing 

equipment it did not need to be any more complex, and 

partly because the additional benefits of greater 

sophistication have yet to be detennined. 

In this section, the major limitations of FAULTSIM are 

briefly described both as a guide to users and (perhaps) 

as a catalyst for further experimentation and research. 

* Only linear systems can be simulated. Digital systems 

require different diagnostic skills and can not be 

adequately simulated. 

* The measurands are restricted to 8 alphanumeric 

characters. Waveforms and measurements requiring 

pointer displays can not be simulated. 

* No choice of stimulus. In each 

designer chooses the input signal; 

simulation, the 

the user has no 

control over the waveshape, frequency or amplitude of 

the stimulus. 
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No choice of test conditions. The user cannot open 

feedback loops or short-circuit components to test his 

hypotheses. 

* No guidance to the user. FAULTSIM is educationally 

* 

passive - it does not guide or advise the user in any 

way. 

Unsupervised use. FAULTSIM is only cost-effective if 

it is available for use by students outside scheduled 

class times. This implies unsupervised use by 

students which must be accommodated by the teaching 

strategies and administrative policies of the 

organisation. 

10. A SELF-CONTAINED SYSTEM 

The FAULTSIM system in its present form is designed for 

use in the computing environment at Bruce TAFE College. 

The need for fault simulation is, however, much more 

widespread since the problems it is designed to overcome 

at Bruce exist in all educational institutions and 

organisations offering vocational programs in the 

electronics disciplines. 

To meet the needs of these other organisations, it will 

be necessary to make available both the hardware and the 

software as a self-contained or "turn-key" system. Only 

in this way can one be certain that the system will 

operate in an acceptable manner and that the 

documentation will be complete and accurate. 

A self-contained system also facilitates the exchange of 

simulations between users and perhaps even more 

importantly, it forms a common distributed research 

facility which may 

vocational education 

sufficient attention. 

be used to explore aspects of 

which have not as yet received 
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The first task is now complete - FAULTSIM has been shown 

to be possible. The next task is to develop a 

self-contained system and to make it available to other 

organisations. 

11. CONCLUSION 

This Report shows that FI\ULTSIM, as an aid to diagnostic 

skill development, is an improvement on existing 

simulators. It provides a thirteen-fold reduction .in the 

time for each diagnosis, allows a wider range of 

equipment to be simulated, and assists teachers to 

generate new simulations to keep pace with changing 

technology. 

In addition to its value as a fault simulator, the system 

has been shown to have applications in analytical skill 

development and as an aid to the learning of equipment 

structure and technology. 

The present system operates as intended in the 

environment for which it was designed. It can readily be 

added to other, similar, computers but it should be 

packaged with a microcomputer as a complete system for 

distribution to other organisations. 
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PREFACE 

The FAULTSIM system was designed and tested by the Author as 
part of a Master of Education Program undertaken at Canberra 
College of Advanced Education. 

This Software Documentation, which accompanies the Field Study 
Report submitted to the College, describes the technical details 
of the system. The Field Study Report describes the educational 
aspects of FAULTSIM. The two documents should be read together. 

The Field Study Report FAULTSIM - An Educational Simulator shows 
FAULTSIM to have significant advantages over existing simulators 
in assisting students to develop diagnostic skills and to have 
applications in other areas of an electronics curriculum. 
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FAULTSIM SYSTEM 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Identification 

System Title 

Version 

Edit 

Edit Date 

Author 

Language 

Operating System 

Purpose 

FAULTSIM 

VER 01 

ED 01 

APRIL 1983 

J. Greethead 

BASIC-Plus V 7.1 

RSTS-E V 7 

1 

The FAULTSIM software package is an educational 

simulator which enables electronics technicians to 

obtain experience in diagnosing faults in electronic 

equipment. Educational features of the system are 

described in a separate document entitled FAULTSIM -

An Educational Simulator 

SYSTEM SOFTWARE 

The software package contains 4 programs and a set 

of appendable modules which accommodate alternative 

Visual Display Units and Digitizing Tablets. A 

brief description of each of these is given in this 

section; further details are provided in the 

sections dealing with the individual programs. 

CREDAT 

A file creation program which guides the user 

through the procedure for creating the data base for 

the simulation. CREDAT creates a stream-ASCII file 

and checks each entry for compliance with the file 

specification. 
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PRNDAT 

Prints a hardcopy of the data for a given simulation 

in a format suitable for checking by the user. 

INSTAL 

Combines the stream-ASCII file created by CREDAT 

with coordinate locations input from the digitizing 

tablet. INSTAL creates a virtual array file in the 

form required by the program FAULTS. 

FAULTS 

Simulation program used by students. FAULTS 

identifies the coordinates of a node on a circuit on 

the digitizing tablet and displays the measurand at 

that node on the Visual Display Unit (VDU). FAULTS 

also generates an activity report for analysis by a 

teacher. 

iii., •• • • 

. ,. 

------.. --· --

Figure 1. A FAULTSIM station 
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STYLUS 

A set of appendable user-defined functions which 

interface alternative digitizing tablets with the 

programs in the package. 

CURSOR 

A set of appendable user-defined functions which 

interface alternative VDU with the programs in the 

package. 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

A circuit diagram on the digitizing tablet forms the 

basis of the simulation. Nodes on the diagram are 

identified by their coordinates which in turn are 

encoded and used to extract the measurand for the 

node from a file. Measurands are displayed in the 

screen of the VDU. 

Faults are selected at random by the computer from a 

list supplied by the teacher using CREDAT; the list 

is duplicated on the fault diagram as a "Fault 

Menu". The teacher also supplies the measurand at 

each node for each fault. 

Using the program FAULTS, the student interogates 

the nodes on the diagram and diagnoses the fault by 

indicating his diagnosis on the Fault Menu. The 

encoded coordinates for each fault are contained in 

the file, enabl i ng the computer to compare the 

student's diagnosis with the correct diagnosis. 

New simulations to suit specific applications are 

readily generated. Each simulation requires only a 

circuit_diagram, a list of fault descriptions and a 

list of measurands . The measurands, being stored as 
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strings of 

restricted 

units, or 
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8 alphanumeric characters, are not 

to numeric values; they may include 

may contain 'simple qualitative 

descriptions. Simulations can be generated for a 

wide range of situations but since the simulation 

diagrams are static, the measurands must all relate 

to a single set of input conditions. The student is 

unable to select the stimulus applied to the 

circuit. This restriction renders FAULTSIM 

unsuitable for simulating digital systems where 

fault diagnosis usually requires consideration of 

the system responses for a selected sequence of 

logic inputs. 

Simulations are also restricted by the inability of 

the system to display waveforms. This restriction 

is more apparent than real since the purpose of the 

system is to develop generalised diagnostic skills 

rather than to promote specific skills appropriate 

to an individual item of equipment. 

A more comprehensive review of the applications and 

limitations of the system is contained in the 

document FAULTSIM - An Educational Simulator. 

OPERATIONAL SPECIFICATION 

System Installation 

Working Account 

The system should be installed in a single 

non-priviledged account containing all .FLT files 

and all programs in compiled form. Reports 

generated by the program FAULTS should be directed 

to this account. The working account is referred to 

in the programs as the string constant 

"HOST.ACCOUNT$" which roust be changed in the source 

programs to suit the chosen account number. 
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CCL Login 

To reduce user overhead, a Concise Conunand Language 

(CCL) command should be defined in the system LOGIN 

program to allow users (students) to operate the 

simulator without logging in to the working account. 

This also maintains security over the files and 

reports in the account. 

Off-line Storage 

Data files {.DAT) should be kept on removahle ,media 

to which teachers have access. The integrity of 

these files is best maintained by keeping them 

separate from the working account. Teachers need 

access to the library of .DAT files to generate new 

simulations. 

Source copies of the programs are not required 

either by teachers or users. Source copies should 

be retained for use by the System Manager. 

Software Requirements 

Appendable Modules 

Source programs supplied with the software package 

have the extension 11 .NOC" indicating that they are 

"Not Complete"; additional user-defined functions 

are required to interface the programs to the VDU 

screen and to the Digitizing Tablet. 

User-defined functions to suit several types of VDU 

terminals are included in the software package as 

appendable modules with the common filename "CURSOR" 

and a filename extension dependent on the particular 

VDU for which they are intended. The modules 

supplied are described in Section 7 of this 

document. 
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A user-defined function of the type described in 

Section 7 must be appended to each source program. 

Programs "INSTAL" and "FAULTS" also require a 

user-defined function to interface them with a 

digitizing tablet. Functions are supplied in the 

software package as appendable modules with the 

filename "STYLUS" and extension dependent on the 

digitizing tablet for which they are intended. The 

modules supplied are described in Section 6 of this 

document. 

User-defined function of the type described in 

Section 6 must be appended to program INSTAL and 

FAULTS. 

Programs Required 

The program FAULTS with its appended modules is the 

only program required to perform the simulation. 

This is the only program used by students. 

Programs CREDAT, PRNDAT,and INSTAL are used by 

teachers to generate and install new simulations. 

It is highly desirable that all of these programs be 

installed in a single account (see Section 1.4.1.1. 

since they use common files. 

Files required 

The simulation program FAULTS uses only the .FLT 

files. All of the available . FLT files must be 

retained in the working account (Section 1. 4. 1. 1.) 

for use by FAULTS. 

Data files (. DAT) are only used during the 

generation and installation of a new simulation. 
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They are not required in the working account and 

should be kept off-line (Section 1.4.1.3.). 

Report Files 

FAULTS generates an activity report each time it is 

accessed. Each activity report is stored in the 

working account with a coded filename and ,the file 

extension " . RPT". Filenames are generated from the 

date and time of access to ensure that each filename 

is distinct. 

Activity reports are stream-ASCII files in a form 

suitable for transfer to a lineprinter using the 

system utility PIP. They contain detailed 

information on the activity of each user and are 

intended to be analysed by teaching staff. 

Report files tend to proliferate in the working 

account, particularly when the simulations are in 

constant use. It is suggested that they be printed 

periodically and deleted from the system. A program 

may be written and placed in the BATCH stream to 

print and delete activity reports at selected 

intervals. 

Hardware requirements 

Visual Display Unit 

The FAULTSIM system is designed to employ one of the 

VDUs normally associated with a RSTS-E operating 

system. 

Characteristics of the VDU which are essential are: 

* Screen format 20 columns x 24 lines. 

* Direct cursor address ing, 

* Clear screen command. 
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All displays are output using direct cursor 

addressing and are designed to be presented to the 

use r in an 80 column x 24 line screen. 

Of less importance are: 

* Numeri c ke ypad, 

* Upper and lower c a s e characters. 

Figure 2. Visual Display Unit (VDU) 

The numeric keypad is useful when me asurands are 

being entered using CREDAT since it is easier to use 

than the numeric keys on the keyboard. 

Upper and lower ca se characters improve the 

appearance of the display but are not essential. 

Digitizing Tablet 

Most commercially available digitizing tablets can 

be successfully used with FAULTSIM. 

characteristics of the table are: · 

Essential 

* Surface area DIN A4 (295mm x 210mm) 

minimum, 



* Active area 

* Operating mode 

* Origin 

* Connection 

280mm x 190mm minimum, 

Single point, 

Fixed 

To VDU port. 

Simulation diagrams are intended to be drawn on A4 

size paper for ease of reproduction using an office 

photocopier; 

these diagrams. 

the surface area must accommodate 

Most tablets have a square surface larger than 295mm 

X 210mm; these require some means of locating and 

relocating simulation diagrams to ensure that the 

coordinate locations input through INSTAL can be 

r -

Figure 3. 

•••• If! f I 

.i-:..-.ii ... 

. f_ ·.J< 

411'& 4 •t••~ "!.. 

Digitizing Table t s howing 
Registrat i o n Fra me a nd 
Simula tion Dia gram 
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identified each time the simulation is used. A 

Registration Frame forming a window is shown in 

Fig. 3 and is described in FAULTSIM - An Educational 

Simulator, Section 4.4. 

This frame is the only hardware item required by 

FAULTSIM which is not widely available through 

supplies of computer peripheral devices. 

The active area of the tablet, the region in which 

coordinates may be measured, may be smaller than the 

actual simulation diagram since the diagrams usually 

have a margin or border containing no information. 

FAULTSIM is designed to accept single node locations 

from the tablet and to respond to that input. 

Typically, tablets provide this form of input from a 

contact switch on a stylus or from a pressbutton on 

a cursor. It is usually described as "point mode ". 

All coordinate data generated from the tablet is 

referenced to a tablet origin which must remain 

fixed after the simulation node coordinates are 

input through INSTAL and stored in the • FLT file. 

It is desirable but not esse ntial that the origin be 

restored automatically after a power failure. Some 

tablets provide a manual reset for initialisation; 

this can cause confusion if the user is unaware of 

the need to initialise the tablet to restore the 

origin to is correct location. 

The digitizing tablet must b e designed for 

connec tion to the same computer port as the VDU as 

described in Section 1.4.3.3. 

A FAULTSIM statio n comprises a VDU and a Digitizing 

Tablet connected to a s ingle port on the c omputer . 

The devices must be operated in full-duplex mode s o 
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that disabling echo (in software) prevents the 

output from the tablet from appearing on the screen. 

A complete user station comprises: 

* 

* 

Visual Display Unit, 

Digitizing Tablet 

Registration Frame to locate simulation diagrams, 

File of simulation diagrams. 

~ .... 
"I"""' 

-----·---· --· 

Figure 4. A Complete FAULTSIM Station 

Inputs and Outputs 

All inputs required are reque sted by the software 

with the requests graded in detail to suit the 

increasing familiarity of a hypothetical new user. 

In the introductory sections for example, the user 

is instructed to press RETURN to terminate the 

response; this instruction is omitted after the 

first few responses. 

Responses which do not comply with specifications 

generate an error message. Error messages, like the 
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input prompts, are graded to suit the needs of a 

hypothetical new user. 

Outputs to the VDU are formatted for rapid 

recognition and ease of interpretation. The VDU 

bell or buzzer is used in a consistent manner to 

alert the user to new information or to draw his 

attention to the VDU screen. Inputs from the 

digitizing tablet for example, cause the bell to 

sound when a valid input is recognised to attract 

attention from the (visually remote) tablet surface 

to the response on the screen. 

Input data specifications are included in the 

Sections of this document dealing with individual 

programs. 

File Structure 

Data Files (.DAT) 

* Simulation name and file creation date 

* Number of measurement nodes on the 
diagram (100 max) 

* 

* 

* 

Number of fault conditions on the fault 
menu (100 max) 

List of fault descriptions (each 
32 characters max) as they appear on the 
fault menu on the diagram, in sequence 
commencing with fault number 1 

List of measurands (each 8 characters 
max) in sequence (Fault, Node) 
commencing with (Fault 1, Node 1) 
followed by (Fault 1, Node 2) and ending 
with (Fault n, Node m) where n is the 
number of faults and rn is the number of 
nodes 

* END 

Figure 5. Format of Data File .DAT 
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Program CREDAT creates files (.DAT) having the 

simulation title as the filename and with an 

extension .DAT. For example, the data file for the 

simulation "XAMPLE" would appear in the file 

directory as XAMPLE. DAT. These files contain 

information specific to a particular simulation, but 

independent of the system on which it is installed . 

• DAT files are stream-ASCII files which may be 

distributed with simulation diagrams. The program 

INSTAL combines the information from the . DAT file 

with coordinates from a digitizing tablet to create 

the system-specific .FLT file used by the simulation 

program FAULTS. 

The .DAT file format is shown in Fig. 5 

Fault Files (.FLT) 

Program INSTAL creates files for use by the 

simulation program FAULTS with the simulation title 

as the filename and with the extension .FLT. For 

example, the fault file for the simulation "XAMPLE" 

would appear as XAMPLE. FLT in the file directory. 

The fault file contains the coordinates of the 

measurement nodes and fault descriptions on the 

simulation diagram in addition to the date from the 

.DAT file. 

Each .FLT file is organised as a virtual array file 

containing a number of arrays as detailed in the 

program listings. 

GUIDANCE TO USERS 

Use of System EDIT Program 

The system EDIT program is used to change data in 

the data file (.DAT) Section 2.1.2.) 
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The structure of the data file is described in 

Section 1. 4. 5. 1. It is essential that this 

structure be prese.rved and that corrected entries 

comply with the data element specification. 

Different computer installations use different 

editing programs as the system editor. Users 

unfamiliar with the system editor, should consult 

the System Manager. 

Use of System PIP Program 

PIP (Peripheral Interchange Program) is a system 

utility used for copying files, transferring files 

from one medium to another, and deleting files. 

In addition to its use for general housekeeping 

purposes, PIP is used to obtain hard copies of the 

activity report files (.RPT) generated by FAULTS. 

Report files are stream-ASCII files having a fonnat 

suitable for copying directly to the system 

lineprinter (Section 1.4.2.4.). 

Users unfamiliar with the PIP utility should consult 

the System Manager. 

Use of the System DIRECT Program 

DIRECT is a system utility which lists all of the 

files in the file directory of the account in use. 

The DIRECT utility is used to monitor the contents 

of an account. Specific uses in conjunction with 

FAULTSIM include: 

* Determine the simulations for which fault files 

(.FLT) are available , 
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Ensure that the appropriate data file ( .DAT) is 

available before INSTAL is used to install a new 

simulation on the system, (Section 4.2.3.), 

Determine the number of activity reports (.RPT) 

generated by FAULTS (Sections 1,4.2.4., 5.2.3.). 

Users unfamiliar with the system DIRECT utility 

should consult the Syst,~m Manager. 

EXAMPLE SIMULATION GENERATION AND INSTALLATION 

Simulation Diagram 

Few restrictions are placed on the nature of the 

simulation diagram; it may be a pencilled sketch, a 

carefully executed schematic diagram, a photocopy of 

all or part of a commercial circuit, or even a 

photograph. An example of one form of simulation 

diagram is given in Fig. 7. 

The specifications for simulation diagrams are : 

Size: DIN A4 (295mm x 210mm) (Section 1.4.3.2.) 

Circuit Name: Each diagram must have a unique title 

composed of 1 to 6 alphanumeric characters (RSTS-E 

filename specif ication). This title is referred to 

in the software as the Circuit Name. 

Fault Menu: Descriptions of faults for which 

measurands are available . A maximum of 100 faults 

may be described on any one diagram. 

Descriptions may contain from 1 to 32 alphanumeric 

characters. Each description must be associated 

with a location on the diagram; in the example, the 

locations is the "dot" preceeding the description. 

Fault descriptions need not be arranged as a "menu" 

as in the example, but by be distributed anywhere on 

the diagram. 
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Measurement Nodes: Locations on the diagram for 

which measurands are available. A maximum of 100 

measurement nodes may be defined on any one diagram. 

Generally, only selected nodes on the diagram will 

be measurement nodes. In the example, these are 

indicated by a circle around the node. Measurement 

nodes may be distinguished by any convenient means 

including colour, shape and size. 

Node numbers, shown as small numerals on the example 

diagram, need not be included on the working 

diagram, but must be shown in a reference diagram. 

Nodes are referenced by number in programs CREDAT 

and INSTAL, and these numbers appear in the activity 

reports (. RPT) • 

Origin: A point on the diagram must be shown as the 

coordinate origin. This point must be in the same 

corner of the diagram as the origin on the 

digitizing tablet but in general, the two origins 

will not coincide. 

EXIT: A point on the diagram associated with the 

word EXIT. EXIT causes program FAULTS to select 

another fault without requiring the user to make . a 

diagnosis. It is included to allow for further 

deve lopment of the FAULTSIM package. 

The simulation program FAULTS does not inform the 

user of the existence of EXIT which may therefore be 

omitted from the worki ng diagram by co-locating it 

with the spot marked QUIT. A reference diagram 

should show both EXIT and QUIT to avoid confusion 

when the simulation is being installed using INSTAL. 

QUIT: A point on the diagram associated with the 

word QUIT. Placing the s tylus on this spot 

terminates p r ogram execution. 



CIRCUIT NM't1.B: XAMPLE 

R1 R3 

82k 4k7 

I 0 

0 I Qh BC547 

Il2 R4 
15k 1k 

0v 

• EXIT • QUI'r 

• Origin 
Figure 7. Example of Simulation Diagram 

FAUlli DBECRIFTIONS 

• Power Supply Fault 

• Q1 oollector open-circuit 

• Q1 emitter open-circuit 

• Q1 base open-circuit 

• H1 open-circuit 

• R2 open-circuit 

• R3 open-<:l ircui t 

... 
O> 



C IHCUIT NAI1!E: XAivIPLE 

NUI,UJRR OF NODES = 5 

NUMBifil OF FAUI/fS = 8 

FAUTir 

No. D.ESCRIPTIOl~ 

1 Power Supply Fault 

2 Q1 collector open-circuit 

3 Q1 emitter open-circuit 

4 Q1 base open-circuit 

5 R1 open-circuit 

6 R2 open-circuit 

7 R3 open-circuit 

8 No apparent fault 

MEA.SUHAND 

Node 1 Node 2 Node 3 

0 0 0 

o.689 10.030 10.024 

1.478 10.030 10.024 

1.478 10.028 10.023 

0 10.029 10.024 

2.250 10.033 1.901 

0.687 10.030 0.011 

1.416 10.034 6.502 

Figure 8. Measurands in tabular form 

Node 4 

0 

0.062 

0 

0 

0 

1.836 

0.062 

0.776 

Node 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

5 

.... 
'-D 
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Resolution: Points on the diagram must be separated 

by at least 5mm. Points closer than 5mm may not be 

individually identified by FAULTS. This distance 

has been chosen to allow maximum latitude to the 

user in stylus placement on the diagram while still 

permitting fault descriptions to be typed on the 

diagram using single spacing. 

Preparing the Measurands 

For convenience in using CREDAT, measurands should 

be prepared in tabular form as shown in the example 

Fig. 8. 

Each measurand may consist of l to B printable 

characters. This enables numbers, decimal point, 

units and descriptions (eg o.k.) to be intermixed to 

suit the application. 

Measurands are each associated with a fault 

description and a node number. It is essential .that 

the node numbering be consistent through the file 

creation and installation process. Fault 

descriptions are explicitly printed each time they 

are referenced but the node numbers appear only in 

the reference documents. 

Creating the .DAT f iles with CREDAT 

The following is a complete dialogue of the file 

creation process for the simulation XAMPLE. User 

responses are underlined. 

Section 2. 

CREDAT is described in 

CREDAT is part of the FAULTSIM electronic fault simulator 
package. 

It is used to create the data file .DAT containing fault 
descriptions and voltages f or a circuit to be simulated. 
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To use this program you need to have: 

* A circuit NAME or TITLE (1 to 6 alphanumeric characters), 

* A list of fault descriptions (100 faults maximum, each 
description 32 characters maximum .length), 

* A table of node voltages showing the voltage at each node on 
the circuit for each fault condition (100 nodes maximum, 
each voltage B alphanumeric characters maximum). 

For examples of the above requirements, refer to FAULTSIM 
documentation. 

If you have all the required data, you are ready to proceed. 

Type YES if you are ready to proceed or QUIT to terminate .•• ? 
YES 

Type the name of the circuit (or QUIT to terminate)? XAMPLE 

How many nodes on the circuit do you have voltages for? 
Type in as a number (or type QUIT to terminate)? 5 

How many fault conditions are on the fault menu on the circuit? 
Type in as a number (or type QUIT to terminate}? 8 

Please type in the descriptions of each fault condition in turn 
as it appears on the fault menu. Descriptions may contain a 
maximum of 32 characters. A Description is required for each 
fault condition on the fault menu. 

Fault number 1 ? Power SuEElY Fault 
Fault number 2 ? Ql collector open-circuit 
Fault number 3 ? Ql emitter oEen-circuit 
Fault number 4 ? Ql base open-circuit 
Fault number 5 ? Rl open-circuit 
Fault number 6 ? R2 oEen-circuit 
Fault number 7 ? R3 open-circuit 
Fault number 8 ? No apparent fault 

For each fault in turn, type in the voltage at each node. 

Voltage entries may contain any printable character (number, 
letters, dots etc) but the maximum length is B characters. 

You may terminate the session at any time by typing QUIT. 

Fault number 1. Power Supply Fault 

Fault 1 Volt age at node 1 = ? 0 
Fault 1 Voltage at node 2 = ? 0 
Fault 1 Voltage at node 3 = ? 0 
Fault 1 Voltage at node 4 = ? 0 
Fault 1 Voltage at node 5 = ? 0 
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Fault number 2 Ql collector open-circuit 

Fault 2 Voltage at node 1 = ? 0.689 
Fault 2 Voltage at node 2 ? 10. 030 
Fault 2 Voltage at node 3 = ? 10.024 
Fault 2 Voltage at node 4 = ? 0.062 
Fault 2 Voltage at node 5 = ? 0 

Fault number 3 Ql emitter open-circuit 

Fault 3 Voltage at node 1 = ? 1,487 
Fault 3 Voltage at node 2 = ? 10.030 
Fault 3 Voltage at node 3 = ? 10.024 
Fault 3 Voltage at node 4 = ? 0 
Fault 3 Voltage at node 5 = ? 0 

Fault number 4 Ql base open-circuit 

Fault 4 Voltage at node 1 = ? 1.478 
Fault 4 Voltage at node 2 = ? 10.028 
Fau.lt 4 Voltage at node 3 = ? 10.023 
Fault 4 Voltage at node 4 = ? 0 
Fault 4 Voltage at node 5 = ? 0 

Fault number 5 Rl open-circuit 

Fault 5 Voltage at node 1 = ? 0 
Fault 5 Voltage at node 2 = ? 10.029 
Fault 5 Voltage at node 3 = ? 10.024 
Fault 5 Voltage at node 4 = ? 0 
Fault 5 Voltage at node 5 = ? 0 

Fault number 6 R2 open-circuit 

Fault 6 Voltage at node 1 = ? 2.250 
Fault 6 Voltage at node 2 = ? 10.033 
Fault 6 Voltage at node 3 = ? 1.901 
Fault 6 Voltage at node 4 = ? 1.836 
Fault 6 Voltage at node 5 = ? 0 

Fault number 7 R3 open-circuit 

Fault 7 Voltage at node 1 = ? 0.687 
Fault 7 Voltage at node 2 = ? 10. 030 
Fault 7 Voltage at node 3 = ? 0.071 
Fault 7 Voltage at node 4 = ? 0.062 
Fault 7 Voltage at 'node 5 = ? 0 

Fault number 8 No apparent fault 

Fault 8 Voltage at node 1 = ? 1.416 
Fault 8 Voltage at node 2 = ? 10.034 
Fault 8 Voltage at node 3 = ? 6. 502 
Fault 8 Voltage at node 4 = ? 0.776 
Fault 8 Voltage at node 5 = ? 0 

Would you like a hard copy on the lineprinter of the contents of 
the data fi le you have j ust entered (Y or N) ? N 
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Checking and editing .DAT Files 

CREDAT, at the request of the user, provides a 

hardcopy on the system lineprinter of the contents 

of the file just created. This printout should be 

checked for accuracy against the measurand table 

(Section 1.6.2.); any errors may be corrected using 

the system EDIT utility (Section 1. 5. 1.) • 

Obtaining Hardcopy with PRNDAT 

Program PRNDAT is used to obtain a hardcopy of the 

contents of a nominated data file (.DAT) as 

described in Section 3. 

Installing the Simulation with INSTAL 

The following is a complete dialogue of the 

simulation installation process using the 

installation program INSTAL. INSTAL is described in 

Section 4. 

User responses in the dialogue are underlined. 

It is essential that the nodes be identified in the 

sequence in which they are numbered in the measurand 

table (Section 1.6.2.). 

INSTAL is part of the FAULTSIM electronic fault simulator 
package. 

It is used to install a circuit diagram on the FAULTSIM system. 

To use this program you need: 

* 

* 

To be using the FAULTS IM system terminal with digitizing 
tablet, 

To have the .DAT file for the circuit in the computer, 
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* To have the circuit diagram properly located on the 
digitizer, 

** To have RESET the digitizer and set tt in POINT mode. 

If you have all the requirements, you are ready to proceed. 

Type YES if you are ready to proceed or QUIT to terminate? ••• 
YES 

Please type the name of the cir=uit (or QUIT to terminate)'? 
XAM.PLE 

Reading from the data file - Please wait. 

Inputs are now expected from digitizing tablet cursor. 

Please place the cursor over the spot marked ORIGIN on the 
circuit? ---
Please place . the cursor over the spot marked EXIT on the 
circuit? ---
Please place the cursor over the spot marked QUIT on the 
circuit? 

For each fault in turn, indicate the correct diagnosis by 
placing the cursor over the appropriate spot on the diagnosis 
menu. 

You may terminate the session at any time by typing QUIT. 

Power supply fault ? 

Ql collector open-circuit ? 

Ql emitter open-circuit ? 

Ql base open-circuit ? 
Rl open-circuit ? 

R2 open-circuit ? 
R3 open-circuit ? 

No apparent fault ? 

Indicate the location of each node in turn by placing the cursor 
over the node. 

You may terminate the session at any time by typing QUIT. 

Node nwnber l? 
Node nwnber 2? 
Node nwnber 3? 
Node number 4? 
Node number 5? 

Program complete!!!!! 
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Running the Simulator with FAULTS 

The photographs Figs. 9 through 12 show the 

introductory instructions given to the user and the 

general form of the ensuing dialogue. 

Figure 9. 

Figure 10 . 

<, 

• - n J ., • . . - - . .. . .. . 
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Introductory Instructions to the 
User 

A Measurand Display 
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Figure 11. Diagnosis was correct, a new 
fault has been selected 

" 
.... :r J o1.1 ..... _ .... ,,.. . 

■- r.> """ •• r-1 T" v u , n .. • .. -. - - ...., 
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Figure 12. Diagnosis NOT correct, a new 
fault has been selected 
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION - CREDAT 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Program Identification 

Program Title 

Version 

Edit 

Edit Date 

Author 

Language 

Operating System 

Purpose 

CREDAT.NOC 

VER 01 

ED 01 

J. Greethead 

BASIC-Plus V 7.1 

RSTS-E V 7 
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CREDAT creates a stream-ASCII file containing data 

input from a VDU . The file, which has the file 

extension .DAT appended by CREDAT , contains all of 

the fault descriptions and measurands associated 

with a single simulation diagram. 

u 

/F7_ 
r / ~ ,~ 

J.,,J .. ., ·•- -t•• .. . ... 
·- ,, .,._, ,._ ,.. y ... u I D ,._. ....... ~ -M- ...... 
,,_ .- -'-II ,,., ,. -ffl , ~ 11 J rt ,' t .lo. : ), .-..,;i, """"""' 

4 

Figure 13. CREDAT Introductory 
I nstructions to the User 
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The program is intended for use by a teacher 

generating a new simulation. 

The user can obtain a formatted hardcopy of the 

file for checking, but CREDAT contains no editing 

facility; errors must be corrected using the 

system editor. CREDAT guides the user through the 

file creation process, ensuring that all data are 

input and that all responses are in accordance with 

the file specification. 

Inputs Required 

Circuit Name: One to six alphanumeric characters 

(RSTS-E filename specification). This is the title 

of the simulation; it is used as the filename for 

all files associated with the simulation. 

. -
- _.. ~ a t• 1' V 1..1 , 1 ~D • -- '-' ,_ ..,_ .._.. 

- A n ,, r n t• \ ,l (' , ~ 1 _ _ 

- _, If n U f.'11 M M • • • - · - ... _ 

Figure 14. CREDAT - Entering Fault 
Descriptions 
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Number of Nodes: Integer between 1 and 100. The 

number of measurement nodes on the simulation 

diagram for which measurands will be input. 

Fault Descriptions: One to thirty two alphanumeric 

characters. 

condition. 

A fault description for each fault 

This must be the same as the 

description in the fault menu on the simulation 

diagram. 

Measurands: One to eight alphanumeric characters. 

A measurand is required for each node for each 

fault. If a simulation contains 15 nodes and 

10 faults, then 150 measurands are required. 

CREDAT - Entering measurands 

OPERATIONAL SPECIFICATION 

Software Requirements 

~AT. NOC requires a cursor control module to be 

appended as detailed in Section 1.4.2.1. 
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Hardware Requirements 

CREDAT accepts input from a VDU terminal (Section 

1.4.3.1.) and requires no other hardware. 

File Structure 

This program creates the data file .DAT {Section 

1.4.5.1.). 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION AND LISTING 

The program listing is contained in Appendix 1 to 

this Report. Comprehensive comments in the listing 

describe the purpose and functions of each section 

of the program. 
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3.2. 

3. 2.1. 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS - PRNDAT 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Program Identification 

Program Title 

Version 

Edit 

Edit Date 

Author 

Language 

Operating System 

Program Purpose and Scope 

PRNDAT.NOC 

VER 01 

ED 01 

J. Greethead 

BASIC-Plus V 7.1 

RSTS-E V 7 
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PRNDAT prints a hardcopy of the contents of a 

nominated .DAT file. The format of the hardcopy is 

the same as that produced by the file creation 

program CREDAT. 

The file creation program CREDAT contains no 

facility for editing; any errors in the .DAT file 

must be corrected using the system editor. PRNDAT 

is used 

hardcopy 

after an editing session 

of the contents of the 

checking and for reference. 

Inputs Required 

to produce a 

. DAT file for 

Circuit Name: One to six alphanwneric characters 

(RSTS-E filename specification). This is the title 

of the simulation. PRNDAT automatically appends 

the filename extension .DAT before opening the 

file. 

OPERATIONAL SPECIFICATION 

Software Requirements 

PRNDAT.NOC requires a cursor control module to be 

appended as detailed in Section 1.4.2.1. 
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An error message is generated if the nominated file 

is not in the same account as PRNDAT. 

Hardware Requirements 

PRNDAT accepts input from a VDU tenninal (Section 

1. 4. 3 .1. ) and outputs the hard copy to the system 

lineprinter designated "LP:". Specific error 

messages are given the lineprinter is not 

available or is out of service for any reason. 

File Structure 

This program reads the data file .DAT (Section 

1.4.5.1.). 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS AND LISTING 

The only input required by the program is the title 

of the simulation . . Typing QUIT in response to the 

input prompt terminates execution. 

The simulation name is checked to ensure that: 

* It is a legal name (Section 3.1.3.), 

* A file exists with the given name and the 

extension .DAT, 

* The filename agrees with the simulation name in 

the file heading. This check ensures as far as 

possible that the data in the file refers to the 

correct simulation. 

Failure of any of the above checks produces a 

specific error message. Any other error generates 

a general e rror message followed by program 

termination. 

A temporary file with the extension .JNK is created 

by the program. This file is used to s tore the 
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fault descriptions for formatting purposes; the 

file is discarded after the program has been run. 

An error may occur if there is insufficient space 

on the disk for this file. 

Specific error messages are given if the 

lineprinter is not available for any reason. The 

program asks · for instructions to proceed or to 

tenninate execution. 

The .DAT file should contain a measurand for each 

node for each fault. When PRNDAT has printed the 

required number of measurands, it expects to find 

the word "END" on the file. If "END" is not found, 

and advisory message is displayed on the VDU screen 

and printed on the hardcopy. 

Errors • occurring during printout are reported on 

the VDU screen and cause the word "ERROR" to appear 

on the printout if this is possible. Thus 

erroneous copies are not confused with correct 

copies. 

The program listing is contained in Appendix 2. 

Comprehensive comments in the listing describe the 

purpose and function of each section of the 

program. 
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4.1.l. 

4.1. 2. 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION - INSTAL 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Program Identification 

Program Title 

Version 

Edit 

Edit Date 

Author 

Language 

Operating System 

Purpose 

INSTAL.NOC 

VER 01 

ED 01 

J. Greethead 

BASIC-Plus V 7.1 

RSTS-E V 7 
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INSTAL is used by a teacher or operator to install 

a simulation on a specific FAULTSIM station. 

It generates the fault file (.FLT) for a simulation 

from data in the appropriate data file ( .DAT) and 

from node coordinates input from a digitizing 

tablet. 

The fault file (.FLT) contains two classes of data: 

those relating to a particular simulation 

independent of the system on which it is used, and 

those which change from system to system. The 

former class , containing the fault descriptions and 

measurands, comprises the bulk of the data; INSTAL 

reads this data from the data file (.DAT) thereby 

simplifying the installation process and 

facilitating the exchange of simulations between 

users. 

Through handling, simulation diagrams deteriorate 

and require replacement. Diagrams may be 

photocopied without undue regard for registration 

of the nodes and then re-installed on the system 

using INSTAL. 
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INSTAL guides the use r through the installation 

process, ensuring that all data are input in 

accordance with the file specification • 

.: '- :, J • .. ... - ~ .... &,. • • "-' 

•- ~ ....,- • ~ T V U • I ~D ._.. ..... ~ - ~ 

_ .,.,.n,.nn \ii r, :. l .__ 

- • 1111 n .., " N M • ., \ -• - -

Figure 16. INSTAL - Introductory Instructions to 
User 

Inputs Required 

Circuit Name: One to six alphanumeric characters 

(RSTS-E filename specification). This is the title 

of the simulation; it is used as the filename for 

all files associated with the simulation. 

Origin: Input from the digitizing tablet. The 

coordinates of the point on the simulation diagram 

marked "ORIGIN". 

Exi.t: Input from the digitizing tablet. The 

coordinates of the spot on the simulation diagram 

marked 11 EXIT". 
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Quit: Input from the digitizing tablet. The 

coordinates of the spot on the simulation diagram 

marked "QUIT". 

Fault Locations: Input from the digitizing tablet. 

Each fault description on the fault menu is 

preceded by a coordinate marker ( Section 1. 6. 1.) 

which identifies that fault in the fault menu. The 

fault description is used to prompt for each 

coordinate marker in turn. 

Measurement Nodes: Input from the digitizing 

tablet. The location of· each measurement node on 

the diagram, in sequence. The sequence in which 

the node locations are input must duplicate the 

sequence used when the measurands were input using 

CREDAT. 

Figure 17. INSTAL - Requesting a node location 

OPERATIONAL SPECIFICATION 

Software Requirements 

INSTAL.NOC requires a cursor control module to be 

appended as detailed in Section 1. 4. 2 • 1. , and a 
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digitizing tablet module to be appended as detailed 

in Section 1.4.2.1. 

The data file 

installed must 

INSTAL. 

(. DAT) for the simulation being 

reside in the same account as 

Hardware Requirements 

INSTAL must be called from a complete FAULTSIM 

station (Section 1.4.3.). 

File Structure 

This program reads the data file (.DAT) and creates 

a fault file (.FLT). These files are described in 

Section 1. 4. 5. 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION AND LISTING 

The program listing is contained in Appendix 3. 

Comprehensive coI1UT1ents in the listing describe the 

purpose and function of each section of the 

program. 
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5.1. 

5.1.1. 

5.1.2. 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS - FAULTS 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Program Identification 

Program Title 

Version 

Edit 

Edit Date 

Author 

Language 

Operating System 

Purpose 

FAULTS.NOC 

VER 01 

ED 01 

J, Greethead 

BASIC-Plus V 7.1 

RSTS-E V 7 
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FAU~TS is•the simulation program used by students 

to obtain experience in diagnosing faults in 

electronic equipment. 

The program chooses faults at random from the fault 

menu. The user diagnoses each fault by placing the 

digitizing tablet stylus on measurement nodes on 

the simulation diagram. The measurement at the 

selected node is displayed on the VDU screen. 

To indicate his diagnosis, the user places the 

digitizing tablet stylus on the appropriate spot on 

the fault menu (Section 4.1.3.). 

When the user has indica ted his diagnosis, the 

program: 

* States whether the diagnosis was correct or 

incorrect, 

* Prints the correct diagnosis, 

* Selects another fault. 

The program is terminated by the user typing QUIT 

on the keyboard or indicating the spot marked QUIT 

on the diagram. 
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FAULTS generates a report on user activity (Section 

1.4.2.4.). 

Inputs Required 

Circuit Name: One to six alphanumeric characters 

(RSTS-E filename specification). This is the title 

for the simulation; it is used as the filename for 

all files associated with the simulation. 

Name of User: The name given by the user of the 

program. No checks are placed on this variable. 

This name is entered on the activity report 

generated by the program. 

Measurements: Inputs from the digitizing tablet. 

The user may select a measurement node, indicate a 

diagnosis on the fault menu, indicate EXIT to 

select another fault without diagnosing the fault 

presented, or terminate the program by indicating 

QUIT. 

OPERATIONAL SPEGIFICATION 

Software Requirements 

FAULTS.NOC requires a VDU cursor control module and 

a digitizing tablet interface module to be appended 

as detailed in Section 1.4.2.l. 

The fault data files 

must be available 

1.4.2.3.). 

Hardware Requirements 

(. FLT) for all simulations 

to the program (Section 

FAULTS must be called from a complete FAULTSIM 

station (Section 1.4.3.). 
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File Structure 

This program reads the fault data (.FLT) (Section 

1.4.5.2.) and generates an activity report file 

(.RPT) Section 1.4.2.4.). 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION AND LISTING 

The program listing is contained in Appendix 4. 

Comprehensive comments in the listing describe the 

purpose and functions of each section of the 

program. 

An overview of the operation of the program is 

shown in the flowchart Fig. 18. 
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Figure 18. Overview of the operation of FAULTS 
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6.1. 

6.1.1. 

6.1.2. 

6.2. 

6 . 2.1. 

MODULE DESCRIPTION - STYLUS 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Module Identification 

Module Title 

Version 

Edit 

Edit Date 

Author 

Language 

Operating System 

Purpose 

STYLUS 

J. Greethead 

BASIC-Plus V 7.1 

RSTS-E V 7 

· ... .. .......... ....... -·--·- -.. --.... -.•·-...... - ... - - . 
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STYLUS is the common filename for a set of 

appendable modules (Section 1.4.2.1.), each of 

which interfaces a different type of digitizing 

tablet to the FAULTSIM software. 

Each module contains two user-defined functions: 

FNSTYLUS.INPUT% and FNOFFSET.INPUT%. 

FNSTYLUS.INPUT% is used by programs INSTAL and 

FAULTS. It encodes the output of the digitizing 

tablet into a single integer representing a 

location on the tablet. FNOFFSET.INPUT% is used by 

INSTAL; it returns two integers representing the 

actual (uncoded) coordinates of the spot marked 

ORIGIN on the simulation diagram. (Section 4.1.3.). 

OPERATIONAL SPECIFICATION 

Interface with Host Program 

Digitizing tablet locations are returned to the 

host program as the value of FNSTYLUS.INPUT%. 

Possible values of the function a re: 

* EXIT.% = -2 

* QUIT% = - 3 

* Coded stylus location= integer greater than O 
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The stylus location is encoded as a single (16 bit) 

integer in which the least significant byte 

contains the Y coordinate and the most significant 

byte contains the X coordinate. Only 7 bi ts are 

used in each byte to ensure that the integer 

remains positive. 

Interface with Digitizing Tablet 

The normal resolution of the digitizing tablet is 

reduced by dividing a 280mm x 280mm section of the 

tablet surface into a 127 point x 127 point grid. 

The origin of the grid for each simulation diagram 

is at the point marked ORIGIN on the diagram. The 

square grid gives equal resolution in each 

coordinate direction. 

the 127 point x 127 point grid must be located in 

the first quadrant (X and Y. positive} since the 

software only accepts positive integers as valid 

stylus locations. 

Details of the interface with the tablet depend on 

the output of the tablet. It is necessary however, 

to identify input as originating from the tablet 

since keyboard input is also possible. In the 

module listings, this discrimination is performed 

by testing for a "flag" character and the length of 

the string output by the digitizer. Valid keyboard 

inputs "E" (EXIT) and "Q" (QUIT) have the same 

effect as EXIT and QUIT respectively on the 

simulation diagram. {Section 1.6.1.). 

MODULE DESCRIPTION AND LISTING 

Details of modules to interface Summagraphics 

Intelligent Digitizer (STYLUS.SUM) and HIPAD 

Digitizing Tablet (STYLUS.HIP) are containing in 

Appendix 5. Comprehensive comments in the listings 

d e s c ribe the purpose and function of each module. 
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7 .1. 

7.1.1. 

7.1.2. 

7.2. 

7.2.1. 

MODULE DESCRIPTION - CURSOR 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Module Identification 

Module Title 

Version 

Edit 

Edit Date 

Author 

Language 

Operating System 

Purpose and Scope 

CURSOR 

J. Greethead 

BASIC-Plus V 7.1 

RSTS-E V 7 
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CURSOR is the common filename for a set of 

appendable modules (Section 1.4.2.1.), each of 

which interfaces a different type of Visual Display 

Unit (VDU) to the FAULTSIM software. 

Each module contains the single user-defined 

function FNCURSOR.AT$ which accepts VDU screen 

formatting parameters from the host program and 

returns a character string appropriate to the VDU 

for which it is written. 

OPERATIONAL SPECIFICATION 

Interface with Host Program 

Refer also to the module listings. The parameters 

passed to the module in the form of arguments of 

the function are : 

Bell or not bell, Clear screen or not, Line number, 

Row number. 

Any VDU which can accept a single character string 

and respond to combinations of these 4 commands can 

•be interfaced to FAULTSIM programs. 
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7. 3. 

OPERATIONAL SPECIFICATION 

Interface with Host Program 
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Each output to the VDU screen is preceded by the 

function call PRINT FNCURSOR.AT$ (Bi, ci, vi, H%). 

The arguments of the function specify Bell, Clear 

screen, Vertical cursor position and Horizontal 

cursor position respectively. The string returned 

as the value of the function is output to the VDU 

to control the display presentation. 

Interface with the Hardware 

The arguments of the function determine the 

composition of the string returned as the value of 

the function. Functions are easily written for any 

VDU capable of responding to the commandsspecified 

in Section 1.4.3.1. 

MODULE DESCRIPTION AND LISTING 

Details of modules which interface different types 

of VDU to the software are including in Appendix 6 

as CURSOR.ADM, CURSOR.VTS, and CURSOR.TVI. 

Comprehensive comments in the listings describe the 

purpose and function of each module. 
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Cr-oss Reference lislirre c1f CREDAT on 11-Feb-84 i!l 1~!57 

C R £ P A T , N O C 

PR06RAl1 
VERSION 
EDIT 
E'l!IT [IATE 

AUTIIOR 

l CR£DAT,NOC 
!VF.R 01 WITH NO CURSOR CONTROL MDUUL( HICLU!IED 
:rn 01 
!13-11AY-82 

!J. GF:EETH£A[I 

H O D l F I C A T I O N H I 5 T O R Y 
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Cross Referenre Listing of CREDAT on 20-Feb-84 at 17:36 

P A C k A G E D E S C R I P T I O ff 

CREDAT is Part of the FAULTSiff educational Packa~e. FAULTSlff 
novides electronics technicians with e>:J>erience in diagnosing faults in 
electronic eauiPraent, The electronic eauinent is siaulated by a circuit 
dia!tra on a disitizir,S tablet attached to a co1Puter, 

The FAULTSJN software contains the following Pro:ira11s: 

CREDAT Used by the teacher to !lenerate the basic fault and voltase data 
file ,DAT for lhe simulated circuit, This file is 
uniaue to the circuit and is independent of the co1Puler on which 
the fAULTSIH Pac~.age is installed, 

INSTIil Used b~ lhe teacher or co~J>uter SYstea operator to !lenerale a virtual 
arra~ ,FLT fro1 data in the ,PAT file Plus stYlus 
locations in,,ul fro~ the disitizi~ tablet, The ,FLT file is 
!lenerated when a new circuit is installed on a sYste1, 

FAULTS Used b~ the student to obto:1in hull dia!lnosis experience, FAULTS 
accesses the ,FLT file for the circuit specified by the student, 
Usin!J FAULTS, the student is nesented with a circuit of a S!lstea 
which contains a fault, The student obtains voltases fro1 the 
circuit usin~ the stYlus or cursor associated with the 
di!lilizin!I tablet, When the student has di1Snosed the fault, 
he indicates his dia!lnosis bs touchin!! the descriPtion of the 
selected fault on the fault 11enu on the circuit. dia!lm,, The 
cot~uter responds to his dia~nosis and then chooses a new fault 
condition for hia, 
FAULTS Produces a report of the activity in eath session, The rePOrt is 
stored in a no1inated account, 
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110 

CR E DA T P R O 6 R A H D £ S C R I P T I O H 

111 !CRtPAT helps the teacher to create a .DAT file for the circuit. 

115 

The ,DAT file is a strea• ASCII file which could easily be created bY an exr,erienced user with 
the sYste1 text editor once the file for•at and specifications are known, 

CREPAT guides the user throush the file creation process, It Protects the user as far as possible 
asainst accidental destruction of an existins file of the sa1e naae b~ Seneratins a ,BAK coPY of the ori!linal file, 
It ched~s each entry asainst the file sr>ecification before addin!I it to the file and it helPs the user ··· 
to keep track of where he is UP to in enterins the data, 

The hard-co,,y. output facility allows the user to obtain a 'foraatted" copy of the file which he can 
check a!:laiost th!! ori!lin.il data to ensure accuracy, Again, because it is strea• ASCII file, ,DAT 
~an be Printed usins th~ s~stem PIP Program but it cotes out in a ~insle coluan which of dtat 
which is ioconvenieni, 

S U G G E S T E D I H P R O V E H E N T S 

117 !The file creation Process is tedious and ti1e-consu1ins, On averase, some 400-500 entries are 
needed for each circuit (ria>:iau1 > 10,000) and the Probability of transcriPtfon error is hish, 

The followins is a list of sussestions for itProving the data entr~ Process - not necessaril~ 
b~ aodifYing CREDAT but b~ re-orsanisins the data collection and entry process as a whole, 

fProvide an editio!I Prosra• so the user can correct his errors 1ore easily, Perhaps bY readins the .DAT file 
into an array so the user can access the data usiM the fault and node nu1bers as keYs, 
1ake his corrections, and then read the array out into a new .DAT file, Corrections inserted with 
the s~1ste11 text editor He not suldect to specification check like the originc1l dala 
and the entries are hard to find in the file. 

th frre-standing hard-cop~ Printins Program would be a help, CREDAT produces a nice)~ 
for1atled hard coPY but after correction with the s~ste, text editor, we can't set a final 
correct~d version in lhis s<.11Re for11atted outPut, 

tttodify CREDAT so the entr~ Process ran be stopped and restarted, At Present it is a bit like eating 

Page 3 
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Cross Reference listing of CREDAT on 20-Feb-84 al 17:36 

sPaShetti - once You start, YOU have lo continue lo the end, With a bit of care il should be possible 
to allow the user lo go away for a cup of coffee in lhe 1iddle s09ewhere and lo continue entering al a later ti•e, 
This would also allow new faults lo be added lo lhi? circuit diasraa al a later date without havins lo 
enter all the data asain, 

IAulo1ale the enlrY Process, Al Present, the teacher has lo build the circuit, Pul in each 
fault in turn, 1easure lhe voltases and write the• down, then lYPe thg1 into the co1ruter, 
WhY not build a data acnuisition syste1 which allows the voltages lo be read into the co■Puler 
direct fro• the DVH as they are ,easured? This would relieve lhe boredo1 of data entry 
a~d Prevent a few transcriPlion errors, 
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Cross Reference Listins of CREDAT on 20-Feb-84 at 17:36 

F I L E S T R U C T U R E 

,DAT files are stream ASCII files which ran be edited with the s~ste• text 
editor, The~ rontain the followins data: 

FILE NnHE and CREATION DATE 
NUtlBER OF NODES on the circuit for which voltases are available 000 nodes aaxi1u1) , 
HUHBER OF FAULT conditions on the fault Denu (100 faults 1axi1u1), 
DESCRirTJOM OF FAULT 11 (32 characters 1axiaU11) 
DESCRIPTION Of FAULT 12 

•••.• t' •••• 
,,,,,,,,,,, and so on for each fault 
t ♦ I t I t, ft ft t 

tttttttttff 

DESCRIPTION OF FAULT tn where n is last fault nuaber 
FOR FAULT tt, VOLTAGE AT HO~E tt (8 characters 1axi1u1) 

VOLTAGE AT NODE 12 
t t t t t f I 

tftff t I 

,,,,,,, and so on for each node for fault t1 

'' t. t' t 
FOR FAULT 12, VOLTAGE AT NODE tl 

VOLTAGE AT NODE t2 
••• t ••• .. ,,.,, 
••••••• and so ori for each node for each fault 
' ...... ' 
• f t t t ' ' 

FOR FAULT tn, VOLTAGE AT HOOE·• 
END 

Pase 5 
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I / D C H A ~ H E L S 

10 
11 
12 
tJ 
14 

DPen lo user ler1inal b~ oPeratins sYsle1, 
Used for ,DAT file, 
Used for ,BAK file if backuP COPY is ~eneraled, 
Virtual arra~ file ,JNK - te1Porar~ storase, 
LinePrinter for hardcoP~, 



400 

410 

420 

430 

440 

450 

460 

470 

480 

490 

500 

510 

Cro~-s Reference Listin1 of CREDAT on 20-Feb-84 at 17:36 

V A R I A F L E D E F 1 H I T I O N S 

CIRCUIT .HAlfU 

CTRIIPS 

DUltlm 

ERR, ERL 

ERROR.MESSAGU 

fZ 

FALSU 

FAULT ,HANHO 

FILE% 

FLAG% 

H% 

·1 to 6 alPhanu1eric characters (RSTS file naae SPecificalion) , 
Each circuit to be used with this Pro~ra1 is reauired to have a 
unioue na1e or title which identifies the circuit dia~ra1 
and all of the files associated with the circuit, Different 
file for1ats are identified b~ the file extension ( ,DAT, ,FLT, .JNK) 

Duis~ variable used for settini CNTL/C trap, 

Loral variable used for COPYing data fro1 ,DAT 
to .BAK files arid frot ,DAT to lineprinter, 

SYste1 error nu1ber and error line nu1ber - refer to RSTS 
sYte1 dOCt11entation for full descriPlion of error nv1bers, 

Strin1 constant used to provide an error 
aessa.!:le to the user if an untraPPed error occurs, 

Used as loop counter to represent fault nu1ber, 

Lo~ical constant = -1%, 
Nole that this differs fro• the BASIC-Plus standard, Value was 
chosen for convenience in FAULTS.BAS since all le!!al stylus 
locations are coded as Positive inle!!ers, The convention 
has been retained throu!Uloot the FAlllTSIN packa!!e for uniforaitY, 

Virtual array in .JNK file, 
100 ileas taxieu1, each ite1 bein!! 32 characters in len!!th. 
Used for te1Porar!I st.ora!!11 of fault. descriPtions, Entries are 
used ~s 'Pro11>ts' since the descriPtions on the ,DAT file can't be 
retrieved without closin!! the file, 

Loral variable used in Prosraa terainat.ion 
block to close all files, 

Lo!!ical variable used to fla!! conditions 
within loops, Used locall!I within blocks and defined functions. 

Used as a loop counter to represent node nutber, 

Pa.!:le 7 
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Cross Reference Listing of CREDAT on 20-Feb-84 at 17:36 

HUMBER,Of, FAULTS% 

HUNBER,OF,NODESi. 

QUIT% 

RESPONSE$ 

RESPONSE, 

TRUE% 

Inleser between 1 and 100 
The nuaber of different fault conditions in the faull 1em1 on 
the circuit diasraa, 

Inle!ler between 1 and 100 
The nu1ber of Points (nodes) on the circuit diagra1 for which 
voltases are available, Voltages are reouired for each node for 
each different fault condition, 

Strin!I coostaot, Contains the sgslea 
nate of the device on which hardcoPY is to be Printed, Ha~ be 
altered in the initialisation subroutine lo acco1odale different 
hardware confisurations, 

Logical constant= -37. 
Used to indicele that Prosraa execution is to be i11ediatel~ ter1inated, 

Local variable used to obtain and store 
responses fro1 the user Prior lo further Processins, 

Local variable used in Processing RESPONSES 

Losical conshnt = 0% 
Nole that this value differs fro• the BASit-Plus standard, Value 
chosen in FAULTS.BAS for convenience since all lesal st~lus 
locations ;.ire coded ;,.s Positive inlesers, The convention has 
been 1ainlained lhroushout the FAUI.TSIH packil!le , 
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898 

E X T E ff D H O D E 

899 EXTEND 

989 
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H A 1 N C O D E ~ L O C K 

1000 ON ERROR GOTO 19000 
!Set standard error traP+ 

1010 CTRAPS = SYSCCHRS(6%)tCHR$C-7%)) 
!Set CNTL/C traP, 

1020 GOSUB 10100 
!Initialise conslanls, 

1030 liOSUB 10300 
\ GOTO 9005 IF FLAG%= QUIT% 

!Print instructions for user, Terainate e>:eculion if user ouits, 

1040 GOTO 9000 If FNOPEN,Fil.[Sl! = OUIT7. 
!Oren ,DAT file and Print on it the circuit na1e and creation date, 
0Pen teraPoru':I •1irtual arra':I for fault descriPlions, 
f.rPale a ,BAI< COP!! if ,DAT file alread!! e>:isls, 
Ter1inate execution if user auits or fatal error occurs, 

1060 6010 9000 IF FNHUtlBER,OF,t!ODES% = OUIT% 
!Obtain fro• the user, the nu,ber of nodes on the circuit for which voltases will be entered, 
Frint this nuriber on the ,DAT file, 
Ter1ini'!te e>:ecution if user ouits or if fatal error occurs, 

1080 GOTO 9000 IF FHHUHBER,OF,FAULTS% = OUITI 
!Obtain fr011 the user, the nu1ber of fault conditioos for which voltages are to be entered, 
Print this nu1ber on the ,DAT file, 
Termin.ite e>:ecution if user auih or fillal error occurs. 

1100 GOTO 9000 IF FNFAULT,NANE% = OUIT% 
!Obtain fro• lhe user, the description of each fault condition, 
Print each descriPtion on lhe ,DAT file, 
Kee~ a co~~ in arra~ for local use, 
Terainate e>:eculion if user ouits or fatal error occurs, 

1120 GOTO 9000 IF FNGET,VOLTAG[S% = OUIT% 
!For each fault, sel lhe volta!le al each node, 
Print each volta!le on the ,DAT file , 
Ter11iMte e>:ecution if user 1iui ts or fatal error occurs, 

Pa!le 10 
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1140 GOSUB 10500 
!The user •a~ obtain a hard cop~ of the contents of the ,DAT file, 

9000 KILL CIRCUIT,NAHE:* t ',JNK' 
9005 CLOSE FILE% FOR FILE%= 1% TO 12% 
\ GOTO 32767 

9999 
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10100 

I N I T I A L I S E C O H S T A N T S 

10110 TRUE% = 0% 
\ FALSE% :: -1% 

' QUIT% :: -3% 

' f'F.INTERI = 'lf':' 

\ ERROR,NESSAGU = 'Unidentified error - Prosraa terainated - sorrY,' 
10200 RETURN 

10299 
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10300 

P R I N T U S E R I N S T R U C T I O ff S 

10310 FLAG% = TRUE% 
\ rRINT FNCURSOR,AT$(1%,17.,0%,34%);•cREDAT' 
\ PRINT 
\ PRINT 'CREDAT is Part of thP. FAULTSIK electronic fault siaulator pac►.ase' 
\ PRINT 
\ PRINT 'It is used to create the data file ,DAT containirui fault descriPtions' 
\ PRINT 'and volta!!les for a circuit to be si1ulatl!d,' 
\ PRINT 
\ PRINT "To use this Pro!!lraa ~ou need to have:• 
\ F'RIHT 
\ PRINT •• A circuit NAME or TITLE (1 to 6 alphanu1erir characters)' 
\ PRUH 
\ PRINT •t A list of fault descriPtions (100 faults 1axiau1, each" 
\ PRUIT ' descriPtion 32 characters 1axiau1 lensth)' 
\ PRINT 
\ PRINT •t A table of node volta!!les showin!!I the voltase at each node on the' 
\ PRINT • circuit for each fault condition (100 nodes aar.i1u1, each volta!!le" 
\ PRINT ' 8 alPhanu1eric characters 1axi1u1),' 
\ PRINT 
\ PRUIT 'For exa11r-les of the above re11ui rnents, refer to FAULTSIH docu11entation,' 
\ PRINT 
\ PRINT 'If ~ou have all the reauired data, you are ready to Proceed,' 

\ PRINT FNCURSOR,AT$(17.,0%,23%,10%l;'TsPe YES if vou are readY to Proceed or QUIT to ter1inate,,,,,•; 

\ INPUT t0%, RESPONSEf 
\ Fl.AG% = QUIT% IF LEFT<CVTU(RESPONSH,38%) ,tn :: 'Cl' 

10399 RETURN 
!To 1ain prosraD 

104?9 
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P R I N T , H A R D , C O P Y 

JINPUTS 
CALLS 
DESTROYS 
DESCRIPTION 

Fro111 ke1Jboard 
FNCURSOR,ATt 
FLAG%, RESPONSE$, DUffNYt, F%, N%, FAULT,NAffES() 

The user •a~ choose to obtain a hard copy of the ,DAT file on the linePrinler, 
Faull descriptions are read into the virtual arra1:1 for outPut for1illt.in1 purposes, 
A roush check is done bl:I lestins for end of file and an1:1 discrePancl:I is notified. 
Errors traPPed are 'Device Hung• ERR= 14 and 'Device not available' [RR= R, 
Other errors a~ fatal, 

ON ERROR GOTO 10900 
CTRAPS = SYS(CHRt(6Z)tCHR$(-7%)) 

FLAG% = OUIT7. 
PRINT FNCURSOR,ATS(J%,1%,12%,0%);'Would \IOU like a hard COP\I on the linePrinter of the' 
PRINT 'contents of the data file \IOU have just entered (Y or ff)• i 
Hlf'UT R£Sf'OHSES 
FLAG%= TRUE% IF LEFT(CVTft(RESP0NSE$,38%),1%) = •y• 

WHILE FLAG% <> OllIT% 
CLOSE 17. 
OH ERROR GOTO 10920 
OPEN CIRCUil,Hfll1E$ t ', DAT' FOR IHPUT AS FILE 1% 
ON ERROR GOTO 10930 
OPEN PRINTERt FOR OUTPUT AS FILE 4I 

Off ERROR GOTO 10960 
INPUT 11%, DUNNYt 
PRINT 14%, DUNHH 
f'RINT 14Z, 

INPUT tt%, DUNNY$ 
PRINT 14%, 'Hu,ber of nodes= •;DUNHYf 
PRINT 14%, 

ItlPUT ti:z, DUHHvt 
PRIHT t4%, 'Huaber of faults= •;DUHffYt 

FOR F% = lI TO NUttBER,OF,FAULTS% 
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\ INPUT t1%, DUKltYS 
\ FAUlT,NAHES(FX) = DUl1HY♦ 
\ NEX'r F% 

\ FOR F% = 1% TO NUMIIER,OF ,FAULTS% 
\ PRINT t4%, STRING♦ (5%,10%>; 
\ PRUIT 14%, 'Fault 'ff%,FAULT,NAMEt<F%) 
\ F~INT 147., 
\ FOR NZ= 1% TO NUMFER,OF,NODES% 
\ INPUT t1%, DUHHYS 
\ PRINT 14%, DUIIHYS, 
\ NEXT N% 
\ NEXT F% 
\ PRINT H%, 

\ INPUT tn:, DUHl1YS 
\ IF IitJ/1Kvt = 'ftlD' 

lHEH PRINT t4%, DUMKYS 
ELSE .PRINT t4%, 'Please check careful!~ - expected END. of file not found" 

10620 FLAG%= DUil% 
\ NEXT 

10640 ON ERROR GOTO 19000 
\ RETURtl 

!To 1ain Pro,grat1 

10900 l O C A l £ R R O R H A N ll l E R 

10910 CTRAPS = SYS(CHRS(6%J+CHRSC-7%)) 
\ PRINT FNCURSOR,ATS(1%,1%,12%,0%)1 ERROR,HESSAGES IF ERR() 28% 
\ RESUME 10640 

10920 CTRAPt = SYSCCHRt(6%)tCHR$(-7%)l 
\ RESUNE 10640 IF ERR= 287. 
\ PRINT FNCURSOR,ATS<1%,1%,12%,0%)'We have a BIG Proble1 - we can't access• 
\ PRINT 'the ,DAT file just created - Sarr~• 
\ RESUME 10640 

10930 CTRAPS = $YS(CHR♦(6%)tCUR♦C-7%ll 
\ RESUHE 10640 IF ERR= 28% 
\ PRINT FNCURSOR,ATS(1%,1Z,12%r0%);•we have a Pro~le1 with the linePrinter' 
10940 If ERR= i4% 
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'THEN PRINT 'Il is switched off, or out of PaPer, or faulty• 
ELSE IF ERR= 8% 

THEN PRINT "So8eone else is usins il' 
ELSE PRINT 'But we don't know what the Proble1 is,' 

10950 PRINT STRIHGt(2%,10%); 
\ FRINT 'If You want lo tr~ a~ain, fix the Proble• then lYPe 'T', If' 
\ PRiHT 'You don't want hardcoPY that badly, t~Pe 'E',' 
\ F'IUHT 
\ JNFlll "Whal is it to be,,, (Tor E)';RESPONSEt 
\ IF LEfT(CVTtSCRESPONSES,38%),1%) = 'T' 

THEN RESUME 10580 
El.Sf RESUME 10640 

10960 CTRAP$ = SYS(CHR$(6%)tCHRf(-7%)) 
\ RESUtt[ 10640 IF ERR= 281. 
\ PRINT FNCURSOR,Al$(1%,1%,12%,0%);'ERROR,,,,, ERR=•; ERR 
\ PRINT ERROR,NESSAGEt 
\ PRINT t41., 'ERROR', FOR F7.: 1% TO 10% 
\ RESUHE 10640 

13999 
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\ 

14140 
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\ 
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\ 
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14150 
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!INPUTS 
OUTPUTS 
RETURNS 

Cross Reference Lislins of CREMT on 20-Feb-84 al 17:36 

F N O P E ff , F I L E S % 

Fro• keyboard 
CIRCUIT,NAHES 

CALLS 
DESTROYS 
DESCRIPTION 

TRUE% if files oPen o,k, 
OUIT% otherwise 
FHCURSOR,AU 
FLAG%, CJRCUIT,NAHEt, DUMffYt 

Obtain na1e of the circuit fro1 the user, 
If a ,DAT file exists for the circuit then create a ,!AK bac~UP COPY, 
Open ,DAT file and trint on it the circuit na1e and the current dale, 
Open and di1ension CIRCUJT,NAHES,JNK as te1PorarY stora~e for the fault 
descriptions, We need these later as 1 Pro1Pls1

, 

Return TRUE% if the files are oPen o,k, 

DEF FNOPEN,fILES% 
ON ERROR GOTO 14410 
ClRAPt = SYS<CHRS(6%)tCHRl(-7%)) 
FNOPEN,FILES7. = QUIT% 
PRJt/T nlCIJRSOR,ATf<1%,17.,07.,0:m 

ON ERROR GOTO 14410 
FLAG¾ = FALSE% 
UNTIL FLAG% = OUIT% OR FLAG% = TRUEX 

PRINT FtlCURSOR,Alf(0%,0%,20%,10%)S 

NEXT 

INPUT 'TYPE the na1e of the circuit (or llUIT lo ler1inate) 'ICIRCUIT,NAlfEt 
CIRCUIT,NAHES = CVHHCIRCUIT,HAKES,38U 
IF CIRCUIT,HANE$ = 1 0UIT 1 

THEN FLAGX = DUil% 
ELSE IF L£ff(CIRCUIT,NAHEt))0% AHD LEN(ClRCUIT,HAIIEt><=6% 

THEN FLA6% = TRUE% 
ELSE PRINT FNCURSOR,ATS(0%,1%,17%,0%)1 'Naae 1ust have al least 1 character and no 1ore than 6, 1 

GOTO 14300 IF FLAG% = OUIT% 
!Gel the na1e of the circuit and insist that it have fro1 1 lo 6 characters, 
This avoids the Proble1s associated with aulo1atic truncation which 1a~ 
create a file with a na~e different fro1 the one specified by the user, 
All errors are fatal, 



Cross Reference listin~ of CREDAT on 20-Feb-84 at 17!36 

14160 otf ERROR GOTO 14430 
\ OPEN CIRCUIT,NAHEt f ',DAT" FOR INPUT AS FILE 1% 

!This should cause an error ERR= 5 indicatin~ that the fi le does not 
al ri!ad~ exist, The error h;mdler then ju111Ps us over the next block 
of code, 
If the file does e>:ist then no error occurs and we Proceed to the next 
block which creates a ,BAK backup cop~ of the existin~ file before 
destro1Jifl!I it. 
If ~e ~et ERR= 2 then lhe filena1e is ille~al snd we return to the 
inPut block, All other errors are fatal, 

14180 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

ON ERROR GOTO 14450 
Of'EN crncun ,NAf1Et f ',MK' FOR OUTPUT AS FILE 2% 
UNTIL 0% 

NEXT 

INPUT 11%, DUMMY, 
FRINT t2%, llUHIWt 

CLOSE 1%,2% 
!Generate a ,BAK coPY if a ,DAT file exists, 
Terainate lhe loop on end of file error ERR= 11, 
are fatal , 

14200 ON ERROR GOTO 14410 
\ OPEN CIRCUIT ,NAHEt t ' , MT' FOR OUTF'UT AS FILE 1% 
\ PRINT 11%, CIRCUIT,NAHES, 'CREATEDl', llATEt(0%) 
\ Of'EN CIRCUIT ,N~NEt t '._INK' AS FILE Ji 
\ DIH 131., FAULT,NANE•<tOOi.) = 32% 
\ FNOP£H,FJLES~ = lRUE% 

All other errors 

!OPen ,DAT file and Print on it the circuit na1e and creation dat~. 
Open and diaension the te1PorarY arra~ ,JNK, 
All errors .are fatal, 

14300 ON ERROR GOTO 19000 
\ FNEND 

14400 L O C A L E R R O R ff A N II L E R 

14410 CTRAPt = SYS(CHR$(6%HCIIRH-7%)) 
\ PRINT FNCURS0R,AT$(0%,1%,t2%,0%H ERR0R,tlESSAGES IF ERR <> 28% 
\ RESUNE 14300 

14430 CTF:Af'l = SYS(CHRt(6%HCHRf!-7%)) 
\ RESUIIE HJOO IF ERR = 287. 

Pa~e 18 



Cross Reference Lisling of CREDAT on 20--feb-84 at 17:36 Page 19 
\ RESUNE 14200 IF ERR = 57. 
\ PRINT FNCURSOR,ATS(0%,1%,5%,0I>; 
\ PRIHT ERROR,lfESSAGEt IF ERR <> 27. 
\ RESUKE 14300 IF ERR <> 2% 
\ PRIHT 'lllesal circuit name, 
\ PRINT 'Circuit naries 1aY onlY contain fr.01 1 to 6 letters and/or nuabers• 
\ RESUME 14140 

14450 CTRAPS = SYS<CHR$(6%)♦CHR$(-7%)) 
\ RESUHE 14300 IF ERR = 28% 
\ RESUKE 14200 IF ERR = 11% 
\ PRINT FNCURSOR,AT$(0%,1%,5%,0%);ERROR,NESSAGES 
\ RESUNE 14300 

14~99 



14500 

14510 

14520 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

14540 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

14550 
14560 
\ 

14580 
\ 
\ 

! IHPUTS 
OUTPUTS 
RETURNS 

Cross Reference Listins of CREDAT on 20-feb-84 at 17:36 

f N N U K B E R , 0 F , N O D E S % 

Fro111 ke!!board 

CALLS 
DESTROYS 
DESCRIPTION 

TRUE% jf ever!!thin~ o,k, 
QUIT% otherwise 
FHCURSOR,AU 
FLAG%rRESPONSEt, RESPONSE,, NUHBER.OF,NODES% 

Obtain fro• the user the no,ber of nodes on the circuit 
for which voltages are available and return as NUHBER,Of,NODES%, 
f'rint NUMBER,OF,NODES% on the ,DAT file, 
ffUMBER,OF,NODES% aust be an integer between 1 and 100, 

DEF ftlHUHBER,OF,NODES% 
Off ERROR GOTO 14900 
CTRAPl = SYS(CHRt(6%)tCHR$(-7%)) 
FHNUliflER,OF,ffOPES%: OUITX 
f'RitlT FNCURSOR,AH<1%,H,0%,0X) 

FLAG%= FALSE% 
OOTIL FLAGt = TRUE% OR FLAG%= QUIT% 

NEXT 

PRINT FNCURSOR,.AH<0%,0%,20%,0%H'How 1an!J nodes on the circuit do YOU have volhses for• 
INPUT 'TYPe in as a ou11.ter (or t!fpe QUIT to terainate)';R[SPONSU 
RESPONSE$= CVTtt<RESPOHSEt,38%) 
IF RESPOHSEt = 'OUIT' 

THEN FLAG%~ OUIT% 
ELSE RESPONSE,= VAL(RESPONSEt> 

GOTO 14580 JF FLAG%= OUJT% 
NUMBER,Of,HODES%; INT(RESPONSE,) 
IF HUMBER,OF,HODES% <> RESPONSE, 

THEN PRINT fllCURSOR,AT♦(0%,U:,5%,30%H'Husl be a whole nu1ber' 
ELSE IF NUKBER,OF,NOD[S% < 1% 

THEN PRINT FNCURSOR,ATS(0%,1%,S%,29%)1'Hust have at least one node' 
ELSE IF HUMBER,Of,HODESY. > 100% 

THEN PRINT fNCURSOR,ATt(0%,1%,5%,33%H'100 nodes uxi1v.' 
£LS£ FLAG%= TRUE% 

PRINT 11%, NUHBER,OF,HODES7. IF FLAGX = TRUE% 
FNNUHRF.R,OF,NODES% = FLAG% 

Pa!le 20 
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14600 ON ERROR GOTO 19000 
\ FlfEND 

14900 L O C A L E R R O R H A N D L E R 

1~920 CTRAP$ = SYSCCHRt(6%)tCHR~(-7%)) 
\ RESUME 14600 IF ERR = 28% 
\ PRINT FHCURSOR,AT$(0%,1¼,5%,0%);•pJease read instructions CAREFULLY! !!!!' 
\ RESUME 14540 

14999 
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15000 

15010 

15020 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

15040 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

15050 
15060 
\ 

15080 
\ 
\ 

!INPUTS 
OUTPUTS 
RE.TUF:11S 

Cross Reference listins of CREDAT on 20-Feb-84 at 17:36 

F ff H U ff B E R , 0 F , F A U L T S 

Fron ke1:1board 

CALLS 
DESTROYS 
DESCRIPTION 

TRUE% if everYthinS o,l, 
0UJT% otherwise, 
FNCURSOR,AH 
FLAG%, RESPONSES, RESPONSE, , NUNBER,0F,FAULTSX 

Obtain fro• the user the nutber of fault conditions on t.he circuit 
and return as truttl.lER,OF ,FAULTS%, 
Print. NU!iBU,, 0F,FAULTSI on lhe ,DAT file, 
NUHI.IER,0F,FAULTSX tust be an inte~er between 1 and 100, 

DEF FIINUl'IRER,0F,FAULTS% 
ON ERROR GOTO 15100 
CTR/If'$ = SYS<CHRU6%HCHRS(-7%)) 
FNNUHBER,0F,FAlllTSI = 0UJT% 
f'RINT FNCURS0R,AH(1%,1%,0%,0%H 

FLAG% = FALSO 
UNTIL FLAG% = TRU£% OR FLAG%= UUITI 

NEXT 

PRINT FNCURSOR,ATS(0%,0%,20%,0%);•How 1an~ fault conditions are in the fault •enu on the circuit?' 
INPUT 'TYPe in as a nu11ber Cor type ·UUIT to ter1inate)';RESPONSES 
RESPONSE$= CVTtf<RESP0NSES,38%) 
If RESf'OHSEf = 'DUil' 

THEN FLAG% = OlllT% 
ELSE RESPONSE, = VAL(RESP0NSEf) 

GOTO 15080 IF FLAG¼= QUIT% 
NUNBER.OF,FAIJLTS% = INT(RESP0NSE,) 
IF NUH9ER,OF,FAULTS% <> RESPONSE, 

TtlEN f'RIHT FNCURS0R,AT$C0%,1%,5%,30%H'Hust be a whole nu1ber' 
ELSE IF NUNB£R,0f,FAULTS% < 1% 

THEN PRINT FNCURSOR,ATt<O%,t%,5%,29%>;•Hust have at least one fault' 
ELSE If NUHBER,0F,FAULTS%) 100% 

THEH PRINT FNCURS0R,Al$(0%,1%,5%,33%)J'100 faults 1axi1ua1 

ELSE FLAG%= TRUE% 

r-RIHT t1%, NUKBER,OF ,FAlllTSZ IF FLAGX = TRUEX 
FNNUNBER,OF,FAlllTS% = FLAG% 
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Cro5s Reference Listin1 of CR[DAT on 20-Feb-84 at 17:36 

15100 OH ERROR GOTO 19000 
\ FNEND 

15400 L O C A L E R R O R H A N ll L E R 

15420 CTRAPt = SVS(CHRt<6%)+CflRH-7X) > 
\ RESUME 15100 IF ERR = 28% 
\ PRINT fNCUfi'SOR.ATf(OI,lX,5%,0X)i'Please read the instructions CAREFULLY!!!" 
\ RESUHE 15040 

15~99 

i. 
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15500 

15510 

15520 
\ 
\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

1'5540 
\ 

' \ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

15560 
\ 

\ 
\ 

!INPUTS 
OUTPUTS 

Cross Reference listin~ of CREDAT on 20-Feb-84 at 17l36 

F N F A u l T I N A N E % 

DescriPtion of each fault fro1 keyboard. 
RETURNS TRUE% if all o,k, 

QUIT% otherwise, 
CALLS 
DESTROYS 
UESCRIPTION 

FNCURSOR,ATJ 
FLAG%, FY., RESPONSES, FAULT .NANESO 

-Obtain frot the user a descriPtion of each fault as it aPPears on 
the fault 1enu on the circuit dia~ra,. 
F~ult descriPtions 1a\J have maxiau1 lensth 32 characters. 
Each descriPlion is Printed on the ,DAT file and is also stored in a 
teJJPOrar~ ar·ra!:I so 1i1e c?ri use the• for 'no111Pts 1 later in this nosra1, 

DEF FNFAULT,NAIIE% 
on ERROR GOTO 15100 
CTRAf't = SYSCCHR$(6%HCHRH-7%l) 
Ft/FAULT ,HAME% = UUIH 

PRHH FtlCURS0R,AT$(1%,!X,0%,07.H'Please l!!Pe in the description of Heh fault. condition 
f'RIIH 'in turn as it appears on the fault 11enu. [lescriPtions 1a!I conhin 
PRUIT 'a 111;1ximu111 of 32 charn:t.ers, A descriPtion is reouired for each' 
PRINT "fault condition on the fault 1enu, • 

PRINT FNCURSOR,ATl!0%,0%,10i.,-Oi.l; 
FLAG% = TRUE% 
FOR FZ"" 1% UNTIL F% > NUt\BER,OF ,FAULTS% OR FLAG% = OUITZ 

RESPONSES = CHR$(07.) 
PP.INT CHRS(7%>i 
UNTIL LEN(RESPOtlSEO > 1% AND LEN<RESPONSEU <= 32% 

PRINT 'Fault nu1ber •;rI;' 'l 
IffPUT RESPONSE$ 

NEXT 
RESPONSE1 = CVTSJCRESPONSEt,156%} 

FLAG% = llUIT% IF RESPOlfSES = 'QUIT' 
GOTO 15580 IF FLAG%= QUIT% 

PRINT ti%, RESPOHSEt 
FAULT,NAHE$(F%) = RESPONSES 



Cross Reference Listin~ of CR[Ml on 20-Feb-84 ~t 17:36 

15580 NEXT F% 
\ FNFAUlT,HANEX = FLAG% 
15600 OH ERROR GOTO 19000 
\ HIElfD 

15900 L O C A L E R R O R ti A N D L E R 

15910 CTRN'$ = SYS<CIIR$(6%HCHRt<-7%>) 
\ PRINT FHCURSOR,AT$10%,1%,12%,0%)1 ERROR,HESSAGE$ IF ERR<> 28% 
\ RESUME 15600 

15999 
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16000 

16010 

16020 
\ 
\ 
\ 

16010 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

16060 
\ 
\ 
\ 

16080 
\ 
\ 
16100 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

!INPUT 
OUTPUT 
RETURNS 

Cross Reference Listing of CREDAT on 20-Feb-84 al 17136 

F N G E T • V O L T A G E S X 

Fault voltages fro1 keyboard. 

CALLS 
DESTROYS 
DESCRIF'HON 

TRUE% if all o.~, 
QUIT% otherwise, 
FNCURSOR,AU 
FX, FLAG%, RESPONSES, N% 

For eoch fault condition, obtain fro1 the user the voltage at each 
node on the circuit and Print it on the ,DAT file, 
Each volta!:!e is a strin!f variable with 1axiau1 lem!lh 8 cheraclers, 
At the co11i.ence111enl of e.~ch ne~, fault condition, the Previousl!I stored 
fault descriPlion is used as a 'ProtPl', 
All errors are fatal, 

DEF FNGET,VOLTA6£S% 
ON E~ROR GOTO 16400 
CTRAPS = SYS<CHRH6%HCHR$(-7%}) 
Ftmn. VOL TAGESY. = OIJJTY. 

f'RINT FNCURSOR,AH<U:,l:l:,OX,OY.H 
PRINT 'For each feult in turn, t~Pe in lhe voltage al each node.' 
PRIIIT 'Voltage entries 1a!I contain anY Printable character (nu1bers, 
PRINT "letters, dots etc,) but the 1axi1u1 lenslh is 8 characters,• 
PRINT 
PRINT 'You •a~ ler11inale the session al any tiee b!I t~Piru! OUJT' 

FLAG%:: TRUE% 
FOR F% = 1% UNTIL F% > NUMBER,OF,FAULTS% OR FLAG%:: OOH% 

PRIHT FffCURSOR,AT${l%,0%,12%,0%H'Fault nu11ber • ;n, FAULT ,NAlfU(F%) 
PRINT FNCURSOR,AT$(0%,0%,15%,0%) 

FOR H% = 1?. UNTIL H%>NUHB£R.OF,NOD£S% OR FLAG%= OUIT% 
RESPONSE$= II 

PRINT CHR$(7%H 
UNTIL LEN(RESPDHSE$))0% AND LEN(RESPONSEt><=8% 

NEXT 

f'RINT 'Fault 'if%, 'Voltage al node •;Nu• = •; 
lllf'UT RESPONSE$ 

FLAG%= GUITZ IF CVTSS(RESPONSES,38%) = 'DUil' 
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Cross Reference Listin!I of CREDAT on 20-feb-84 at 17;36 

\ PRINT 11%, RESPONSES IF FLAG% = TRUE% 
\ NEXT N% 
\ PRINT fNCURSOR,AH(O%,U,0%,0UJ 
\ ffEXT fl 
\ PRINT t1%, 'END' 
\ fffGET,VOLTAGES% = FLAG% 

16120 ON ERROR GOTO 19000 
\ FHENll 

16400 L 0 C A L E R R 0 R H A H ll L E R 

16410 CTRAPS = SYS<CHRS(6%)fCHR$(-7%)l 
\ PRINT FHCURSOR,AT$(0%,l%,12%,0%); ERROR,HESSAGES If ERR<> 28% 
\ RESUttE 16120 

16499 
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18000 

18999 

Cross Reference Listins of CREDAT on 20-Fe~-8~ al 17:36 

F H C U R S O R , A T • 

A cursor control function is to be inserted here when the no!iraa 
is installed, Functions are aYailable for Arut-JA ter1inal and VT52 
ter1ina1; these functions 1a~ si1fl~ be APPENDed to the pro!ira1, 

Reouire1ents for a ler1inal are that it have a clear screen coa,and 
and direct cursor z.ddress.iM, Defined functions un be written for 
an~ terminal that 1eets these 1ini1al specifications, 

When a function is irisr.rted, DON'T FORGET lo CHI\Nli£ THE HtADER on lhe 
Pro!lrc111 and chan!'le the Edit MTE!! !! !! !I!!!!!!!!!! !I!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
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19000 

HAIN ERROR HANDLER 

19020 CTRArt = SYSCCHRt(6%>tCHR•<-7%)) 
\ RESUNE 9005 IF ERL= 9000 
\ PRINT FHCURSOR ,AH(O%, 1%, 12%,0lH ERROR ,11ESSA6Et IF ERR ('> 28% 
\ RESUH£ 9000 

32767 END 
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-1! 
5! 
6! 
7! 
B! 
9! 

20 

99 

Cross Reference Listirr!l of f'RNDAT on 11-Feb-81 at 15l58 

f' R N D A T , H O C 

PROGRAM 
VERSION 
EDIT 
rnn DATE 

AUTHOR 

!PP.tJP~T.NUC HITH NO CURSOR CONTROL HOUULE 
!VER 01 
:rn 01 
:28-HAY-82 

: J, GREETl~EAI• 

M O D I F J C A T l O N H l S T O R Y 
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Cross Reference Listin~ of PRNDAT on 20-Feb-84 at 17l38 

~ E S C R 1 P T I O N 

PRNDAT is Part of the FAULTSitt educational Packa1e. FAULTSIN 
Provides electronics technicians with experience in dia~nosin~ faults in 
electronic eauiP1ent, The electronic eouiP1ent is si1ulated bY a circuit 
dia~rai on a di~itizins tablet attached to a co1Puter, 

The FAIJLTSIN software contains the followiM no!jrillsl 

CREDAT Used b~ the teacher to senerate the basic fault and volta~e data 
file ,DAT for the siaulated circuit. This file is 
unioue to the circuit and is independent of the co1Puler on which 
the FAULTSIM Packa~e is installed. 

PRNDAT Produces a 'foraatled' hardcoPY of the contents of a no1inated 
.DAT file which the user can check a~ainst the ori!linal data 
lo ensure accuracy, The for1at of the hardcoPY is the sa1e 
as lhe hardcoPY noduced b!:I CREllAT. PRHDAT is used after errors 
have been corrected usin~ the SYsle• editor. 

ItlST~L Used by the learher or co1puter syste1 operator to ~enerale a virtual 
arra!:I ,FLT fro, data in the ,DAT file Plus stylus 
locations inPut fro~ the di!!itizin~ tablet, The ,FLT file is 
~1me rated when a new circuit is installed on a s11stea, 

FAULTS Used by the st.udent to obtain fault dia!lnosis experience, FAlll.TS 
accesses the ,FLT file for the circuit specified bY the student. 
Usin!:l FAULTS, the student is Presented withe circuit of a sYstea 
1,1hich contains a fault, The student obtains volb!!es fro• the 
circuit usins the stylus or cursor associated with the 
di~it.izins t.eblet, When the student has dia~nosed the fault, 
he indicates his dia1nosis b!:I touchin!:l the desrriPtion of the 
selected fault- cm the f6Ult menu on the circuit dia!:lra1, The 
computer responds to his dia1nosis and then chooses a new fault 
condition for hi•, 
F(:IJLTS nod11res a re,:,ort of the activity in each session, The report is 
stored in a no1inaled account, 
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Cross Reference Listins of PRNDAT on 20-Feb-84 at 17:38 

110 

P RND AT P R O G R A N D E S C R I P T I O H 

112 !PRNDAT Prints on the sYste~ lioeprinter a 1 for1atted1 hardcoPY of 
the contents of a noainated ,DAT file, The for1at used is the sa1e as that 
output by CREDAT, 

CREDAT contains no editing facility, If there are errors in the ,DAT 
file, they 1ust be corrected using the SYste~ editor, After an 
editing sesdon; PRNMT can be used to !ienerate a new hardcoP!I of the 
,DAT file for checking and for later reference, 

The onlY response reouired fro• the user is the na1e of the circuit, 
The circuit na11e is used to senerate the filena1e of the ,MT file 
which is OPened, The circuit n;i1e is cht>cked against the file header 
as ;i Prec;iutions against a file being incorrectly rena1ed by the s!:/Stea , 

A virtual arraY with the extension ,JHK is used to store the fault 
descriPtions for for11atting PUtPoses, It is convenient to head each 
list of 1easurands with t.he actual fault descriPtion since it 1akes 
reading easier for the user. 

Co1111ents in thP. codf describe the function of each section/ 
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• D A T F I L E S T R U C T U R E 

,DAT files are streai ASCII files which can be edited wilh the s~ste1 text 
editor, They contain the followin~ data: 

FIL£ HANE and C~EATIOH DATE 
NUHBER OF NO~ES on lhe circuit for which volta~es are available (100 nodes 1axi1u1), 
NUMBER OF FAULT conditions on the fault 1enu (100 faults 1axi1u1). 
DESCRIPTION OF FAULT fl (32 characters 1axi1u1> 
DESCRIPTION OF FAULT t2 
tt••······" 
•• ' ' • ' ♦ ' t •• 

••••••••••• and so on for each fault 
• t • •• ' f' ♦ • t 

t f t , , t I t I t t . 

llESCRif'Tiot! OF FAULT tn where n is last fault nuaber 
FOR FAULT tl, VOLTAGE AT NODE tl (8 characters 1axitw1) 

VOLTAGE AT NODE t2 
' . ' ... ' 
' ' • ' ' t • • ,,.,,, and so on for each node for fault fl 
'. t ♦ ' t ' 
••• , ft' 

FOR FAULT t2, VOLTAGE AT HOVE ti 
VOLTAGE AT NODE t2 

t t t t t t I 

,,,,,,. and so on for each node for each fault 

' ••• t • f 

FOR FAULT tn, VOLTAGE AT NODE ta 
END 
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400 

410 

420 

430 

440 

450 

455 

460 

470 

480 

490 

500 

VARIABLE 

CIRCUJT,NAIIU 

CTRAP$ 

DUl1HY$ 

£RR, ERL 

ERROR.HESSAGB 

£XIT ,1. 

FZ 

FALSE% 

FAULT .NA11El ( > 

FILE% 

FLAG% 

Cross Reference Listins of FRHDAT on 20-Feb-84 at 17:38 

D E F l N I T I O N S 

1 to 6 alPhanu1eric charact.ers (RSTS file na1e specification), 
Each circuit to be used with this pro~ra• is reouired to have a 
unioue nane or title which identifies the circuit diasraa 
and all of the files associated 11ith the circuit, Different 
file foraats are identified b~ the file extension <,DAT, ,FLT, ,JHKI 

DutD~ variable used for selling CHTL/C traP, 

Local variable used for coPYing data fr~a ,DAT 
lo ,BAK files and froa ,DAT to linePrinter, 

s~sle• error number and error line nuaber - refer to RSTS 
sylen docu1enlation for full description of error nu1bers, 

Slrins constant used lo Provide an error 
message lo the user if an unlraPPed error occurs, 

Defined but not used in this progra1, 

Used as loop counter lo represent fault nuaber, 

Logical constant= -1%, 
Note that this differs frot the PASIC-Plus standard, Value was 
chosen for convenience in FAtl.TS,BAS since all )Hal st!Jlus 
locations are coded as Positive inle!lers, The convention 
has been retained throu!lhoul the FAULTSIH Package for unifor1ilY, 

Virtual arra~ in ,JHK file, 
100 items rm:iau., each itea liein!I 32 charaders in len!lth, 
Used for te1Porar11 slora!le of fault descriPtions, Entries are 
u5ed as 1 PtDl1Pls1 since the descriPtions on the ,DAT file can't be 
retrieved without closing the file, 

Local '/ariable used in no!lra1 tertination 
block lo close all files, 

Lo!lir.al variable used to flag conditions 

oO 



502 

503 

510 

520 

530 

550 

560 

SBO 

599 

Cro"s !Merenre Listin!l of PP.lfDAT on 20-Feb-84 at 17:38 

HEAiltRS 

IZ 

H1. 

NUHBER,OF ,FAULTS% 

HUNBER, OF, tlOOESX 

OUITX 

RESPONSE$ 

within loo?s, Used locall~ within bloc~s and defined functions, 

Circuit naae read fro1 ,DAT file, 

Loop counter, 

Used as a loop counter to represent node nuaber, 

lnte!ler between 1 and 100 
The number of different fault conditions in the fault 1enu on 
lhe circuit dia!lraa, 

Inle!ler between 1 and 100 
The nu1ber of Points (nodes) on lhe circuit dia!lra1 for which 
voltages are available, Voltages are reouired for each node for 
eac-h different fault condition, 

Logical constant= -3% 
U~ed to indicate that Pro!lra1 e>:ecution is to be iHediateh ter1inat.ed, 

Local variable used to obtain and store 
resPonses fro1 the user Prior to further Processin!l, 

lo!lical constaol = OX 
Hole that this value differs fro• the BASIC-Plus standard, Value 
chosen in FAULTS.BAS for convenience since all le!lal slYlus 
locations are coded as positive intesers, The convention has 
been 1aintained throu!lhoul the FAULTSIH Packa!le , 

Pa!le 8 
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Cross Reference listing of fRNDAT on 20-Feb-84 al 17:38 

1000 Off ERROR GOTO 19000 
!Set standard error lraP, 

1010 CTRAPt = SYS(CHR$(6%HCHR~(-7%)) 
!Set CNTL/C traP, 

1020 GOSUB 10100 
!Initialise constants, 

1040 GOTO 9000 IF FHOPEff,DATA,FILE% = OUIT% 
!Ask for the file and open it, Duil if the 
user ler•inates or fatal error, 

1060 GOSUB 10~00 
!Print the hardcoP~ on the linePrinter, 

9000 KILL CIRCUIT,ffANESt",JNK' 
!Destroy the le1PorarY file, 

9010 CLOSE FILE% FOR FILE%~ 1% TO 12% 
\ GOTO 32767 

!Close UP and terainate, 

9999 

Pa.!le 10 



10100 

10110 
\ 
\ 
\ 

Cross Reference Listing of PRtfDAT on 20-Feb-84 at 17!38 

I N I T I A L I S E C O N S T A N T S 

TRUE% = 
FALSE% = 
EXIT,% = 
QUIT% = 

07. 
-n: 
-2% 
-3% 

10130 ERROR,HESMGEf = 'Fatal error - ~rogra• ter1inated - SorrY' 

10199 RETURN 
!To 1ain rode 

10499 

OQ 
U} 



Cross Reference Listing of PRNDAT on 20-Feb-84 al 17!38 

10500 

P R I N T , H A R D , C O P Y 

10510 !INPUTS Fro11 keyboard 
CIRCUIT,NAKEf, HEADER$, data fro1 ,DAT file 

OUTPUTS For1atted hardcopy on linePrinler. 

CALLS FNCURSOR,AH 
DESTROYS FLABX, RESPONSE$, DUHHY$, F%, NI, FAULT,ffA/'IES() 
DESCRIPTION 
lhe user obtains a hard COPY of the , DAT file oo the linePrinter, 
Faull descriPlions are read into lhe virtual arraY for output for1atting PUrPoses, 
A rough check is done by testing for end of file and anY discrePancY is notified, 
Errors traPPed are 'Device Hung• ERR= 14 and 'Device not available' ERR = 8, 
Other errors are fat?l, 

10520 ON ERROR GOTO 10900 
\ ClRAPt = SYS(CHRf(62)fCHR$(-7Z)) 

10S80 ON ERROR BOTO 10930 
\ OPEN 1 Lf'l' FOR OUTPUT AS FILE 4%, HODE 2048% 

10600 OIi ERROR GOTO 10960 
\ PRINT HZ, 'PRIIITOUT .BY PRNDAT', 1 MTEl 1 ,DATE$(0%),'TINE:',TI"U(0%) 
\ PRINT t4%, 
\ PRlNT t4%, HEAftER$ 
\ PRINT t47., 
\ 11/F'UT tlIJ NUl11)ER,OF ,NODES% 
\ PRitlT t4Z, 'Nu■ber of nodes = 'JNIJHBER ,OF ,NODES% 
\ PRUIT Hi. 

\ INPUT 11%, NUMBER,OF,FAULTS% 
\ PRINT 14%, 'Nu•ber of f~ult~ = 'iNUNB£R,OF,FAULTS% 

\ FOR F% ~ 1% TO NUIIFER,OF,fAULTS% 
\ INPUT ttX, DU1111Yf 
\ FAULT,NAHE${F%) = DUNNY$ 
\ NEXT F7. 

Pase 12 



Cross Reference ListiM of f'RlfDAT Oil 20-Feb-84 at 17!38 

\ FOR FZ = 1:t TO HUHIIER,OF ,FAULTS% 
\ PRINT t4X, STRINGt(SI,1-0i.); 
\ PRINT t4%, 'Fault 'jf%,FAULT,NAN£$(F%) 
\ PRINT 14%, 
\ FOR ti% = 1% TO NUHBER,OF,NODESZ 
\ IHPUT t1 % , DUHNYl 
\ PRINf t4%, DUHttYS, 
\ NEXT tlX 
\ NEXT F% 
\ F·RJNT 14%, 

\ ItlPUT t1%, DUlfliY$ 
\ IF DUHltYl = 'END' 

THEN PRitH t4%, DUHKY$ 
fl.SE f'RINT t4X, 'Please check carefull!I - er.Pected END of file not found' 

10640 OM ERROR GOTO 19000 
\ RETURN 

!To •~in ?rograa 

10900 l O C A L E R R O R H A N D L E R 

10910 CTRAPJ :: SYS(CHRJ(6%HCHRH-7%)) 
\ PRINT FHCURSOR,ATJ(1%,1Z,12%,0%); ERROR,MESSAGEt IF ERR <> 2BI 
\ RESUNE 10640 

10930 CTRAPS = SYS(CHRtt6X}tCHRt(-7%)) 
\ RESUltE 10640 IF ERR = 28% 
\ PRltlT FNCURSOR,ATS<J¼,17.,12%,0I)l'We have a Ptoble• with the linePrinter• 
10940 IF ERR = 14% 

THEN PRINT 'It is switched off, or out of PaPer, or fault~• 
ELSE If ERR = 8% 

THEN PRINT 'So1eone else is usin~ it' 
ELSE PRINT 'But we don't know what the Proble• is,' 

10950 PRINT STRIHGt(2%,10%); 
\ PRINT 'If You want to trY a~ain, fix the Proble• then type 'T', If' 
\ PRINT 'you don't want hardco?Y that badl~, type 'E', 1 

\ PRINT 
\ Itlf'UT • What is it to lle .. , (T or E> • ;RESPONSE$ 
\ IF lEFTCCIJTUfRESPOllSES,38%) d%l = 'T' 

Pa!le 13 



Cross Reference Listing of PRNDAT on 20-Feb-84 al 17:38 

THEN RESUtlE 10580 
El.SE RESUME 10640 

10960 CTRAP$ = SYS{CHR$(6%ltCHR$(-7%)) 
\ RESUME 10640 JF ERR= 28% 
\ f'RlNT HlCURSOR,AT♦<1%,1%, 12%,0X> PERROR .. ,.. ERR = '; ERR 
\ PRINT ERROR,HESSA6E♦ 
\ PRINT 14%; 'ERROR', FOR FI= 1% TO 10% 
\ RESUME 10640 

13999 
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14100 

14110 

14120 
1'1121 
\ 
\ 
\ 

14130 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

14135 
\ 

14140 
\ 
\ 

!INPUTS 
OUTPUTS 
RETURNS 

Cross Reference Listins of PRNDAT on 20-Feb-94 at 17:38 

F N O P E N , D A T A , F I L E % 

Fro, keyboard - see descriPtion 
CIRCUIT ,NAltU 
TRUE% if files oPen and identified o,k, 
DUIT% otherwise 

CALLS 
DESTROYS 
DESCRIPTION 

FNCURSOR,AH 
FLAG%, CIRCUIT,NAHE$, H£ADER$ 

Oht . .:iins n~11e of the ri rcui t fro1 the user, 
Checks that the ,DAT file exists and oPens it, checks that 
t.he cir-r.uit o.::•e af.!rees with the header on the file, 
0Pen and di1ension CIRCUIT,NAMES,JNK as te1Porary stora!le for the fault 
descriPtions, 
Relurh TRUE% if the files are or,en o,t .. 

DEF FNOPEH,DATA,FILE% 
ON E~'ROR GOTO 14180 
CTRAP$ = SYS(CHRtlb!}fCHRt(-7%)) 
FNOf'EN,flATA,fllU "' OLIITZ 
f'RitlT ftlCURSOR,ATf< 1%, U,0%,0%> i 

FLAG% = FALSEl 
Ufflll RAG% = TRUE% OR FLAG% = OUIT% 

FLAG% = OUIT% 
PRIHT fffCURSOR,ATS<0%,0%,18%,0%); 
INPUT 'Please tYPe the na1e of the circuit (or DUIT to ter,inate) ';RESPONSEt 
RESPONSES = CVTSS(RESPONSES,38%) 
IF LEFT(RESPONSEt,4%) = 'OUIT' 

THEN 14160 
ELSE CIRCUlT,NANEt = RESPONSES 

OPEH CIRCUIT,NAKESf',JNK' AS FILE 2% 
DIN t2%, FAULT,NANEt(100%) = 32% 
!OPen ~ te1Porar~ file to save the fault descriPtions, 

OF1:N CIRCUIT,NAMES f ',DAT" FOR INrUT AS FILE 1% 
INPUT t1%, HEADERS 
FLAG% ::: TRtl£% IF INSTR(tz,HEADERS,CIRCUIT ,NAKU) <> 0% 

f'ilse 15 



Cross Reference Listin!I of f'RNitAT on 20-feb-84 at 17:38 

\ GOTO 14160 If FLAG% = TRUEX 

14150 ffilNT FNCURSOR,ATt<O?.,l%,9%,0%)J 
\ PRINT 'The data file on the S!IStH is incorrectl!I naaed. • 
\ PRINT 'It contilin5- data for the circuit:• 
\ f'RIHT 
\ PRINT HEAllERt 
\ PRINT 
\ PRINT 1Rnedii!l action is renuired,' 
\ PRINT 'E>:ecution of this Pro!lra1 is now teninated, • 

14160 NEXT 
\ FHOPEN,DATA,FllE% = FLAG% 

14170 ON ERR01l GOTO 19000 
\ FNENil 

H180 L O C A L E R R O R H A N II L E R 

14181 CTR/IP$= SYS(CHR$(6!)tCHRtl-7%)) 
\ RESUHE 14170 IF ERR= 28% 

14184 SOTO 14186 lf ERR<> 2% 
\ ffiINT FNCURSOR,ATt(0%,1%,15%,0%);'ERROR,,,,,llle~al circuit na1e•; 
\ FLAG%= FALSE% 
\ RESUME 14160 

1-4186 GOTO 14188 IF ERR <> 5% 
\ f'RIHT FNCURSOR,ATt<O%, tx,15%,0%) i'ERROR,., .. Can't ffod file 'JCIRCUIT ,HMtEtP ,DAT' 
\ FLAG%= FALSE% 
\ RESUME 14160 

14188 PRINT FNCURSOR,ATtC0%,1%,l5%,0%); ERROR,KESSAGEt 
\ RESUME 14170 

14499 
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18000 

189';9 

19000 

Cross Reference Listins of PRNDAT on 20-Feb-84 at 17!38 

F N C U R S O R , A T ♦ 

A cursor control function is to be inserted here when the prosra1 
is installed, Functions are available for ADN-JA terainal and VT52 
t.ert1in.iU these functions 1a!:I silPl!:! be APPENDed to the prosr;;1. 

Reauireaents for a ter1inal are that it have a clear screen co11and 
and direct cure-or addressins. Defined functions can be written for 
an!:! terminal that teets these 1ini1al specifications, 

When a function is ir,serted, DON'T FORGET to CHANGE TIIE HEADtR on the 
no~rat and cho3Me lhe [dil DAT[!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

N A I ff E R R O R H A N D L E R 

19010 RESUNE 9010 IF ERL= 9000 
\ RESUtlE 9000 

32767 END 

....D 
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1 

2! 
5! 
6! 
7! 
8! 
9! 
20 

99 

Cross Reference Listin!I of INSTAL on 20-Feb-84 itt. 17:39 

J N S T A L , N O C 

PROGRAM 
IJERSION 
EDIT 
EDIT DATE 

AUTHOR 

:IHSTAL,HOC 
!VER 01 WITHOUT CURSOR CONTROL OR STYLUS INPUT MODULES 
:ED 01 
!18-HAY-82 

!J, GREETHEAD 

K O D I F I C A T I O N H I S T O R Y 

...l) 
N 



100 

109 

Cross Reference Lislin!I or INSTAL on 20-Feb-8~ al 17:39 

P A C K A G E D E S C R I P T I O N 

INSTAL is Part or lhe FAULTSilt educational Packa.!le, FAUlTSIH 
Provides electronics technicians with experience in diasnosin.!I faults in 
electronic eauiPaent, The electronic eouiPaent is si1ulated by a circuit 
djasra- on a di!lilizin.!I tablet attached to a co1J>uter, 

The FAULTSIK software contains lhe followin.!I J>ro.!lra1s: 

CR£DAT Used by the teacher lo .!lenerate the basic fault and volta!le data . 
file ,DAT for the si1ulated circuit. This file is 
uniaue to lhe circuit and is independent of lhe co1puler on which 
the FAULTSJff Packase is installed, 

INSTAL Used bY the teacher or computer sYste1 OPerator lo .!lenerate a virtual 
arraY ,FLT ftoa data in the ,DAT file Plus stylus 
locations inPul fro1 the disitizin.!I tablet, The ,FLT rile is 
!leneraled when a new circuit is installed on a sYstea, 

FAULTS Used by the student to obtain fault dia~nosis exrerience, FAUlTS 
accesses the .FLT file for the circuit specified b~ the student, 
Usjng FAULTS, the student. is presented with a circuit of a s~ste1 
which contains a fault. The student obtains voltases fro, the 
circuit usins the stylus or cursor associated with the 
disitizin.!I tablet, When the student has diasnosed the fault, 
he indicates his dia.!lnosis bY touchin!f the descri,tion of the 
selected rault on the fault ~enu on the circuit diasra1, The 
computer resr,onds to his dia.!lnosis and then chooses a new fault 
condition for hi1, 
FhULTS Produces a re~orl of lhe aclivit~ in each session, The rePorl is 
stored in a noQinaled account, 

Pa.!le 2 
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Cross Rererence Lislimt of JffSTAl oo 20-Feb-84 at 17:39 

110 

1 N S T A L P R O G R A K D E S C R I P T I O N 

115 !tnslal is usd b~ a teacher or co■Puler operator to inslal a circuit diagra1 on the FAULTSIH sysle1 

It ~enerales the virtual arraY ,FLT fro■ data on the +DAT file plus st~lus or cursor locations inPul 
b~ the user on instructions contained in the Progra1. 

119 

The coordinates of the nodes and faults in a circuit vary fro1 driltlirul to drawing and fro• 
one installation lo another, The data in the ,DAT file does not change, 

INSTAL allows circuits to be very readilY installed on a s!ISle• or re-installed if the drawin~ 
or hardware configuration is changed, Circuits 1aY be PholocoPied with little regard for registration, 
they 1ay be drawn rreehand for trial end later redrawn and re-installed, 

The ,DAT rile header is r.hec~P.d lo ensure lhal the file does actually belon1 to the circuit, 
It is otherwise Possible lo create great conrusion by changirul the filena1e on the sYste1, 

Each stylus or cursor inrut is checked a1ainsl the tile sper.ific~lion before being entered in the 
,FLT arra~, Data from ,DAT is not cherked - it is assueed lo have been checked 
bY CREDAT, A11Y editing on ,DAT is not subject lo anY checks al all, 

Page 3 



150 

159 

Cro5s lleferenre Li 5HM of ItlST{IL on 20-Feh-84 ;,t. 1n39 

, D A T F I L E S T R U C T U R E 

,DAT files Bre streB~ ASCII files which can be edited with the sBslem text 
editor, The~ contain the followin~ data! 

FILE NAME and CREATION DATE 
NllltllER DF U0DES on the dr·cuit for which voltases are ~ailatile {100 nodes 111axi11u111), 
truHBER OF FAULT condi lions on the f;mlt 11enu (100 faults 11axh,u11), 
DESCRIPTION OF FAULT t1 (32 characters 111a>:i1tu1l 
D£SCRirTION OF FAULT t2 

t • •••• ' •••• 

• ' t t •••• t ' ' and so on for eoch filult 
• ' •• t • • ' ' •• 

t • f • f • t ' t t • 

DESCRJPHON OF H1ULT lri when~ n is l;ist fault nu11tber 
FOR FAULT tl, VOLTAGE AT NOOE U (8 charact.ers t11il>:i1111Jm) 

VOL TAGf AT NOlr£ n 
',, .... 
' ' ••• f • 

, , , , , , , and rn on for e,.ich nod~ for filul t U 
•• f • t ' • 

t ' t t ' t f 

FOR FAULT t2, VOLTAGE AT NODE tl 
VOLTAGE AT NODE 12 
• ' t • ' ' • 
f I t , I I t 

, , , , , , , and so on for each node for each f;mlt 
' •••• t • 

I t I t f t f 

FOR FAULT tn, VOI.TAGE AT NODE h nm 

Pa.!!e 4 
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Cross Refr.rrnc:e l.ishni1 of H-!STAL cm 20-Feh-84 al 17!3? 

160 

, F l T F I L E S T R U C T U R E 

170 !The ,FLT file is a virtual array file containin~ the followin~ arrays: 

199 

ttEADER%(10:!) ~i: ~~:t~~:~~:~20Cf~% 
3¾ = X,OFFSET% 
4% :: Y, OFFSET% 
SI = EXITSPOH 
6% :: ounsror;; 

n - 10% = not u;.ed icll nesenl 

NOll£%(100%> 

FAULT%f100%) 

FAUlTS<l00%l = 32Z 

lisl of the coded st~lus locations for each node on the circuit, 

Lisl of the coded stylus locations for each fault on the fault 111enu on the cirC1Jit, 

List of fault descriPtions as shown on the fault t.enu on the circuit. 

!JOLTAGES(100%,100Z)::8'.£ The voltage ;;t each node for earh fault corir:lit.ion, 
lnde~ is (FAULT, NODEl, 



JOO 

JlO 

399 

!tO 
!t1 
!t2 

Cross Reference Listin!l of IffSTAL ot, 20-Feb-84 ;it 17n9 

I / 0 C H A N N E L S 

Qpened b~ the oPeratin~ s~ste• to the users ke~board 
Opened lo data file CIRCUIT,NAHEt,DAT 
Opened lo fault voltage arra~ CIRCUIT,HAHEt,FLT 

..0 
-1 



400 

410 

420 

430 

440 

450 

160 

470 

480 

490 

500 

510 

520 

Cross Reference Listin!! of INSTI\L on 20-Feb-84 at 17:39 

V A R I A B l E D E F l N l T I O N S 

CIRCUIT ,NAHO 

COORDINATES% 

CTRAP$ 

ERR, ERL 

EXIT,% 

EXITSP0TZ 

FALSE? 

FAULTS 

FAULT$() 

FAUL 1%() 

FILE% 

1 lo 6 alPhanu1eric characters (RSTS filename specification) , 
Each circuit to be used wilh this Pro~ra• is renuired to have a 
uniaue naQe or title which identifies the circuit dia!!rn 
and ;111 of the files ,1ssociated with the drcuit, Different 
file for■ats are identified l:i'J lhe file extension ( ,OAT, ,FLT, >JNK), 

local variable used for callin!! the function STYLUS,INPUT% 
and for storin!! the returned vilue, 

Du11'J variable used for settin!! the CNTL/C trap, 

System error nu1ber and error line nutber - refer to RSTS 
sYle1 docu1entation for full descriPtion of error nu~bers, 

losical constant: -2%, Hot used in INSTAL 
~ut in !!eneral use in FAUlTSIH packase, 

Coded coordinates of the spot 1arked EXIT on the circuit diasram, 

Losical constant : -1%, 
Note that this differs fro• the BASIC-rlus standard. Value was 
chosen for convenience in FAULTS,BAS since all legal stylus 
locations are coded as positive intesers, The convention 
has been retained throu~hout the FAULTSIM Package for unifor11itY, 

Local variable used for storiM entries fro1 FALn.TtO, 

Array in ,FLT - see- ,FLT file structurP., 

Array in ,FLT - see ,FLT file structure, 

Local variable used in Pro!!ra1 lP.r11ination 
l:ilock to close all files, 

Losical variable used lo fla1 conditions 
within loops, Used locall~ within blocks pnd defined functions, 



530 

540 

550 

560 

570 

580 

590 

600 

610 

620 

630 

640 

65<) 

660 

890 

Cross Reference listing of INSTAL on 20-Feb-84 at 17:39 

HEAI•ER$ 

HEADER%() 

1% 

J% 

NODE%() 

HUNB£R,OF,FAULTS7. 

NUl1BER,OF,HO[IES7. 

OUITX 

OUITSPOT% 

RESPONSES 

TRUEX 

VOlTAGU() 

X,OffSET% 

Y,OFFSET% 

Local Vi.lriable used to stor-e the 'hei.lder' or title line fro11 ,DAT f.ile, 

Array in ,FLT - see ,FLT file structure, 

Used as inde)r counter- in loops, 

Used as index counter in loops, 

Array in ,FLT - see ,FLT filP. structure, 

Integer between 1 and 100 
The nu1ber of differnt fault conditions in the fault ~enu on 
the circuit diagraa, 

Integer between 1 and 100 
The nu1ber of Points (nodes) on the circuit dia9ra1 for which 
voltages are available, Voltages are reouired for each node for 
each different fault condition, 

Logical constant= -3% 
Used to indicate that Program execution is to be im~ediatelY terninated, 

Coded coordinates of the sr-ot 1ar~ed OUIT on the circuit diagra1, 

local variable used to obtain and store 
responses fro, the user Ptior to further Processing, 

Logical constant = 0% 
Note that this value differs fro• the BASIC-Plus standard, Value 
chosen in FAULTS,BAS for convenience since all legal stylus 
locations are coded as positive inte~er-s, The convention has 
been 1ainlained throu~hout t~ FAULTSIH package 

Array in ,FLT - see ,FLT file structure, 

Uncoded X coordinate of the spot •arked ORIGIN on the ci rcuit diagrat, 

Uncoded Y coordinate of the spot urked ORIGIN on the circ1Jit dia:H-l ,ni. 
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Cross Reference Lislin~ of INSTAL on 20-Feb-84 al 17:39 

999 

N A I N C O D E B L O C ~ 

1000 ON ERROR GOTO 19000 
!Set standard error ttaP, 

1010 CTRArt = SYSCCHRJ(6%)tCHRt(-7%)) 
!Set CNTL/C trap, 

1100 60SUB 10100 
! Initialise canst.ants, 

1200 GOSUB 10300 
\ GOTO 9000 IF FLAG% = QUIT% 

~Print instructions for user, Terainale execution 
if user ouits, 

1300 GOTO 9000 IF FNOPEH,J11\TA,FILE7. = QUIT% 
!Check that the data file ,PAT exists, If it does, then open 
it and read the he~der to ensttt!? that i1. is the correct file, 
Ouit if the user aborts or if fatal error occurs, 

1400 GOTO 9000 lF FNOPEN,rL T ,FILH = oum: 
!Oren and dilension the fa11lt volti:!!:le array ,FLT. 
Kill the file jf it. is or-eri ,!rid 01.1il if the user aborls 
or if fatal error occurs, 

1500 GOTO 9000 IF FNREAD,DnT% = OU1T% 
!Rnd the ,DAT file int.a the virtual arra~ ,FLT, 
Kill the ,FU file and ouil if fatal error occ1Jrs, 

1600 GOTO 9000 IF FNGET,COORDINATES7. = OUIT7. 
!Get the coordinates of the flUITSF'OT, EXITSPOT, NODES and FAULTS 
fro1 the user, Kill the ,FLT file and 1uit if user aborts or 
it fatal error occurs, 

5000 PRlNT FNCURSOR,ATt( 1%, tx,12%,28%>; 'F'ro!!r·am r.ol'l?lete!! !! !! • 

9000 CLOSE FILE% FOR FILE%~ 1% TO 12X 
\ GOTO 32767 

9999 

0 

,. 
' 
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10100 

I N I T J A L I S A T I O N 

10120 

' \ 
\ 

TRUE% = 
FALSE% = 
tlUIT% = 
EXIT,% = 

10190 Rrn.1rm 
10299 

0% 
-1% 
-3r. 
-2% 

r~1e 11 

C, 
tJ 

!. 
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10300 

P R I NT USER I N S T R U C T I O N S 

10310 FLAGX = TRUE% 
\ PRINT FHCURSDR,Anln:,n,or.,3~%); 'HISTAL • 
\ PRINT 
\ PRlffT 
\ PRINT 'IHSTAL is part of the FAULlSIH electronic fault simulator 1>ac~a!le1 

\ PRINT 
\ PRINT 
\ PRINT 'It is u~ed to inslal a circuit dia!lra111 on the FAULTSIH s!lste1, 
\ PRUIT 
\ PRINT 
\ PRUIT 'To use t.his no!lra111 \lou nFed: • 
\ PRINT 
\ PRHH 't To be usin!l the fAUlTSIH s':lste11 lerlllinc!l with di!litizin!! ti!blet,• 
\ PRIHT 
\ PRINT •t To hi!ve the ,DAT file for the circuit in the co111F·uter, 1 

\ PRINT 
\ PRINT •• To have the circuit di~!lra1 ~roFerl~ located on the disitizer,' 
\ PRINT 
\ PRINT 't To have RESET t.he di!litizer and set it in POINT 111ode, • 
\ PRINT 
\ PRINT "If YOU have all the reauire1ents, YOU are read~ to Proceed," 

\ PRINT FNCURSOR,AT$(1%,0%,237.,10%)i 
\ PRINT 'T\lPe YES if you are readg to Proceed or OUJT to ter1inate,,,,,•; 
\ INPUT 10%, RESPONSE$ 
\ FLAG% = OUIT% lF LEFT(CVTU<RESPONSES,38%),1%) = 1 !11 

10390 RETURN 
\ !To aain pro!lrP•• 

10399 
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14100 

F N O P E N , D A T A , F I L E % 

14110 ! INPUTS 
OUTPUTS 
RETURHS 

CALLS 
DESTROYS 
DESCRIPTJOH 

Fro11 l\eYboard 
CIRCUIT .~AltES 
TRUE% if file OPen Bnd identified o,k 
UUIT% otherwise, 
FHCURSOR,AH(} 
FLAG%, RESPONSF.f, CIRCUIT,NANE$, HEADER! 
Obtains the na11e of t.he circuit fro• the user, checks that the ,DAT file exists 
and OPens it, Checks that the circuit nate agrees with the header 
on file, 

14120 DEF FNOPEN,DATA,FILE% 
\ ON ERROR GOTO 14180 
\ CTRAP$ ~ SYS(CHRJ(67.l ♦CHRl(-77.~) 
\ FllOF'EN,MTA,FILE% :: OllITX 
\ PRINT FNCURSOR,ATt(17.,lZ,07.,07.) i 

14130 FLAG%= FALSE7. 
\ UIITIL FLAG% = TRUE% OR FLAG% = 11UIT7. 
\ Fl/167. = OUIT7. 
\ PRlHT FNCURSOR,AH<OX,0%,18%,0'.t>i 
\ INPUT 'Please tYPe thP. na~e of the circuit (or O.UIT to ter■inate)';RESPOHSEf 
\ RESPONSU "' CIJT U (RESF'ONSH, 387. l 
\ IF LEFHRESPONSU,4l:> ., ·oun· 

THEN 14160 
ELSE CIRCUIT,NAHES = RESPONSE$ 

14140 OPEH CIRCUIT,NAHES f ',DAT' FOR INPUT AS FILE 1% 
\ IHPUT t1%, HEAC•ERS 
\ flAGX = TRUE% IF INSTRU%,HEADERS,CIRCUIT ,HANES) <> 02'. 
\ GOTO 14160 Jr FLAGZ :: TRIJE7. 

14150 PRINT FNCURS0R,nTS(0i.,12'.,9%,0t); 
\ PRINT 'The data file on the s~stem is incorrectly na1ed,' 
\ PRINT 'It ronti!ins data for the ci rc1Ji t:' 
\ PRIHT 
\ PRH/T HEADER$ 
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\ PRINT 
\ PRINT 1 Re111edial art.ion is rellui red,• 
\ PRINT •Execution of lhis Progra1 is no~ terminated,' 

14160 NEXT 
\ FHOPEH,DATA,FllE% = Fl.At;? 

14170 ON ERROR GOTO 19000 
\ FHEHII 

U180 L O C A L E R R O R H A H D L E R 

14181 CTRAPt = SYS(CIIR$(6%)tCIIRS(-JZ)) 

\ REStlHE U170 IF ERP. "' 28:! 

14184 GOTO 14186 If ERR <> 2i. 
\ PRIHT FNCURSOR,ATl<0%,1r.,1~Z,OZ)j'ERROR,,,,,Illegal rirruil na~e; 
\ FLAG~~ FALSE% 
\ RESUHE 14160 

14186 GOTO 14188 IF ERR<> 57. 
\ PRINT FNCURSOR,AU(OZdY.,15i.,Oi.H'ERROR .. , .. can't find file •;cJRCUIT,NAHE♦+1,DAT' 
\ FLAG%= FALSE% 
\ RESUtlE 1~160 

14188 PRINT FHCURSOR,ATS<0%,1Z,15!,0%);"UnantiriPaled error - Prosra1 ter11inated - sorr~• 
\ RESUHE 14170 

I 
14199 ! 

0 v, 



14200 

14210 
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F H O P £ N , F L T , F I L £ % 

!INF'UT 
RETURNS 

CALLS 
DESTROYS 
ll£SCRIPTION 

CIRCUIT ,NAllEt 
TRUE% if ,FLT file OPen and dimensioned o.~. 
QUIT% otherwise, 
rncURSOR,ftTt 

Opens und di1,ensions the vi rtusl array CIRCUIT ,NAHEt ,FLT, 
Kills t.he 11rraY if the user oiJits or if fat.al error occurs, 

14220 DEF FNOP[N,FLT,FILEZ 
\ OH ERROR GOTO 14260 
\ crnAPf = SYS(CHli'Hb:!)IC!lRH-n)) 
\ FlfOtEH,FLT ,FIL£% " lllJHi! 

14230 OPEH CIRCUIT,1/~F.H',FLT' Flm OUTPUT AS FILE 2% 
\ PIN t2%, HEADER%(10%), HODEY.(lOOZ), FAlJLTZ<lOOZ), FAULT${100%) = 32%, VOLTAGE$(100Z,100%) = BZ 
\ FNOPEH,FLT,FILE% = TRI.IE~ 

14250 ON ERROR GOTO 19000 
\ rtlEtlP 

14260 L O C A L E R R O R H A N O L E R 

14270 CTRAPl = SYS(CHR$(6%)tCHR•(-7%}) 
\ KILL CIRCUIT ,NA!1Ut1 ,FLT' IF ERL > 14230 
\ PRINT FNCURSOR,ATl(0%,1¾,l2Z,0%); 'Can't create fault file - ProgrBI terainaled - sorry' IF ERR<> 28% 
\ RESUHE 14250 

14299 

Pa!!e 15 
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14300 

F N R E A D , D A T % 

14310 ! INMJfS 
OUTPUTS 

Dat3 rro~ ,DAT file 
Data lo virtual arra~ ,FLT 
NUl1BER,OF,FAULTS%, HUHBER,OF,NOllES% 
TRUE% if data transferred o,k, 

14320 
\ 
\ 
\ 

14330 
\ 

RETURNS 

CALLS 
DESTROYS 

()£SCRIPT ION 

llUIT% and kills ,FLT file if user aborts or if fatal err-or occurs, 
FNCURSOR,AH 
NUMR.F.R,OF,FAULTS7., NUNBER,OF,NODES%, HEADER$(), FAULT$() 
1%, J%, HODEZ<>, VOLTAGES() 

Reads data fro• the ,DAT file into the ,FLT file ~nd stores so1e of the 
variables for ose later in lhe no~ra111, 

DEF FtlREAD,DAT% 
ON ERROR GOTO 14370 
FNF/EAD,lltiT7. == QUIT% 
PRINT FNCURSOR,AT$(1t,1¼,12%,27%)j'Readin~ data fro• file - Please wait' 

IHPUT '1%, HUHBER,OF,r,10f!ES1. 
HEAD£R%(17.) = HUl11!ER,OF,NODES% 

\ INPUT t1%, HUMIIER,OF ,HIIJLTSZ 
\ H£ADERZ(2X) = HUNBER,OF,FAULTS7. 

\ INPUT tU, FAIJLTf.(17.) FOR II:: tr. TO NIJMBER,OF ,FAULTS% 

\ IHPUT tU, VOLTAGEHI7.,Ji.J FOR JZ = 1% TO NUMBER,OF,NOfl£S7. FOR 17. = 1% TD NUl1BER,OF,FAULTS% 

\ FHREAD,MTX = TROE?. 

14350 OH ERfi'OR GOTO 19000 
\ FtlENll 

14370 L O C A L F. R R O R H A N D L E R 

14380 
\ 
\ 

CTRAP$ = SYS(CHRJ(6%)¼CHRt(-7%)) 
Kill Cl~CUJT,NMEft',FLT' 
PRINT FNCURSOR,AH(0%,1:!,127.,0n; 'Can't read data - no1ra11 teraioated - sotr!!' IF ERR <> 28% 

C> 
-J 

r .-
t 
l 
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\ RESUME 14350 

14399 
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1HOO 

F N 6 E T , C O O R D I N A T E S 

14410 !INPUTS Fro11 stylus 
RETURHS 

CALLS 
DESTROYS 

DESCRlf'TION 

TRUEX if coordinates in?ut o,k, 
QUIT% ~nd kills ,FLT file if user aborts or if fatal error occurs, 
FHSTYLUS, IHPUT%, FNCURSOR,AH, FNOFFSET,INPUT% 
EXITSPOT%, OUITSPOT%, COORDINATESi. , FAULTi , HEADER$ 
FAULT%<), 1%, NODE%() 

Obtains fro• the user, all or the stylus locaUort!f on the circuit, 
St'Jlus locations are di!!d,ei:1 and entered in th£> ,FLT arra1;1, 

14420 DEF FNGET,COORDINATES% 
\ ON ERROR GOTO 1~550 
\ CTRAPI ~ SYS<CHRf<67.>tCHRfC-7X)) 
\ FHGET ,COORDIHATESZ :: OIJIT% 

144JO PRltlT FHCUF:SOR,AH!IX,tz,67.,14i.H 
\ PRIHT 'ln,,uts are now exPected fro~ di~itizing tablet cursor• 

14435 PRINT FNCURSOR,AT$(1%,0Z,107.,0t)i 
\ PRINT 'Please Place the cursor over the spot marked ORIGIN on the circuit'i 
\ COORDINATES% :; ftlDFFSET I rnnm 
\ ON ERROR GOTO 14550 
\ GOTO 14520 IF COORDINATES%= OUIT% 

14440 PRINT FIICURSOR ,ATS< 1%,0%, 15X,0%H 
\ PRINT 'Please Place the cursor over the ;pol ;arked EXIT on the circuit,•; 
\ COORDINATES% = rNSTYLIIS,HIPUT% 
\ ON ERROR GOTO 14550 
\ IF COORDilfATES% >= TRUEi: 

THEN EXITSf'OT% = COORfllNATES% 
ELSE 14520 

14450 PRINT FNCU~'SOR,AT$(1X,OX,20%,0%J; 
\ PRINT 'Please Place the cursor over the sPot aarked OUIT on the circuit,•; 
\ COORDIHATESZ = FNSTYLUS, JNPUH 
\ ON ERROR GOTO 14550 
\ IF COORDINATES%>= TRUE% 

THEN OUITSPOT7. == COORDIHATESZ 

Pa!le 18 
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ELSE 14520 

14460 PRINl FNCURS0R,ATS(1%,1X,0%,Oi:'.lj 
\ PRINT 'For each fa•JH in turn, indicate the correct diagnosis b~' 
\ PRINT 1Placin!l the cursor over the aPPronit1te sr-ol on the dia~r,osis 111~nu' 
\ PRINT 
\ f>RUH 'You fla!I t.er1inale the session c1t i!r!Y ti11e b!:.! t!o'f'ins oun t 1 

\ FOR 1% = 1% TO HUNBER,OF,FAULTS% 
\ FAULT$ = FAULT$<IZ) 
\ PRitlT FtlCURS0R,AHC1%,0%,12%,0XH 
\ PRINT FAULT$; srnrnGH33%-LEtHFAUI.Tt),32%H 
\ COORDINATES% = FNSTYLUS ,HIPUTZ 
\ ON ERROR GOTO 14550 
\ IF COORDlflATESt >::: TRUEX 

THEN FI\UU'.4((7.) = COORUINATES'Y. 
ELSE 1-4520 

14470 PRINT 
\ NEXT I% 

14480 PRINT FNCURSOR,ATi(l¼,17.,0~,07.)j 
\ PRIHT 'Indicate the Iacat.ion of each node in turn l:i!:1 1'l;;cin!I the' 
\ PRHIT 1l'ursor over the node, 
\ PRINT 
\ PRINT 'You JIIB!o' terainalu the session ?t ;my lime by t!!F>iM tlUIT,' 

, FOR n = u TO NUttBrn, or, ND!lESX 
\ PRINT FttCURSORd1TH1Y.,OX,12X,32%H 'Nude nu111ber', JU 
\ COORDINATES% = FNSTYLUS. HIPUT7. 
\ ON ERROR GOTO 14550 
\ IF COORDINATES% ) ::o TRUE:! 

THEN NOilE%( IZ> = coon•INATE5:, 
El.SE 14520 

14490 PRI»T 
\ NEXT I% 

14500 HEADER%(3%) = X,OfFSET¾ 
\ HEADER%(4Z) = Y,OFFSET¼ 
\ IIEAllERY.(5%) :: EXITSPOl'7. 
\ H£ADER%16%) = GUITSPOTX 
\ FNGH,COORDINATES%:: TRUEX 

14520 Kill C:lll'CUH, NAMES♦' , flT • IF COORDINATES¼ < TRUEZ 
\ OH ERROR GOTO 190PO 
\ FNEN[t 

0 
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14550 L O C A L E R R O R H A H O L E R 

14560 CJRAP$ = SYS(CHR$(67.)tCHRS(-7Z)) 
\ COORDINATES7. = mJIT7. 
\ PRINT FNCURSOR,AT$(0X,nd27.,07.); 'Une>:F-ed.ed error - Pro~tolR terainated - sorr!!1 IF ERR <> 28% 
\ RESUME 14520 

14599 



18000 

18499 

Cross Reference Listing of 1NSTAL on 20-Feb-84 ~t 17!39 

F N C U R S O R , A T t 

A cursor control function is lo be inserted here when the Pro~ra1 is installed, 
Functions are available for ADH-3A terminal and VT52 ter11inall these 
functions •a~ si~PlY be ~rPF.NDed lo the ~rogr~t, 

Reo11ire11eots for a ter111inal are lhal il have a clear screen co111111cind 
and direct cursor addressin:J, I1efined function$ c,m bt• written for 
an<J ter1inal which neets these 11irii1al specifications, 

When a function is inserted, DON'T FORGET TO CHANGE TH£ HEADER on the 
nMra• and chan!!e the EDIT DATE! I!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!! !I!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 



18500 

18999 

Cross Reference Listin!l of lNSTAL or, 20-Feb-8~ al 17:39 

FHSTYLUS,1NPUT% AHD FJfOFFSET,lNPUT:Z 

A stylus inPut function is to be inserted here when the Progra~ is 
installed, Functions are availBble for lhe SuHagraFhics Jntelli!!ent 
Di!litizer and the ffIPAD digitizer! these functions 1a~ simPlY b~ 
APPENDed to the ~ro!lra1, 

When a f1Jnclicin is nl'PEHDed, DON'T FORGET TO CHANGE THE HEADER 011 
the no!lra11 and CIIANGE II-IE EDIT DATE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

-vJ 
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19000 

N A J N E R R D R H A N D L E R 

19010 CTRAPf: SYS(CHRt(6%)fCHRt(-7%)) 
\ PRINT FNCURSOR.ATt<OI,l%,12%,0%)i'UnexPected error - Pro~ra1 ter1inat.ed - sorr~• IF ERR<> 28% 
\ RESUNE 9000 

32767 END 
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4! 
5~ 
6' 
7! 
B! 
91 
20 

Cros". ReFr:rf.lnce Listing of FflLILTS or. Jl-FF.h-84 ~t. 11i:oo 

F A U L T 5 , N O C 

PROGR(1H 
VERSION 
Hill 
EOir DATE 

WTHOR 

!FAULlS,NOC (NO CURSOR cmm:OL OR SHLUS Hlf'UT HOlillLES) 
:vrn 01 
:rn (11 
118-t!AY-82 

lJ, GF:EETH£Afl 

M O D l F I C n T I O N H I S T O R Y 
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P A C K A 6 E D E S C R I P T I O N 

INSTAL is part of the FAULTSIH educational Packa!le, FAllTSIH 
Provides electronics technicians with exPerience in dia!lnosin!l faults in 
electronic eouip1ent, The electronic eouiPllenl is si1ulaled b!I a circuit 
dia!lra111 on a di1i tizim1 lab let. i!lhched lo a co1tPut,er, 

The FAUL TSIK software contains the followiM no!lra~s! 

CREOAT U!ied b~ the t.lc'2r.her to sene1·all' the 1;,asfr fault and vollase dat.a 
file ,OAT for th!? si111ulatr.rJ drc:uH., This file is 
unicme to the circuit ;;ml is indE'F'ender1t of the co1m1ter on which 
the FAULTSIH P11r.kag:? is installed, 

INSTAL Used b!I the teacher m· r.or11P11ter ~!Jsle!lt or·eralor lo senerate a vi rt.u;,l 
arra!:I ,FLT fro1 data in thr. ,MT file F·lus st~lus 
locations inr-ul fro,i the dh!itizin.~ tat>Iet. The ,FLT fHe is 
!lenerated whr.n a ne14 circuit is install,!rl on t1 S'e.lst.e111. 

FAULTS Used b~ the st.udenl to obtain fa11lt dia!lnosis e>iPt~rience, FAULTS 
accesses the ,FLT file for the circuit sPecified b~ the st1Jd1mt. 
Usin!l FhULTS, the ~.tudent is nesenled with a circuit. nf 2 s~st,e1 
which contains a fault, The student obl~ins voltages frat the 
ci rcuil usir,!I the !:.l':flus or cursor associated with the 
di!litizin!I tablet, When the st.ud1mt has dia!!nosed the fault, 
he indicat.es his dhsnosis b!:I touchiM lhe descrir-lion of the 
selected fault on the fault menu un t.he circuit dit1!1rn11, The 
co111Puler responds lo his dh!:!nosis and then chooses t1 ne11 fault 
condition for him, 
FAULTS noduees ;,i rePott of the c!divil~ iri each se!:.sion, The 1·er-otl is 
stored in a nP,inc!led account, 
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110 

F AU LTS D E S C R I P T I O N 

C/NL 
112 !Faults is lhe user prosra1, This is the Prograe which allows students lo oblain experience 

in diagnosing faulls in electronic eauiPaenl, 

When FAULTS is run, lhe <J~.er is instructed lo selecl i! circuit diasra• fro• lhe library of 
circuits and to PlW.! it on the di!lilh:in!l tablet, The digitizing tablet is eauiPl'NI 
wit.h a fta&e or fixt.urP. to Pnsure that t.~e circuit is alwa!!s localed in the sa111e Phce, 

Each circuit has a oni1we na1e or lille lt'::1 which it is identified, This title is also 
used as the filena!l'le for all files assoc:iaf.ed with lhe circuit, 

The user is as~.ed for the n;ime of lhe circ<Jit he has selected, The progra11 lhen opens 
,FLT file associiltrd 11ilh t.he circuit, The structure of the ,FLT file is detailed else11here, 

An activity rePort file is generated for each session, The user is a5ked for his 
na11e and lhis na11e is enlered nn the activity ren,rt, We have no 1eans of identif\;iM 
the user except b!l lhe na11e he offers; il aa!l be of inlPresl lh~t lhe na11r.s of many 
faaous People fro111 history .ind fiction have an•eared on the rer-orls .!leneraled so far, 

Each aclivih rerorl has a file extension ,RPT, The filenaee is generated frar, lhe 
date and lime of the activity as detailed in the defined function FHREP0RT,GEN7., 

Wilh lhe file open, the Prosra111 selecls ;it randoll, one of the fault conditions listed 
on the fault 1enu on the circuit dia~ra111, 

The student uses t.he sl!:11\Js of the di!litizin!l tablet. {or cursor if ilo sl!llus is availc:tble) 
as he would use a DIJII probe to •111easure' t.he voltage al different nodes on the circuit lo dii1!lnose the rault, 

When the sl~lus is Placed on the citcuit, lhe coordinates of the slYlus location are 
inPul to the co1Puler, These coordinates are encoded and the list of coded node locations 
stored in the ,FLT file is searched for a 11alch, llhen lhe node is ider,lified, lhl? volla~e 
al that node for the selected fa1Jlt condition is disl'la!#ed on the screen ror the user, 

The user aa,,1 continue lo inlero~;it.e nodes for i3S Ions as he Pleases, He m.i!:I inlero1at.e t.he111 in ilf!\t 

order and la!# repeal his 1e2suremenls, 

When the user believes lh;;t, he h~s di;;!:!nosed the f?-ult, he louches the slYlus on a sr-ol 
on the fault 111en•J aloMside his dioi~nosis, 

--l 
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The nosraa first checks each st!!llJs inPtJt lo see if it is a node, If the inFut 
Joe-at.ion is not a m!de, t.heri the nosram searches throush the list of hull diasinos.is 
locations to see if the user has selected a fatJlt diasnosis, 

If the user h1c1s correctl!I diasnosed the fault f.hen he i~. told that his dia1nosis 
js correct and a new fault is selected for hi!II, 

If the user h~s incorredl!-1 dir1snt1f.f'd the f;:ult, then he is told that his dia!lnosis is 
incorrect and is told the correct dia1'nosi$, A new fault is sel!!cted ror hin, 

If the st~lus location is nt'Hher a node nor a clia!'lnosis, a further chee~. is 11ilde, 
There are two ■ Ort? s?ots on the circuit diasrara - one taarked EXIT, the ot.her marl•,ed mllT, 
If the user touches the s~ol mar~,eil EXIT, then a new fault i !; st?led-ed for hh 
without his haviM to alternrt a dia!lnosis, If he lour.hes t.he sr,ol r-.;ir~ed DUfTr thrn 
the nosraia execution is terminated ir,11tediat.el!!, 

St!llus locations ~,hich ue not identifit?d mi i!:lnored. 

Pro~r;111 e>:r.cution ma!l be terminated at ar,y ti11e 1:1£ the user t!!f'in!I llUJT on the keY bo~rd, 

The activih rel'ort contains a list of the faults nesented, the nodes inlero!:lated and the time 
in seconds from fault f'!'l?!Hmt;ition, .:nd the dii:'snosis 111.ide, 
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160 

, F L T F I L E S T R U C T U R E 

170 !The ,FLT tile is a virtual arra':I file containin!! the rollowin1 arra!ls: 

199 

HEADERXC10Z) 1% = HUNBER,OF ,NODES% 
2% = HUNDER,OF,FAULTS% 
37. = X, OFFSET% 
4%:: Y,OffSET7. 
57. ::: £XITSl'OT7. 
6"1. = OUJTSl'O rz 

n - 10% = not Uf.ed d nesent 

NODE%(100%) list of the roded stylus locations for each node on the circuit, 

FAUL T%<l00%> list of the coded stslus locations for each fault on the fault menu on the circuit, 

FAULT$(100%) = 32% List of fault descriptions as shoun on the fault Renu on the circuit, 

VOLTAGEf(t00.%,100%)=8% The voltage al each node for each fault condition, 
Index is (FAULT, HOD£), 



300 

320 

322 

400 

410 

~20 

-130 

440 

450 

~60 

470 

480 

490 

500 

Cross Reference lislir,g or FAULTS cm 20-Feb-8-1 at 17!40 

I/0 CllnNNELS 

t07. 
t1% 
13% 

0Pen t.o the user ter■ inal b':! the operat.ins S!lstem, 
Virtual Arra!! containing fault data, 
RePorl file, 

V A R I A B L E D E F I H I T I O N S 

CIRCUIT ,NANU 

COORDINATES! 

CTRAP$ 

DATE.TINE$ 

llDATU 

ERR, ERL 

EXIT.~ 

EXITSF'OT% 

F% 

FALSE% 

1 to 6 alPhanumeric characters CRSTS filename specification), 
Each circuit to be used with this Prosra1 is reauired to have a 
unioue na~e or title which identifies the circuit dia~ram 
and oil of the files associated with the circuit, Different 
file forftats are identified b':! the file extension (,DAT, ,FLT, >JNKl, 

Local variable used for calliM the f•Jnclion STYLUS.INPUT% 
and for storins the r~turned value, 

Du~ll!I variable used for settins the CNTL/C trap, 

Locill varfable used in FNREf'ORT,GEHY. 

local variable used in FNREPORT,GEN% 

S!lsle111 error number and error line number - refer to RSTS 
S':!le• docuJ1entation for full descriPtion of error nu11bers, 

Lo~ical const~nt; -2%, 
Indicates that a new fault is resuired i11111cdiat.el':! 

Coded coordinates of the spot ,art,ed EXIT on the circuit diasram, 

lnde>: counter used in loo1>s to represent fault nu111ber, 

Lo~ical constant= -1%, 
Note that this differs from the BASIC-Plus standard, Value was 

N 
0 



510 

520 

530 

540 

5S0 

SbO 

570 

580 

590 

oOO 

b10 

620 

630 

MO 

650 

660 

670 

Cross Reference Listin!l of FAULTS on 20-Feb-84 at 17: 40 

FAUL H O 

FAULT%() 

FAULT ,tlU/fllER7. 

FAULT, TilfE 

FILE% 

FLAG% 

HEADER%() 

HOSJ ,ACCOIJNU 

N% 

NEXTrLAG7. 

NODEXC ) 

NUHBER,OF ,FAULTSX 

HUNBER,Of,tlODES7. 

QUIT% 

OUITFtAGZ 

OUITSPOTZ 

RESPONSU 

chosen for convenience in FAIILJS,BAS since all le!!al st!llus 
locations are coded as positive inte!lers, The convention 
has been retained lhrou!lhoul t.he FAUL TSH1 N d :a!le fot uni forinH.Y , 

Array in ,FLT - see ,FLT file structure, 

Arra!! in ,FLT - see ,FLT file structure, 

The nu11ber of the fault selected b!l the no!lra11 for Presl'ntalion to thr. r;;f!r, 

The time in seconds since aidnisht at which the currenl faull w~s selected, 

Local variable used in pro!lra1 ter11ination 
block to close all files, 

Lo!lical variable used to flag conditions 
within looPs, Used localh within bloc~,s and defined functions, 

Array in , FLT - see ,FLT file structure, 

The account on the s!lst.em in which files for this f'rO!!raa are st.or1:d, 

Index counter used in loops to •represent node nu~ber , 

Lo!lical variable used as ii flag in the ~ain code block, 

ArraY in ,FLT - see ,FLT file structure, 

Inte!ler between 1 and 100 
The nu111ber of different fault conditions in the fault 1enu on 
the circuit dia~ra11. 

Inteser between 1 and JOO 
The nuBber of points (nodes) on the circuit dia~raa for which 
volh!les are available. Voltages are reouired tor each ncde for 
each different fault condition, 

LMicaJ constant. = -3% 
Used lo indicate that no!lraa enecution is to be i11111edhtelY ter111inated, 

Lo!lical variable used as a fla~ in the aain code block. 

Coded coordinate~. of the s1>ot oar~.ed OUIT on the ci rcuit dias1·a111, 

Local variable used to obtain and slore 

f'a1e 7 

N 



680 

690 

700 

710 

720 

730 

7-40 

750 

760 

890 

START , Til1E 

Tt 

TEST%< > 
TRUE% 

TTl11E$ 

USER,HAtlU 

IJ0LTAGEtO 

X,DFFSET% 

Y,OffSETI 

Cross Refer,mce lisliM of FAULTS on 20-Feb-84 i:\t. 17:1\0 

responses frot the user Prior lo further Processins, 

Time in seconds since aidnisht at which the user co~~enced Pla~ins, 

Index counter used in looPs lo represent ite1 in test Pattern TF.ST7.(), 

Test Pattern array, Contains coded locations of stylu5 ~nd 8 ~djarenl locations, 

Losical constant = 0% 
Nole that this value differs froa the BASIC-Plus shndaNI, Value 
chosen in FAULTS.BAS for convenience since all lesal stylus 
locations are coded a5 Positive intesers, The convention has 
been Maintained throu!Ulout the FAULTSIH Packase • 

Local variable used in FNREP0RT,GEN%, 

The na•e 1iven bY the user, 

ArtaY in ,FLT - see ,FLT file structure, 

Uncoded X coordinate of the s;,ot, eart.ed ORIGIN on the ci rcui l dhi.gr,1111, 

Uncoded Y coordinate of the s?ot •~rked ORIGIN on the circuit <lia~rcm, 

Pase 8 
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898 

E X T E N O K O D E 

899 EXTENft 

900 

D I N E N S I O N S T A T E K E N T S 

910 DIH TESTZ(9%) 

998 

p,3g,:, 9 

N 
w 



999 

1000 

1010 

~ 
1100 

1150 
\ 

1200 

1220 

1250 

2000 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

Cross Reference Listin~ of FAULTS on 20-Feb-84 at 17:40 

NAI N CO D£ B LOCK 

ON ERROR GOTO 19000 
!Set standard error tri!r-

CTRAF'J :: SYSCCffRS!6%HCIIRH-77.)) 
!Set CffTL/C trap, 

GOSUB 11000 
!Initialise cor,stants. 

GOSUB 11J100 
GOTO 9000 IF Fl.A6Y. == !lUJ T:! 
!Print. instructions for user, Terainat.e if user emits, 

GOTO 9000 IF FNOPrn,nu:sr. " CllJIH 
!OPen and dimension the fault, file or emit if the user abor·ts, 

GOTO ~000 IF FNREPORT, 6FJli: =- lllJITi. 
!Oren the U!ier ac-tivit\1 report or tert1dnr1te if the user ouits, 

RANllOHIZE 
!P.ec.iuse we don ' t. 11;,nl, the f~ults to alwa!:ls be ir, the saae order, 

PRINT fNCURSOR,ATt(0%,1%,07.,07.} l 
0Ullfl.A6% = FALSE¼ 
START , TIHE = TillE<07.J 
UNTIL OUITrt.A6% = TRUfi. 

FAutT,NUttBER% = 1% t INTCRNDSNUNBER,OF ,FAULTS%) 
FAULT,TIHE = TIHE(O¼) 
PRINT tJr., • O' ,rnuu ,NUl1BER7. 
PRINT FIICURSOR,ATJ(IZ,0%,157.,27¼) ;• A new fault awaits ~ou 
NEXTnAG% = TRUE? 
WHILE NEXTFLAB2 = TRUE¼ 

NEXTflAGY. " fflLSET. 
f'RlllT FNCURSOR,Al$(07..,0%,20:Z,24XH' In1>ut fro111 rli~itizer Plea!ce'i 
COORDINATES7. = FNSTYLUS,INPUTX 
GOSUB 12000 
IF COORDINATES%>= TRUEX 

TH[H If FNUl,NODE,LISTX = H:UEX 
HIEN lfEXTFLAG7. = TRUE% 



2080 NEXT 

2100 NEXT 

Cross Reference Ust-ins of FAULTS on 20-Feb-84 ;i.t 17:40 

ELSE IF FNIN.fAULT,LIST% = TRUEZ 
THEN NEXTFLAG% ~ FALSE% 
ELSE IF FNOUIT. SPOT% = TRUE% 

THEN OUITFLAm: = TRUU 
ELSE If FNEXJT,SP01% = TRUE% 

THEN NEXTFL.AGY. = F ALSE7. 
ELSE NEXTFl AG% = TRtJn 

ELSE IF COORDINATES% = OUIU 
TIIEN llUITFLAG% = TRUE% 
ELSE IF COORDINATES%= EXIT.% 

THEN NEXTFLAGX = FALSE% 
ELSE NEXTFLA6% = TRUE% 

9000 PRINT FNCURSOR.AT$(1%,1%,12%,27%);'Thanks for ~laYins' 
\ PRINT t3%, 'SESSION TERMINATED AT •;TINES(O%)i 1 TOTAL ELAPSED TIHE = 1 iTINECO%)-START,TIHEi 1 SECONDS' 

9020 CLOSE FILE% FOR FILE%= 17. TO 12% 
\ GOTO 32767 

!All dor,e, now sneak .iway t>eacefull'.:1, 

9999 

Pase 11 
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10100 

f' R I N T 1 N S T R U C T I O N S F O R U S f. R 

10110 FLAG¾ = TRUE% 
\ PRINT FHCURSOR,AT1(1%,1X,0~,30X>;•welco,e lo FAULTSJK' 
\ PRINT 
\ PRINT 'FAULTSHI allows sou to naclir.e ;md develo1> skills in diasnosiM' 
\ PRINT 'faults in electronic circuits,' 
\ PRINT 
\ PRINT 'To use FAULTSJII!' 
\ PRINT 
\ PRINT 'l You 11ust be u5ing a ter111irial with a di!!itiziM tablet,• 
\ PRINT 
\ f'RINT 'l Now select a circuit fro11 t.he file i:lnd Pl~ce it on the di~itizer' 
\ PRINT 
\ f•RINT '* Carefully check the circuit and observe t.hat it has a CIRCUIT HANE , • 
\ PRINT ' You will be as~ed for this CIRCUIT ~AME Ptesenll!I.' 
\ PRINT 
\ PRINT 'ThP. co1Puter will select one of the faults fro1 the t enu on the circuit,• 
\ PRINT 'You '~easure' the node voltages usin!! the st!llus (or cursor) as a' 
\ PRINT 'DVN Probe and diagnose the fault,• 
\ PRINT 
\ PRINT 'When sou h~ve diasnosed the fault, touch the st!llus on the s~ot adjacent' 
\ PRINT 'to the fault on the fault 11enu, ' 
\ PRINT 
\ PRINT 'To finish F-la!liM lsPe nun or touch the sr•ot on the circuit 111arked OUIT' 

\ PRINT fNCURSOR,AUC1%,0X,23%,10%H'T!IPe YES if !1011 are read!I lo Proceed or OUIT to ter1inate., .. , •; 
\ INPUT RESPONSEf 
\ FLAGr. = OUITX IF LEFT(CVTU<RESf'ONSEt,38%),1%) = '[I' 

t 0500 RETURN 
!To aain code bloc~. 

10999 

f'a!le 12 

Iv 
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Cruss Referenre Listir,!l of FAULTS on 20-Feb-84 al 17:40 

11000 

I N I l I A L I S E T H E C O H 5 T A N T S 

11020 TRUE%= 0% 
\ FALSEX = -1X 
\ EXIT ,X = -27. , ounx = -J:t 

\ HOST,ACCOUNTS = 1 [90,ll' 
!Ue use~ secure host ~r.count for all the files so the users 
cannot inadvertenll~ corruP-t the111, 

11100 RETURN 
!To main rode block, 

11199 

tJ 
-J 



Cross Refererm.1 Li~.tiM of FAULTS on 20-Feb-84 at 17:40 

12000 

6 E N E R A T E T H E T E S T P A T T E R N 

12010 INPUTS. COORDIHATES% 

.12020 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

120-10 

13999 

OUTPUTS Test f·~ttern TEST%( l 
CALLS 
DESTROYS TESH O , T% 
DESCRIPTIOH 
To iMProve the rero.!loition of st~lus inputs, the locations on the circuit 
dia~ra• are cotPared with the st~lus coordinates ~nd the 8 adjacent loc~tions, 
Because st!Jlos coordinates i!re encoded as a sinsle (16 bitl inteser (see 
descriPtion in FNSTYLUS,INPUT%>, the adjacent locations are as listed in the CDde below, 

The test Pattern is: (-256,H> 

(-25b,♦O) 

(0,tl) 

(0, 0) 

(0,-J) 

Where the actual inrut, COORDU/ATfS7., is normalised to <0,0) 

TEST%(1%) = COORDINATES% 
TEST%(2%> = COORDJHATESX t 1% 
TEST%13%> = COORDINATES% - 1% 
TEST%(4%) = COORDINATES% t 2567. 
TEST%(5%) = COORDINATES% - 256% 
TEST%<6X> ::: COORDIHATES7. t 2ssr. 
TE"SlX(7%) = COORDINATES% - 255% 
TEST%(8%) ::: COORFINATESZ t 257% 
TEST%(9%) = COORDINATES~ - 257% 

RETURN 
!To aain code bloc~. 

(t256, tl) 

( +256, 0) 

(+256,-1) 

Pase 14 



14000 

14010 

Croe;s RP.ference Li!:-tirt<l of rnULTS on 20-Feb-84 at 17!40 

F N O P E N • F I L E S % 

I It/PUTS: 
RETURNS: 

CALLS: 
DESTROYS: 

DESCRIPTION: 

Fro11 lm1board 
TRUE% if files are open and dimensioned 
OUIT7. if user decides to abort, 
FNC:URSOR,AT$ 
CIRCUIT ,NAl1Efr FLAG¾, RESPONSE$, NlllttlER,OF ,NOI1£S%, NUMBER,OF ,FAULTS% 
X,OFFSETX, Y,OFFSET%, EXITSPOT%, OUITSPOTZ 

Obtain fro• the user, the NAHf of the circuit he has selected and oren 
and di111ension the apnoi>riate ,FI.T file, 
Extract no~rm1 constants rm11 HEADER,(). 

14020 DEF FNOPEN,FILESI 
\ ON ERROR GOTO 14100 
\ CTRAPI = SYS(CHRf(6X)tCHRJ(-77.ll 
\ FHOPEN,FILESI = llUIH 
\ PRINT FNCURSOR,ATtl1%,11.,18Z,12Y.l; 
\ PRINT 'T!!Pe the NAME of thP. ci rcoi t, then ness RETURN •; 

14040 FLAGZ = FALSEi. 
\ UNTIL FLAG% ::: TF:UF.? OR FLAG, = llUIT% 
\ INPUT tO%, RESPONSE$ 

\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

FLAG%= ClUJT% IF I.EFHCVTU(RESPONSEt,38Zl,4%) = ·oun• 
GOTO 14060 IF FLM1. = QUIT% 

CIRCUIT ,NAMU = IIOST.ACCOU.lH + RESPONSE$ t • ,FLT' 
OPEtf CIRCUIT ,NAME$ FOR INF'UT (1S FILE l.t 
DJK 11%, HEADER%(10%), NODf%(100%), FAULT~(100%), FAULTS(1007.)=32%, VOLTAGE$(100%,100%l=B% 
HUHBER,OF,NODESi. = HEAOER%<1%) 
NUHB£R,Of,FAULTS% = HEADER%(2¾) 
X,OFFSET% = HEADER¾(J7.} 
Y ,OFFSET% = HEAI1ER7.(4U 
EXITSPOTX = HEADER%(S%) 
OUITSPOTX = HEAPER%(62) 

Page 15 



Cross Referenr.e Listing of FAULTS on 20-Feb-84 i!t 17:10 

\ FLAGX = TRUE% 
14060 NEXl 
\ FNOPEH,FILES% = FLA6:! 

1~080 ON ERROR GOTO 19000 
\ FNENil 

1-4100 L O C A L E R R O R H A N D L E ~ 

1-4120 CTRAP$ = SYS(CHRi(6%HCllRt(-7%)) 
\ RESUME 14080 IF ERR= 28% 

\ PRINT FNCURS0R,ATSC1%,17.,SZ,07.J 
\ PRINT'Can't. find i3JW n:iference t.o that. circuit, Possible •; 
\ PRINT'reasons are:• 
\ PRINT' t The circuit details have not been ent.ered, • 
\ PRINT' * You t.YPed the flill!I? incorrectly ( il ,ust. ~e EXACT)• 
\ PRIHT 
\ PRINT'Your choices of action are!' 
\ PRINT' t Type the ci rr.u it nal'i~ a!!~ i 11 < CAREFULLY I),' 
\ PRINT' t Choose another r.i 1·cuil,' 
\ PRINT' l T11.Pe OIJJT lhel'l ness RHURN,' 

\ PRINT FNCURSOR,A1HU,0%,1RX,12i.:H 'f'kose fyr•e in Your rhDire"i 
\ RESUME 1~0~0 

14199 



Cross RC?ference Lislins of FAULTS on 20-Feb-84 ~l 17l40 

14300 

f N I H , H O D E , L I S T 

14310 !lNPUTS: Fault file oPen and di1ensioned 

OUTPUTS: 
RETURNS: 

CALLS! 

Arra!:I TEST%0 conlainiM coded st!llus locations in the vicinit!J of the inPot lorction, 
f/lULT,HUMBER7. 
tlUtlftER ,OF, MOilfS% 

TRUE% if node found, . 
FALSE% if st.\llus loc;:lion is not on node list. 

l.lESTROYS: FLAGZ, H¼, TI 
llESCR I f'TIOtl: 
This function ched,s to see if the inPut st"1lus location is a node on the circuit, 
If it is a node, then the voltage at that node for the selected fault is disPla!Jed for the user 
and the node nu111ber ;mrj tiirie is entered on the aclivit!J rer-orl, 

The variable TEST%() contains the coded st!Jlus lontion inPut Plus the 8 adjacent locations 
so we are checking for a aatch to within t/- 1 location in both X and Y directions, 

A seouential search is e111Plo!!ed because a binar:1 search cannot be IJSed to test for an 
approximate 1atch - it so1eti1es branches in the wrons direction, 

The searching Process is oPtisised for sPeed b~ first chetking each node to see if it 1atches to within 
ti- 257 of the centre of the test Pattern, Likel~ candidates lie within this range 
and are checked in detail against the lest Pattern, 

14340 DEF fNIH,lfflD£,LIST% 

14360 FLAG%= FALSE% 
\ HX = (1% 
\ UNTIL (FLAG%= TRUE%) OR (N% = NUMBER,OF,NODES%) 
\ NX=N%+1% 
\ FOR H = ll UNTIi. <AEtS<TESH0%)-HOllE%(NX» > 257%) OR <FLAG% = TRUE%> OR (TX > 9%) 
\ FLAG% ~ TRUE% IF TEST%(T%): NODE%(N%) 
\ NEXl TX 
\ NEXT 

\ IF FLAG%<> TRUE% 
THEN ~RINT FHCLIRSOR,ATS(0%,1%,0Z,OY.); 

vJ 
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ELSE PRINT FNCURS0R,ATSC1%,1%,15%,27%); 1Volla~e at node= 'iVOLTAGES<FAULT, NUHBER%,N%> IF FLAG7. ~ TRUE7. 
\ PRINT tJ%, TIKE(0%>-FAULT. TINE, I I ,N% 

14380 FNIN,N0DE,LISTI = FLAG% 
\ FIIEtlP 

14499 

P;;se tB 

vJ 
N 



Cross Reference List.in!! of FAULTS on 20-Feb-8·1 at 17:40 

14500 

F N I N , F A U L T , L 1 S T Z 

14510 !INPUTS: Fault file open and diaensioned 
FAULT,NUNBER% 

OUTPUTS: 

RETURNS: 

CALLS: 
DESTROYS: 
OESCRIPTIOH: 

NUHBER,OF1FAULTS7. 
Arra~ TEST%!) contlinin!! the coded sl!!lus coordinates in the vicinity of the actuol location, 
PRINTS 'correct' if diasnosis correct, 
PRINTS 'not correct' and !lives correct dia~nosis if dia!!nosis is incorrect, 
TRUE% if stylus location is a dia1nosis 
HIL5£l if sl!!lus locat.ion is not ii diaS11osis 

FLAG,, F%, Tr. 

This function checks to see if the inPut st~lus location is a diagnosis, 

If the inPUt location is not a diasnosis, then the function returns the value FALSE%, 

If the input location is a di~gnosis, then the function returns the value TRUE%, 

The user is told whether or not his diasnosis was correct, and the correct dia~nosis is Printed, 

The variable TEST%() contains the coded stylus location i11p1Jt Plus the eight surrounding locations 
so we are checkin_g for a 1atch to within +I- 1 location in both X and Y directions, 

A seouenlial search is e111rl0Yed because a binarY search cannot be used to test for an 
arProxi1ate 1atch - it so1eti1es branches in the wrong direction, 

The sear-chin!! Process is 0Pti111ised for SPeed in two wa!:!sl 
l The first part checks to see if the user has correctl~ dia~nosed the fault - this 
is the aost freouent c.:se tlnd 11e need look no further, 
i Possible contenders for? 1atch ~ust lie within ti- 257 
of the fault location (+!- 1 in HI bYt.e and fl- 1 in LO byte) so we onlY perfor111 a 
detailed check on those fault locations which fall within this ran~e. 

The b~te swaPPin~ oreration i~rroves the discrimination between fr-ult locations and 
1ini1ises the nu1ber which have to be checked io detail, The fault aenu is 
usually listed verticalh so the X coordinates (HJ byte) do not differ b~ as 111ur.h 
as the Y coordinates !LO b:1te) , The ti111e penalty for l:iyte swaPPin!! is 111ol'e t.hi3n 
offset by the reduction in the nu1tber of lom· iterations reouired for detailed checl:iM, 

w 
w 



Cross Reference listing of FAULTS on 2O-Feb-84 at 17:40 

Lastl !I, the function rePorts the di a!lnod i; and the t.i11r. at which it w,,s 1110:dP. to the 
user report file 

14520 DEF FNIN,FAULT,LIST% 
\ FLASI = FALSE% 
\ FI = FAUI.T ,NU11BER7. 

14540 FLAG%= TRUE% IF TESTX(Ti:> = FAULT%(F%) FORT% = 1% UHTJL FLAG%= TRUE% DR TI > 9% 
!first ue chec~ to see if the correct dia~nosis has been aade, l 

\ f% = 0% Ir FLAG% = HILSE% 
\ UNTIL FLAG%= TRUE% OR Fr.= NUHBER,OF,FAULTSI , rx = n ½ n 
\ FOR Tl= 1% UNTIL <ABS(SWAP%(TEST%(1%))-SWAP%(FAULT%(F%))))257%) OR FLAGZ = TRUE% OR T7. > 9! 
\ FLAG%= TRUE% IF TEST%(T7.) = FAULT%!F%) 
\ NEXT TI 
\ NEXT 

!Then if the st!llus location is not correct, we check to see 
if the st!llus inPut is an incorrect diasnosis, 
Onl!I those loc~tions that are within fl- 1 LSB in both the HIGH and 
LOW b<:1te are checked in detail, The b~te sw;,ppiM Df'erat,ion is 
e;.:Plained in detilil in the seneral descriPtion of the function, 

14550 FNIN.FAIJLT ,LIST% = TRUEX 
\ IF FLAG% = TRUE% 

mm IF F% = FAULT,NUHFER% 
THEH PRJIH HICUR50R,ATHl%,1%,10%,24%HSTR1NG$(6%,33%H' DIAGNOSIS CORRECT 'jSTRINGH6%,33i.) 
ELSE PRINT HICURSOR,AU<1%,17.,10%,207.HSTRING~(6!,88%H ' DIAGNOSIS NOT CORRECT •;srnING$(h7.,88%H 

ELSE fNIN,FAULT,LIST% = FALSE% 

14560 GOTO 14570 IF FLAG%<> TF.UE% 
\ PRINT FNCURSOR,AT$(0%,0%,12%,35%-1NT<LEN!FAULT$(FAULT ,NUNBER%))/2,)); 
\ PRINT 'FAULT WAS •; FAULUffAULT ,HIJl1~ER%> 
\ PRIHT t3Y., TINE (0%>-FAIJL T, TIME,F¾iCHRS ( 13%>1CHRt ( 10%HSTRIN6t (20%, 61 U 

14570 FNEHD 

14599 



14600 

14601 !INPUT 
OUTPUTS 
RETURNS 

Cross Reference Listing of FAULTS on 20-f'eb-84 at 17:40 

F ff R E P O R T , G E N % 

Fro111 Keyboard 

DUil% if user decides to suit, 
TRUE% ot.herwise 

CALLS 
DESTROYS 
PESCRIPTIOH 

FHCURSOR,AH 
DATE,TJNE;, DPATES, TTINES, USER,NANEt . 

0Pens B file for storing user aclivil~ d1JriM the session, if lhis is possible, 

If so1e error occurs uhich Prevents lhe generation of an activity file, then the session 
Proc~eds without anY record being kept, At least the user is able to Proceed, 

The filenaae is generated as a strin~ uniaue to lhe dale and tine of access 
usiM the for11ilt used b!:I f.he SYSTAT sYste1 no!:lra111, The filena■e has four parh: 

The first is a letter frot A to L denoting lhe 1onth acrordin!:I to its 
.tlPhabelic se0uence e':l, F, the 6th letter of the al;,habet renesents 
JUN, the 6th aonth of the Ye~r, 

The second Part is two digits fro, 01 to 31 representing the (ia~ of the monlh, 

The third part is a letter fro1, A lo X denotiM lhe hour of the day, 

The fourth nrt is two di!li ts denotiM the 111iout.e of thl' hour 

The circuit na11e, user's nc111e, current date and ti11e are entered on the rePorl 
and a headin!ii is !lenerated for the re■i!!inder of the aclivft~ data. 

If the user !lives TEST as his na&e, then a report T£ST,RPT is ~eneraled instead 
of the usual one, This allows debu_ggin!l to be Perfor,ed 11ithout noduciM 
spurious reports, 

14620 DEF FHREPORT,GEHl 
\ ON ERROR GOTO 14680 
\ CTRAPS = SYS!CHR$(6i.HCHRS(-77.)) 
\ FHREf'ORT ,GENZ = lllJ(T7. 



Cross Reference Listing af FAULTS on 20-Feb-84 at. 17:40 

\ PRINT FNCURSOR,AT$!17.,17.,1?.Y.,07.li 
\ IUF'Ul 'Please enter !:lour name 'iLISER.~ll'lMB 
\ GOTO 14660 [F LEFHCVTH<USER,HAliE$1-10th47.) = ·oun· 
\ DDATEt = DATEJ(O%) 
\ HIKE$ = TIMEHO:D 
\ If I.EFHCVTf$WSEJi,NAttB,40'.Z>,4Y.) ::: 'TEST' 

THEN DATE, rrna = IID!lT ,ACCOLINTH'TEST ,RPT' 
ELSE MTE,Tn1E1 == 

HOST,ACCOUlfH 
t CHR1 ( o-1¼ ·} INT { ( 27. +INSTR ( 1%, 'JANFEBl1l1RAPRNA Y JUNJULAUGSEF'OCTNOVDfC 1 

, C'JTH ( Hltl CDDA TES, 47., 3% l , 327. l ) ) /3%)) 
t LEFT<DDATEt,27.l 
t CIIRt<64¾HNHVAL<LEFT< lTil1H,2i:)))) 
t RJGIITCTTI11U, 4Y.l 
t ',RPT' 

14640 OPEH llAT£,Tll!Et FOR OUTPUT AS FILE 3¼ 
\ PRIHT t3X, SJRIH6t(70t,3b¼) 
\ PRINT t3%, 1 DATE: 1 ,DATE$CO%l,"TIME: 1 ,Tll1Et(07.) 
\ PRINT 13%, 'CIRCUIT?',CIRCUlT,NAMEt, 'USER: 1 ,USER,NhMEi 
\ PRINT t3%, STRING•<70%,J6%l 
\ PRINT t3X, 1 TlliE1

,
1rAIJLT', 1 HOCIE 1 

\ f'RIHT 13%, 

\ FIIREF·ORT, 6£N:t ,. TRIIO: 

14660 ON ERROR GOTO 19000 
\ FNEND 

14680 L O C A L E R O R H A N D L E R 

14690 CTRAPt = SYS<CHR$(6%)tCHRf.(-7%)) 
\ FNREPORT ,GEN% = TRUE% IF ERR <> 28% 
\ RESUNE 14660 

14699 



... 

Cross Referenc!! LisliM of FAULTS on 20-Feb-84 at 17!40 

15000 

F N 0 U I T , S P 0 T % 

lS0l0 !INPUTS Test Pattern TEST%() 
OUTNJJS 
RETURtlS 

CALLS 

TRUEX if st~lus location is QUIT on the circuit diasra1 
FALSE% otherwise, 

DESTROYS FLAG%, Tl 
DESCRPTION 
Cori1>ares the coordinates of the srnt urhed llUIT on the circuit with 
the st!llus inPIJt lest Pi!Ur.rn and returns TRUE% it a 1atth is found, 

15020 DEF nmun .SPOT% 
\ FNOUJT,SPOT% = FALSE% 

\ FLAGX = FALSE% 
\ FLAG%= TRI.IEZ IF OUITSPOT% = TEST%(T%> FOR T7. = 1! UNTIL T7.>9! OR FLAG%= TRUE% 

15040 FNOUIT,SPOT% = FLAG7. 
\ FNEND 

15099 
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Cross Reference listing of FAULTS on 20-Feb-8~ at 17!~0 

15500 

F N E X I T , S P O T % 

15510 !INPUTS Test Pattern TEST%() 
OUTPUTS 
RETURNS 

CALLS 

TRUE% if st~lus location is the sPot narked EXIT on the circuit dia~ra~ 
FALSE% otherwise, 

DESTROYS FLAG?., TI 
l)fSCRif'T IOH 
Co11Pares the coordinat.es of the sr,ot riar~.ed EXIT on the circuit diagra111 with 
the st':Jlus ini>ut test i>i!ttern ilrid returns TRUE% if a utch is found, 

15520 DEF FNEXIT,SPOTI 
\ FHEXIT,SPOTI = FALSEZ 

\ FLAG%= FALSE% 
\ FLAG%= TRUE% IF EXllSPOT¾ = TEST%<T%) FOR TX= 1% UNTIL 1%>9% OR FLAG%= TRUE% 

155~0 FHEXIT,SPOT% = FLAG% 
\ FNEND 

15599 

Ci\) 
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19000 

£ R R O R H A N P L E R 

19020 CTRAP$ = SYS(CHRt(6%ltCHR$(-7Xll 
\ RESUME 9020 If ERL= 9000 
\ PRINT FNCURSOR,AT$(1X,1¾,127.,18¾ll'F~lal error - prodra1 terminated - Sorry• IF ERR<> 28¾ 
\ R£SUNE 9000 

32767 rnn 
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Cross Referenre Listins of STYSUH on 20-Feb-B4 at 17l3S 

18500 

A r r E N D A B L E s T y L u s l N P U T F U N T I O N S 

fOR SUMH/\GRAPHICS DIGIT[ZIHG TABLET 

F N S T Y L U S , I N F U T % 

18510 !INPUTS! Fro• Pro!lra•l X,OFFSET%, Y,OFFSET%, EXIT,%, TRU£%, QUIT%; FALSE% 
Fro9 user: Ke~board or stylus locations, 

OUTPUTS: 
RETURNS! 

CALLS: 

roded stylus loration C>=Ol if stylus inPut, 
EXIT, Z if usP.r tYJ>es E>:i t on keyboard, 
QUIT% if user types Quit on keYboard, 

I1ESTROYS! RESf'ONSU, FLAG% 
DESCRIPTION: 
Accepts inPut from keYboard or Su~masraPhics lntelli!lent Disitizer, 
Allowed keyboard inputs are 'E" = exit fro, this fault, and '0' = ooit = tertinate the Pro!lraa execution, 

Disitizer inputs are of the for• TFSXXXXXSYYYYYC where: 
T = e indicatin!l 11ain talilet (not •en•J tablet) 
F = fh!I riot used bs this no!lra, 
S = sisn or X coordinate {we assu1e always i) 
XXXXX = X coordinates in BCD, Hax value here is 02200, 
S = sisn of Y coordinate (!ff! assuae always f) 
YYYYY = Y coordinates in BCD, Hax value here is 02200. 
C = return 

The normal resolution of the disitizer (0,005') is reduced lo 0,0861 bY dividin!I the artive tablet area 
into a 127 x 127 srid, The stYlus location is returned as a sin!lle 16 bit inteser with the X coords 
ir1 the 1ost signifirant b~te, and the Y coords in the least significant b~te, 

The coded stylus location is returned with reference to an ori~in at the botto• left corner of the circuit dia9ra1 
This origin has the coordinates (X,OFFSET%,Y,OFFSET%) with res~ect to the default (power UP) 
orisin or the disitizins tablet, 

As it is essential that all roded st~lus locations be in the first auadrant, 
the tablet 11ust lie set1Jp with the default ori!lin at the botto1 lert corner or the dititizins surface, 

Pase l 
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Cross Reference Lislins of STYSUH on 20-Feb-8~ al 17135 

Jype-ahead is cleared Prior to inPut to clear lhe inPul buffer because contact 
bounce on the slYlus c~n otherwise store a succession of coordinates which cause Probleas, 

Terminal echo is disabled so we donl set t~e actual disitizer oulPul disPla!led on the screen, 

HAF:Il\lARE CO~NECTJOHS FOR THE SUHHAGRAPHICS DIOITIZER AREl 

TP.BLE:T UHT-20 WITH RS232 INTERf ACE P /N 05-303 
PROM= RSOB2 
SWITCH rosn IONS Hain board SW1 ON = 1,J,4,7 

S112 ON = 7 
Interface board 5111 ON = 1,4 

SW2 ON = 2,J,'5 

18520 DEF FNSTYLUS,INPUT7. 
\ mt ERROR GOTO 18600 
\ CTRAPS = SYS(CHRJ(6%}tCHR•<-7%)) 
\ DISABLE,ECHOJ = SYS(CIIRt(3%)) 
\ FNSTYLUS,INPUT% = UUITZ 

18540 FLAGZ ~ FALSE% 
\ UNTIL CFLAG7.>=TRUE7. AND SWAP%(FLAGZ>>=TRUE%) OR FLAG% = EXlT ,% DR FLAG% = OU1T% 
\ CLEAR, TYPE,AHEADS = SYS!CHRlC11%) > 
\ INPUT t0%, RESPDtlSU 
\ PRINT STRING$(2%,8%H 
\ RESF'ONSEf = CVTHIRESPONSEhJSU 
\ If LEfT(R£SPONSE$,1%) = •e• AND LEH(RESPOHSE$) = 14% 

18560 NEXT 

THEH FLAG% = 256%f.lNT(0,5t<<VAL<Hill<RESPONSEt,04%,Sl))-X,OfFSET%)t127,/2200,)) 
t INT<0,5tCCVAL(NIDCRESPONSEt,10%,5%))-Y,OFFSET%)*127,/2200,)) 

ELSE IF LEFTCRESPOHSES,1%) = •a• 
THEN FLAG% = QUIT% 
ELSE tF LEFTCRESPONSEt,1%) = 'E' 

THEH FLAG% = EXIT,% 
ELSE FLAG% = FALSE% 

\ FNSTYLUS,INPUT% = FLAG% 
18580 ENA~LE,ECHO$ = SYSICHR$(2%)) 
\ ON ERROR 6010 19000 
\ FNEHD 

18600 L O C A L E R R O R H A N II L E R 



Cross ReferPnre Listin~ of STYSUH on 20-Feb-B4 at 17!35 

18620 CTRAPS = SYS(CHRt(6%~tCHR$C-7%J) 
\ RESUME 18580 IF ERR= 28~ 
\ R£SUNE 18540 

18699 



Cross Reference Listing of STYSUH on 20-Feb-84 at 17:35 

18700 

FNDFFSET,INPUTI 

18710 ! INJ>UT: Fro• stylus or keyboard, 
X,OFFS£T%, Y,OFFSET% 
TRUE% if offset found o,k, 

OUTPUTS: 
RETURNS! 

CALLSt 
OUIT% if user t~Pes auit on ke~board, 

DESTROYSt X,OFFSET%, Y,OFFSETI, RESPONSE$, FLAG% 
J.lESCRIPTIONI 
AccePts inPut froa keyboard or SUKHAGRAPHICS di9itizin9 tablet, 
Allowed ke~board inPul is O = Ouit = ter1inate Pto!!ra• e>:ecution, 

Digitiier hardware configur~tion and outPut for1at are as specified in FHSTYLUS,INPUT% with which 
thi5 function is alwaYs as;ociated, 

X,OFFS£TZ arid ¥,OFFSET% are t.he ;;clual (uncoded} X and Y coordinates of the ori!lin 
at t.he lower left corner of the circuit dia!!ra11, These coordinates are used bY the 
HIS TYL US, llfPUT% function, 

FNOFFSET,INPU1Z is u~ed only by the INSTAL,BAS Pro9ra1 but is included with FNSTYLUS,INPUT% 
for ease of APPENDin!!, 

Jype-ahead is cleared ~nd ter1inal echo disabled as in FNSTYLUS,INPUT% 

18720 OEF fNOfFSET,INPUT% 
\ OH ERROR GOTO 18800 
\ CJRAP$ = SYS(CffR$(6%HCl!RH-7%)) 
\ llISABLE,ECHO$ = SYS<CHRf(3X)) 
\ FNOFFSET,INPUTZ = OUIT% 

18740 FLAG%= TRUE% 
\ X,OfFSET7., Y,OFFSET% = -1% 
\ UNTIL X,OFFSET% >= 0% AND Y,OFFSET% >= OX OR FLAG%= OUIT% 
\ CLEAR, TYPE,AHEAU = SYS<CHR$( 11%) ). 
\ INPUT 10%, RESPONSE$ 
\ f"RI«T STRitfGt (2%,8%>J 
\ RESPONSU = CVTU(RESPOMSE$,382'.> 
\ IF LEFT(RESPONSU,1%, = '@' AND WHRESPOHSU) = 14% 

lHEN FLAG%= TRUEX 
ELSE IF LEFT(RESPONSE♦,tX>: 'O' 



Cross Reference Listing of STYSUH on 20-Feb-84 at 17:3~ 

THEN FLAG% = OUITY. 
ELSE FLAG% = FALSE% 

18760 X+OFFS£T% = VAL<HID<RESPONSES,3%,6%)) IF FLAG% = TRUE% 
\ Y ,OFFSETA'. = VAL<HID(RESf'ONSU,9I,6%)) IF FLAG% = TRUE% 
\ NEXT 
\ FNOFFSET,INPUT% = FLAG% 

18780 ENIIBLE,ECHOt = SYS(CHR$(2%)) 
\ ON ERROR GOTO 19000 
\ FNEND 

18800 L O C A l E R R O R H A H D L E R 

18820 CTRAPt = SYS(CHRS(6%)+CHflS(-7%)) 
\ RESUHE 18780 IF ERR = 28% 
\ RESUit£ 18740 

189~9 

t 
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32767 END 



Cross Reference Listin!I of STYHIP on 20-Feb-84 at 17:36 

18500 A P P E N D A B L E S T Y L U S I ff f' U T F UN CTI ON S 

FOR HIPAD DlGJTIZING TA~LET 

F N S T Y L U S , I N P U T % 

18510 !INPUTS: Fro~ rro!lra•: X,OFFSETI, Y,OFFSET%, TRUE%, FALSE%, EXIT,%, OUIT~ 
Froa user! Ke~board inrut or st~lus locations, 

OUTPUTS: 
RETURNS: 

C(ILLS: 

Coded stylus location C>=Ol if st~lus inPut, 
EXIT,% if user t~Pes Exit on the ke~board, 
OUI n if user tYHS Ou it on the keYboa rd. 

DESTROYS: RESPONSES, FLAG% 
llESCRIPTIONI 
AccePts inPut fro• ke~~oard or HIPAD di!litizer 
Allowed keYboard inPuts are 'E' = exit fro1 this fault, and •o• = ouil = ler1inate the Prosra1 execution, 

Disitizer i,u,uts are of the fora HSXXXXXSYYYYYCL where: 
ff = 1ode = 2 for Point 1ode 
S = si!ln of X ~oordinate (we assu■e alwa~s tl 
XXXXX = X coordinates in BCD, Max value here is 02200, 
S = si~n of Y coordinate (we assume always t) 
YYYYY = Y coordinates in BCD, Max value here is 02200, 
C = return 
L =linefeed 

The nor■al resolution of lhe di!litizer is reduced b~ dividin!I the active tablet area 
into a 127 >: 127 !lrid, The st\llus loCiltion is returned as a sin!lle 16 bit inte!ler wilh the X coords 
in the ■ost sisnificant byte, and the Y coords in the least si!lnificanl b~te, 

The coded sl~lus location is returned with reference to an ori!lin at the botto■ left corner of the circuit diasra•• 
This ori!lin hss coordinates (X,OFFSET%,Y,OFFSET%) with resPecl lo the default (Power up) ori!lin 
of the di~itizin!I tablet, 

As it is essential that that all coded stYlus locations be in the first ou~drant, 
the lablel aust be setur with the default ori~in at the botto1 left corner of the di!litizin~ surface, 

T~Pe-ahead is cleared Prior to inPut to cleat the inPut buffer because contact 
bounce on the stylus can otherwise store a succession of coordinates which cause Ptobleas, 

Pa!le 1 
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Cross Reference listins of STYHIP on 20-Feb-84 at 17:36 

Ter1inal echo is disabled so ue dont get the actual digitizer output disPla~ed on the screen. 

HARDIIARE CONNECTIONS FOR THE HIPAD DT-U DIGITIZER! 

FORHAT SELECT: 
OUTPUT urms: 
OUTPUT RESOLUTION: 
ORIGIN: 
BAUD RATEi 

Serial output aode (connect Pins 9,10,11,20) 
Netric <connect Pins 17,20) 
200 lines/inch (connect Pins 18,20) 
Fi>:ed (connect Pins 19,20) 
To suit ter1inal <no connection for 4800 b,s) 

18520 DEF FHSTYLUS,IHPUTX 
\ ON ERROR GOTO 18600 
\ CTRAP~ = SYSCCHRtC6%)tCHR$(-7Zll 
\ DISADLE.ECIIOS = SYS<CHRSC3¾)) 
\ FHSTYLUS,INPUT% = OUITi. 

10540 Fl.AG%-= FALSE% 
\ UNTIL ( <FLAG% >= TRUE%>AND(SWAP%<FLA6%) >= TRUE%)) OR FLAG% = EXIT .z OR FLAG% = OUIU 
\ CLEAR.TYPE.AHEAD$ = SYS(CHRSC11%)) 
\ INPUT 10%, RESPONSE$ 
\ PRINT STRIN6$C2%,8%J; 
\ RESPONSES = CIJTH(RESPONSH,38%> 
\ IF LEfTCRESPONSES,1%) = 1 21 ANO LEHCRESPONSEt) = 13% 

18560 
\ 

18580 
\ 
\ 

18600 

18620 
\ 
\ 

NEXT 

THtN FLAG% = 256%t(INT(0,5+(CVAL(NJD(RESPOHSE♦,03%,5%)) - X,OFFSET%>t127./2200,))l 
t (IHT(O.StC<VALfHID(R£SPONS£1,09%,5%)) - Y,OFFSET%)t127./2200,))) 

ELS£ IF LEFT(RESPONSEl,1%) = •o• 
TI-IEN FLAG% = OUIT% 
ELS£ If LEFTCRESPONSES,1%) = 'E' 

THEN FLAG% = EXIT,% 
ELSE FLAG% = FALSE% 

FNSTYLUS.INPUT% = FLAG% 

ENABLE.ECHO$= SYS(CHR•<2%l) 
ON ERROR GOTO 19000 
f"NEHll 

L O CAL E RROR H ANfl LE R 

CTRAPS = SYS<CHRtC6%)tCHRt(-7%)) 
RESUME 18580 IF ERR~ 28% 
RESUl1E 18540 

~ 
__J 
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18700 

Cross Reference Listins of STYHIP on 20-Feb-84 at 17!36 

F N O F F S E T , I N P U T % 

18710 ! INPUT: Fro• st~lus or keyboard 
X,OFFSET%, Y,OFFSET% 
TRUE% if offset found o,k, 

OUTPUTS: 
RETURNS! 

OUIT% if user tYPes Ouit on keyboard, 
CALLS: 
DESTROYS: X,OFFSET%, Y,OFFSET%, RESPONSE$, FLAG% 
DSECRIPTION: 
Acterls inPut fron keyboard or HlPAD disitizins tablet, 
Allowed ke!tboard inPut is O = Ouit = terainate Progra1 execution, 

Disitizer hardNare confisuration and outPut for1at are as specified in FNSTYLUS,INPUT% 
with which this function is i!lways associated, 

X,OFFS£T% and Y,OFFSETI are the actual (uncoded) X and Y coordinates of the oriSin 
al the lower left corner of the circuit diasra1, These coordinates are used by the FNSTYLUS,IHPUT% function, 

FNOFFSET,JNPUTl is u~ed only by the Prosraa INSTAL,BAS but it is included with FNSTYLUS,JNPUT% 
for ease of APP[NDins, 

Jype-ahead is cleared and ter1inal echo disabled as in FNSTYLUS,1NPUT% 

18720 DEF FNOFFS£T,INPUT% 
\ Oil ERROR GOTO 18800 
\ CTRAP$ = SYSCCHRJ(6%)fCHRtC-7%)) 
\ DISABLE,ECHOI = SYS<CHRS(3Z)) 
\ FNOFFSET,Ifff'UT% = OUIT7. 

18740 FLAD% = TRUE% 
\ X,OFFSEl%, Y,0fFSET% = -1% 
\ UNTIL X,OFFSET% >= 0% AND Y,OFFSET% >= 0% OR FLAG% = OUIT% 
\ CLEM, TYPE,AHEAPt = SYS<CHRt!11%)) 
\ INPUT to%, RESPONSU 
\ PRitIT STRiffGt(2%,87.H 
\ RESPONSE$ = CVTO<RESP0NSU,38%) 
\ If LEFTCRESPDNSE$,1%) = '2' AHO lEN<RESPONSEt) = 13% 

THEN FLAG% = TRUE% 

Pase J 
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ELSE IF LEFT(RESPONSES,1%) = '0' 
THEN FLAG%= QUIT% 
f.LSE FLAG%= FALSE% 

18760 X,OFFSET% = VAL(NID<RESPONSEt,2Z,6X)> IF FLAG%= TRUE% 
\ Y ,OFFSET% = IJAUl1ID<RESPONSU,8%,6%)) IF FLAG% = TRUE% 
\ NEXT 
\ FNOFFSET,1Nf'UT% = FLAG% 

18780 EHABLE,ECHOS = SYS(CHR$(2%)) 
\ ON ERROR GOTO 19000 
\ FHEND 

18000 LOCAL ERROR HANDLER 

18820 CTRAf'$ = SYS(CHRt{6%)fCHR$(-7%)) 
\ RESUit£ 18780 IF ERR= 28% 
\ RESUHE 18740 

189?9 
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32767 END 
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Cross Reference Listing of CURADK on 20-Feb-84 at 17:34 

18000 

F N C U R S O R , A T t FOR ADlt-3A TERMINAL 

18001 !INPUTS 

OUTPUTS 
CALLS 
I.OC VARIAIILES 
DESCRIPTION 

ARGUHENTSt ll% = soun<I buzzer (1% = do, 0% = donU 
C% = clear screen <1% = do, 0% = don'\> 
V% = nu~ber of lines down fro1 top of screen 
H?. = n111ber of snces in fro• edse of screen 

RETURNS Cursor control strin!! for an ADM-3A tertinal, 

B?., CX, V%, HX 
Cursor Positionin!! routine for an ADH-3A ter1inal, Cursor control co11ands for the ADM 3 arel 
CHRl(26%) ~ clear screen and cursor ho1e, 
Senuence ESC=YX for direct cursor Positionin!! to Y,X, on AflH-3A, 

Switch Positions on the ADH-3A should be: 
Iot.ernc1l: SPACE, UC DISP, KB LOCK, ctEAR SCREEN, '50 Hz, 24 LINE, 

CURSOR CONTROL ON, LOCAL Off, 103 OFF, EXT OFF, EOT OFF, 
Front: PARITY, STOP 2, DATA 7, PARITY ODD, UC, AUTO NIL, RS232, 

FDX, SPEED to correct value. 

18020 DEF FNCURSOR,AT1(Bl,Cl,V%,Hll 

18040 FNCUP.SOR,ATt = CHRtCB%f7%l+CHR$(26%tC%)tCHRS(l5S%ltCHR$(61%)tCHRS(32%tV%)tCHR1(32%tlt%) 

18060 FNEND 
18999 ! 

32767 [NI) 
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18001 

Cross Reference Listin~ of CURVT5 on 20-Feb-84 at 17?34 

F NC URSO R •AT$ FOR VT52 TERHINAL 

!INF'UTS 

OUTF'UTS 
CALI.S 
LOC IJ.ARIA.lllfS 
DfSCRIPTION 

ARGUN£NJS: BX= sound buzzer 11% = do, 0% = dontl 
C% = clear screen (1% = do, 0% = don't) 
V% = number of lines down froa loP of screen 
HZ= nu1ber of spaces in frot ed~e of screen 

RETURNS Cursor control string for a VT52 ter1inal, 

BI, CZ, V%, Hr. 
Cursor PositioniM routine for an IJT52 ter■in;il, Cursor control coHands for the VT52 are: 
(SCH ! Cursor ho1e 
ESC J : Clear to end of screen 
ESC Y (line)(colu1n) : direct cursor Position to Line, Coluan, 

18020 Dff FHCURSOR,ATS<ll%,C%,IJ%,11%) 

18040 If CZ = OZ 

Pa!le 1 

THEN FMCURSOO,ATS = CHR$(11Zt7%)tCHRS(155Z)tCHRS(89%)+cHR$(J2Z+VZ)tCHR$CJ2ZtHZ> 
ELSE FNCURSOR,ATS = CHRSCBZt7Z>tCHR$(15SZ)tCHR$(72Z)t.cHR$(155%)tcHRS(74%)tCffR$(155Z)tCHRSl89%JtCHR$(32%tVZ>tCHR$132%+H%> 

18060 FNEHD 
18999 ! 

32767 END 



18000 

18001 !lNPUTS 

OUTPUTS 
CALLS 

Cross Reference Listins of CURTIJI on 20-feb-84 at 17:35 

F NC UR S O R, AT f FOR TELEVIDEO TERHJNAl 

ARGUHENTS: B% = sound buzzer 11% = do, 0% = donl) 
C% = clear screen (1% = do, 0% = don't) 
V% = nu11ber of lines down fro• toP of screen 
lt::t = nurrber of spaces in frt'I ed.!le of screen 

RETURNS Cursor control strin.!l for a TEL£UJD£0 ter1inal, 

B%, C%, V%, HI 

f'a.!le 1 

LOC VARIABLES 
[IESCRIPTION Cursnr Positioning routine for an TELEUJD£0 ter1inal, Cursor control co11ands for the TELEVIDEO are! 

ESC ~ !Clear screen to HULL 
ESC = Row,Col !Cursor lo Row,Col 

18020 DEF FNCURSOR,ATS(B%,C%,Vi.,H%) 

18040 IF C% = 0% 
THEN fNCURSOR,ATS = CHRf(B%i7%)fCHRf(155%)fCHRf{61%)fCHRf(32%fV%)tCHRf(32%tH%) 
ELSE fHCIJRSOR,ATf = CHRS(B%i7%)fCHRf(l55%1fCttRf(121%)fCHRll155%)tCHRf(61%)fCHRf(32%tU%)tCHRf(32%tH%) 

18060 FHEHD 
18999 ! 

32767 END 
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